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Managing the transition to foster family status: The experience of 
carers' own children 

Helen Young 

ABSTRACT 

Children in today~s society live in ever-changing fami~y tOrms. Children are 
the least likely of all family members to be the initiators of family transitions~ yet they 
are profoundly involved. With a focus on child-centred care (e.g. The Children~s Act, 
1989), there is an acknowledgment that it is important to understand the experiences 
of children living in these various family structures. The "toster £.mrily' is one such 
fonn of family life in which children live. A conunon occurrence within foster 
families is that carers' own children are present within the home (Berridge & Cleaver, 
1987). 

This study explored how carers' own children managed the transition to living 
as a foster family. Using a Grounded Theory approach (Strauss & Corb~ 1990), five 
children (four males and one female) aged between 9 and 15 years old were contacted 
through an Independent Fostering Agency and interviewed about their experiences of 
having foster children coming to live within their fatIulies. Participants and their 
families had been fosteriru! for a total of between 6 months and 14 vears. and these 

,-." .,J " 

included short-term, long-term and specialist fostering placements. 

The analysis identified that participants \-vent through a central process of 
redefining their families in the transition to living as a foster family. Within this, an 
explanatory process model was developed comprising four main categories of 
experience. These represented participants' a\vareness of change within their tamilies, 
attempts to search for an explanatory frameVtTork to understand the changes~ and of 
locating their own family and themselves within this new family structure. 

There are a number of clinical implications highlighted by this study. Children 
actively try to make sense of changes to their taw..ily and it is iUlport.ant that farnilies 
and fostering services aid children in this process. It highlights a need for the whole 
family to be involved in preparation and traw1n.g, and for C'.omprehensive support 
packages to be put in place. The role of the Clinical Psychologist within this process 
is discussed. 
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1.0 CHAPfER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter begins by providing an overvie\" of the changing profile of the 

'family' in recent years. It then discusses in detail one particular family form, that of 

the foster family. An historical perspective on the development of the foster family is 

provided, followed by a critical look at foster care research. A fOCus on the dynamics 

of the foster family is emphasised, along with an examination of the role of f(Jster 

carer's own children in the fostering process. This chapter also draws on the literature 

surrounding family transitions to set in conte).."! the experience of children in changing 

families. The chapter ends by setting out the fl1CUS of the present study. 

1.1 Children in Changing Families 

'Families at the beginning of the twenty:first century are going through 

changes at a pace that is bewildering to both observers and Jam i Iy 

members themselves' (Pryor & Rodgers, 2001, pI). 

Family life today takes many fonus and is characterised by a diverse range of 

structures. The traditional view of children being raised by two married parents 

throughout their childhood is today much less common. Forty per cent of all children 

in England are now born outside of marriage (Hill, 1999). This includes thirty per cent 

who are born to cohabiting rather than nlarried parents (Berridge, 1997). About one

third of all marriages end in divorce (Dunn & Deater-Deckard, 2001). Consequently, 

one in five families are headed by a lone parent and one in eight children will, at some 

stage of their childhood live in a step-tamily (OPCS, 1993). In addition to this, 50,000 

children in the UK have been removed from the care of their parents, of whom 11 % 

reside in residential homes and 65% are placed in foster families (Davies, 1998). 

Around 10,000 children, never able to return to their farnilies of origin, are believed to 

be waiting for adoptive families (0' Hanlon & Ejioforj, 1999). 

This variation in family structure has attracted \videspread political lind public 

debate, with a concern centred on the perceived 'breakdo\\TI' of tamily lite. 



Increasingly, attention has focused on the effects on children of living in these 

changing fonns of family life (Dunn & Deater-Deckar<L 200 1). 

The concept of childhood, in parallel \vith the changes in tamily structure, has 

been transfonned over the last century (pryor & Rodgers~ 200 1). Indeed, scientific 

research has furthered the understanding of children ~ s development and there is now 

an ever-increasing acknowledgement of the need to en~ure children~s emotional and 

physical well-being. This is evidenced in the investment of services for children 

within the Nation.al Health Service, with specially trained he.alth professio!1-.!.'lls 

equipped to deal with children who display emotional and/or physical problems. 

Along with these developments has been an acknowledgement tlmt it is 

important to understand the experiences of children living in these various tamily 

5trnctures. One way of achieving this is to take seriously wh..at children h..ave to say 

about their families, and there has been a growing body of research involving children 

(e.g. Deatrick & Faux, 1989; Nespor, 1998; Butler, Scanlan, Robinson, Douglas & 

Murch, 2003). After all, as Pryor &. Rodgers (2001) state, children are the le-ast li.kely 

of all family members to be the initiators of tamily transitions, yet they are profoundly 

involved. Children are not only witnesses to, but also participants and actors in these 

family structures and transitions (Butler et aI, 2003). 

The "foster family' is one such form offatnily life in which children live. 

Foster families are a group of families about whom there is little discussion, both in 

literature and the public arena. Foster c.are is at the same tL11le a very ordin..ary activity 

and an extraordinary undertaking (Hill, 1999). Looking after children is sOlnething 

that many adults will do at some time in their lives, guided simply by common sense 

and experience. Foster care however, poses signitic.ant ch..allenges. Foster carers otTer 

hOlues to, and open their tamilies to other people~s children and look after some of the 

most ditlicult, demanding, rejected and abused children and young people in our 

<.:nclcty (Benidge, 1997). 

1.2 Historical Perspectil'e on Foster Care 

Foster care, as a concept, is not a new tl)nTI of alternative living arrangements 

for chl10ren 11\;n(1 aw~n' from home Tnoeed fostennQ" ano resiOentla1 c..'lre ha\'e nm in 
L' .. I ..... / 



parallel as alternative arrangements for children as fur back as the nineteenth century 

(Rushton & Minnis, 2002). Foster care however, can be seen as one of the early 

exnressions of the re.cocrnitio!1 ofthp. nohtc;: ofthp. r.hl1rl (Kp.llv & fT1111o:ln ')()()()). r c:r - - - --- - -c:r--- - - ---- - ---- ,- -- --~. - - - ----0----, - - - - /' 

advancements in theoretical understandings have contributed to a preference for 

family, including Bowlby's (1951) emphasis on preserving attachment with an adult 

caregiver, Gofful.an's (1962) critique of iI1-~titutiO!1s, and Malm:-.cio, F em &. 

Olmstead's (1986) theories on the importance of ;'pennanence~. Foster care theretOre 

constitutes an expression of the child's need for and right to the personalised frunily 

that the workhouse and other crowde.d institlltiops historic.ally could not provide. 

In the UK, foster care has been developed as the preferred placement tor • out 

of home' care (Colton & Williams, 1997) and is currently the principal f()1TI1 of care 

provided for children living away from home under the allspices of the 10(".al authority. 

At anyone time, around six out of ten children looked after by local authorities are 

placed with foster carers (Department of Health, 1997). Although the number of f()ster 

children has remained fairly constant (currentlyaronnd 33,000), they c.onstitute a 

proportion of those in the care system that has roughly doubled since the 1970's_ This 

is chiet1y due to the closing down of many residential homes over the last twenty 

years (Kelly &. Gilligan, 2000). 

Over time, tostering has become an increasingly complex and difficult task. 

As Hill (1999) succinctly summarises, the task historically often involved either - -
straightforward physical care of a child on a te!llporary basis~ or else long-te!!!! 

substitute parenting. It was not unusual tor toster carers to bring up the child virtlk111y 

as a full melnber of their own family on a quasi-adoptive basis, often with little or no 

contact with birth parents (Rowe, Caine, Hnndleby & Ke.ane, 1984). Althongh the 

demands of this role are not to be trivialised, considerably lllore is expected of foster 

carers today. 

There are tvvo key reasons for this increased pressure on toster ~1rers. 1he first 

reason surrounds a change in legislation that has radically altered the way in which 

children are perceive.d and tre::~ted \\'ithll1 "nciety. The introdllction of th~ Children'" 

Ad (1989) encomp<1ssed an acceptance of children as having rights and needs of their 

0\\ n. This challenged the dominating frame\\l)rk \\ithin the child care systen1, at that 
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time one of permanency planning with a focu'i on either returning the child to their 

birth parents or securing alternative, penn anent living arrangements (Hill, 1999). The 

Children's Act stressed the welfare of the chl1d as paramolmt and stipulate.d that 

where possible, children should be brought up within their own families. It 

emphasised the importance of partnership with parents, rather than opposition, and 

fawily support rather than compulsory separation (Pack.man & Jordan, 1991). This 

has meant increased demands on foster carers. They now have obligations to 

encourage and facilitate contact with birth parents, where appropriate~ more frequent 

and formalised involvement is required in pla!1!lln..g, decision-mak1T1.g and revie"vs~ 

and there is greater emphasis placed on children ~ s partici})<1tory rights (Borland, 

1998). 

The second reason, taking into account the legislative backdrop, has meant 

that only children who have, or whose tamily have the most serious problems, enter 

and remain in public care (Kelly & Gilligm.1.., 2000). Develop!nents in prevention and 

tamily support have raised the threshold for children to become looked-after a\vay 

from home. This has resulted in a high proportion of children looked-after by local 

authorities having a greater incidence of mental he.alth nee.ds than those in the general 

population of the same age (Richardson & Joughin, 2000). Children come into care 

tor a diverse range of reasons. These may include experiences of parental deprivation, 

whether from inadequate and/or abusive parentw..g or tragic circl1wstances, such as 

loss or death. As Hughes (1999) highlights, ho\vever, the precipitating events leading 

to reception into care are often only the end of a lengthy e)..'perience of neglect, trauma 

and abuse. 

Children \vho enter foster care therefore, are not a homogenous group and 

there are many difterent types of toster homes. These are designed for children in a 

rcmge of circumstances and reflect the huge ran..ge of re.asons ,'\'hy children enter local 

authority care. As Berridge (1997) SumnUlriSes, SOllle foster homes admit chi klren at 

very short notice. This is usually for a short period, pro\-iding en1ergency 

~1e('o!TLTIlodation or a period of respite for the child and their families. ()thers ofrer 

long-tenn or pennanent hOllles to children who are unable to return to their o\\·n 

parents. 'Bridging' placen1ents also exist t()T children in intennediate circumstances, 

"lleh ~IS tlw"e in preparation for ndoption, or, t()!" older ('hildren H" a bridge to 
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independence. 'Specialist~ fostering deals with children who have particular 

requirements, such as those with disabilities, sibling groups, or where behaviour is 

espe.cially difficult to manage. Foster ('.are also offers 're!!!and~ placements and !!lay 

be a venue for assessment of needs prior to a court appearance. Foster care then has a 

variety of functions (Hill, 1999). 

1.3 A Critique of Foster Care Research 

Systematic research on fostering has developed since the 1960' s with attempts 

to lnvestlQate the stahl1itv of foster faml1v nlacements. hv foclL~lnQ on the • outcome ' 
U .I J .1 , J U 

of placements. One way of doing this is to look at the statistics on the rate of 

breakdown in foster placements. Berridge & Cleaver (1987) define breakdown as "a 

placement ending that was not included in the social work plan, either LTl the ending 

itself or the timing of the termination~~ (P30). In looking at the rate ofbreakdown~ one 

gets a complex picture of figures. It is useful to break these down according to the 

different types of placement: 

Short-tenn foster care is generally defined as placClllents intended to last up to 

eight weeks (Berridge & Cleaver, 1987) and is the most common initial placement for 

children enterl_Tlg local authority care. Short -tel!!! foster ('.are l1as been found to be 

broadly successful. For example, Millham, Bullock, Hosie & Haak (1986) found a 

breakdown rate of only 8%. Berridge & Cleaver (1987) f()und similar results, with 

1 O~iQ of placements breaking down. Researchers argue t1Iat SUC(."'eSS W-Ry be due to the 

fact that short-term foster care has less complex aims than long-term foster care and 

so the aims are more frequently met. In addition, it is more commonly used for young 

children whose fawilies are in 'crisis', and they are often retume.d sl1ccessfiJlly to their 

homes after a short period of respite. 

Long-tenn foster care is regarded as USlUtlly indefinite in its anticipated 

duration, where both the child and carer would be ex-pected to make a more 

pen11~~nent cowJn.itment to one another. TIIe most widely quote.d figure for breakdon·n 

in long-tenn placements comes from Parker (1966) and George (1970), at 50%. 

Triseliotis (1989) suggests 30% as a typical breakdo\\TI rate f()f placements meant to 

last tWe) yen!"" or more. Berridge & Cle.aver (1987) in n c.(\nIpnrison of local 

authorities, fOWld a contrast of 40% breakdown within three years in one borough, 
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compared with only 15% in another. However, this was largely attributed to 

differences in the child populations within each borough. It appears from these studies 

that, although figures vary, long-tel!!l place.!nents are at a much higher risk of 

breakdown. 

lntennediatel 'Specialist' foster care (the two terms appear to be used 

interchangeably in the literature) tends to be defined as appropriate for children who 

pose particular problems in terms of behaviour, health, or physical or mental 

handicap, and tend to be planned as medium-term in duration. Berridge & Cleaver 

(1987) suggest this is often between eighteen months and three years. In their study, 

they found a breakdown rate of 21?1o withlTl a one-ye.ar period. Thobuf!l~ Murdoch & 

O'Brien (1986) found a breakdown rate of only 5% over the f'irst two years in an 

agency for children with physical disabilities and/or severe learning ditliculties. 

It is apparent from these studies that there is much variation in the reported 

rate of foster placement breakdowns in the research literature. This may, in part~ be 

due to the heterogeneous nature of both the children entering foster c.are, and the 

families who foster them, dynamics that are difficult to control for in large-scale 

outcome studies of this kind. For example, toster children all differ in the experiences 

they bring with them to placement; equally, foster fawilies all differ in their make-up, 

in the amount and type of tostering experience they have, and so on. These and many 

other factors all interweave to produce either a 'successful' placement or one that 

breaks down. This makes it difficult to conclude that the statistics cite.d on the rate of 

'successful' and 'unsuccessful' placements are comparable across studies, and 

problematic when generalised to the foster population. 

Triseliotis (1980) studied perceptions of the fostering experience from the 

\iewpoint of both former foster children (now adults) and their carers. He pointed out 

that whilst a 'breakdown' is easily identifiable, by the very fact that it ends, one 

caIUlot assume that all other placements are theretore '"successful'. His study 

illustrated that many former foster children reported being unhappy in their f()ster 

h('mes, including not feeling part of the f;Ullily or not getting on very well with their 

carers. Yet, these toster placements did not break do\vu. Nor however did either party 
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feel they were a 'success'. Equally in this respect, children may gain many benefits 

from a placement that ends prematurely (Hill, 1999). 

This highlights a fundamental methodoiogic[ti problem in using breakdown 

rates as a measure of 'success' or 'failure' of placements, and this research suggests a 

hidden figure that is more difficult for res~rchers to tap into. 

In recognising the difficulty of defining placements as • successful ~ solely on 

the basis of breakdown rates, much research subsequently has concentrated on 

identifying factors that are, in some way, pre.dictive of suc.("ess or failure. L11 one of the 

most comprehensive studies to date, Berridge & Cleaver (1987) conducted a large

scale study of foster placements across the spectrum, including short-term, long-term 

and inte!!!!ediate foster care place!nents. From this, they define.d three groups of 

factors that were linked to fostering outcomes. TIlese included child-related factors; 

social network and care careers~ and placement-related factors. The first two of these 

groups will be reviewed briefly here and the third group of factors will be exarol11ed 

in more detail. 

1.3. 1 Child-related factors linked to placement outcome 

Berridge & Cleaver (1987) found that age was a factor related to placement 

outcome, with foster care more problematic to provide for older, rather than younger 

children. This was particularly so for adolescents. TIlls fmding has been consistently 

replicated by other studies (e.g. Rowe, Hundleby & Garnett, 1989; Baxter, 1989). 

Studies also confirm that success in all types of fostering is more likely when 

the child is not very disturbed (e.g. Baxter, 1989). As noted earlier however, many 

children adroitted to care have experience.d abuse or negle.ct. Be!!idge & Cleaver 

(1987) found factors commonly related to such experiences played a major part in the 

demise of a placement. TIus included temper tantrums, extreme mood swings, sullen 

withdrawal and aggressi,"'c outbursts 

Berridge & Cleaver (1987) also fOlUld a link whereby fostering where the 

child was able to remain in their local social network and not be upnx)ted from schlx)l 

wcre Ie"" likely to end prc!nature1y. Finally, a nlore obvious finding is that plac('!nent, 
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are more likely to succeed when children's needs are met (Scottish Office, 1991). 

Triseliotis, Borland, Hill & Lambert (1995) found that disregarding the wishes of 

young people je.opardise.d plar.e!!!ents. They c.ondude.d that an important influence on 

fostering outcome is the need for young people to feel cared for and respected. 

There are therefore many factors in relation to the child being placed that are 

consistently shown to have a bearing on the foster care placement. These include the 

age of the child at placement, with younger children see!!lln~ to sllr.ceed better than 

older children; the presence or absence of behavioural problems; changing school 

seems to be a risk factor, along with failing to meet their needs. However, these alone 

cannot account for whether a place!!lent works out or not. This leads us onto the 

second group of factors argued by Berridge & Cleaver (1987) to be associated with 

fostering outcomes. These are centred on the child's wider social network and care 

'c.areer': 

1.3.2 Social network and care career factors linked to placetnent outcome 

Berridge & Cleaver (1987) emphasised the benefit of looked-after children 

maintaining contact with their bLrth parents (except where there are good reasons why 

this should not take place). The Scottish ()ffice ( 1991) tound that placements \vere 

more likely to break down where visiting plans f()r parents were not fulfilled. 

Another finding has been the function of sibling group placements as a 

protective factor against breakdown (Berridge & Cleaver, 1987; Thobum & Rowe, 

1988). SiblLl1g groups taken into care are frequently separate.d from each other. Onr.e 

separated, they often have intermittent contact or lose contact with each other 

(Mullender, 1999). Fratter, Rowe, Sapsford & Thobum (1991) found that when 

separation did oecur, maintaining contact emerge.d as a protective factor against 

breakdown. There is a growing 1xxly of research highlighting the important function 

sibling's play for each other. Dunn (1983) in her pioneering research in this area, 

'-'.Onl.rnents that siblLl1gs may well have spent more time ""'ith one another in their early 

years than with their caregiver(s). This tna), be particularly so for children living in 

abusive or neglectful circUll1stances. Siblings placed together can therei()re llx>k to 

one anotht_'!" tC)!" support and protection, and provides opportunities to talk about their 

birth family (Rowe et ai, 1984). 
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A third factor found to be of importance is ensuring pre-placement preparation 

of both the child and foster family. In particular, this includes clarifYing expectations 

prior to placenlent so th...at both parties k-flOW the position they are starting from and 

what they want to achieve. This also includes setting up an appropriate system to help 

them deal with any difficulties that arise (Triseliotis~ 1980). Sadly however, 

contingency plans are seldom i.11 place should probleIUS ari~e (Be!ridge & Cle.aver, 

1987) and lack of support once the placement has connnenced relates strongly to 

placement breakdown (Wilson, Sinclair & Gibbs~ 2000; Triseliotis, Borland & Hill~ 

1998). 

In addition to taking account of factors related to the actual child being placed, 

research therefore highlights that professionals must place tins in the wider social 

c.ontext by addressing issues of contact with bi.rth parents, other siblw..gs, and e!lsure 

good pre-placement preparation and support. Alongside all of these factors, research 

also finds a number of factors related to the placement itseU: which have a role to play 

in placement progress. These are interesting, as they start to look more closely at the 

dynamics within the foster family: 

1.3.3 Placement-related L.1ctors linked to placenlent outcome 

One of the most consistent findings over the last t()rty years~ and tracing back 

to Trasler's (1960) i.tilll1ential study, has been that failure rates in foster placements 

are noticeably higher when foster carer's have a child or children of their own living 

in the household. TIns was confrrmed by George (1970) and by Berridge & Cleaver 

(1987). 

Placements with foster families where carers' own children are present are a 

common OCClUTence. Berridge & Cleaver (1987) t()und that in long-teITI1 placements 

this occurred in one in every six households~ siwilarly, in four-fifths of short-tenn and 

64% of inteITI1ediate placements, foster carers' 0\\'11 children were present. 

It is useful to tum to the systennc literature and to consider the impact on the 

family of a new arrival. Satir (1967) talks about the concept of the tamily as '"mobile' 

~md the idea that relationships, power, aligtLTnents and splits shift and change when H 
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member leaves or a new one joins. The process of family fonnation is therefore 

highly charged. The arrival of a new member in the family, in this case, of a child, 

imposes a change in the fa!!lily's general pattern of interaction. To re.ach a 

harmonious balance, adaptations in role and other torms of functioning are necessary 

(Cann, 1980). A family therefore faces a risk to itself and its existing relationships 

whenever it ad!!lits a new member. This is likely to be especially so when the ne~T 

member does not arrive as a baby but as a child or young person who has likes, 

dislikes and a will of his or her own. The dynamics are therefore very complex. 

Withll1 this, researchers h-.ave looked at the different ages of all the children in the 

family. 

There is general agreement that the age-gap between children placed together 

(either with foster carers' own children or with other, unrelated fc)ster children), is an 

important factor in placement outcome. The rese.arch is less cle.ar, however, about 

how this is important. For example, Trasler (1960) tound failure rates \vere higher if 

the carer's own child was within three years of age of the foster child. Similarly, 

Wedge & Mantle (1991) found breakdown \vas more likely in placements where 

another child of a similar age was present. Berridge & Cleaver (1987) found that in 

placements that broke down, the carers' own children were under the age of five. 

Turning to the developmental research literature, particularly on birth order 

and age gaps among siblings, this also gives contrasting answers. For example, Dwm 

(1984) in her research into siblings found that some J'!.1rents attributed the friendliness 

of their children to their closeness in age. TIle close matching of interest and 

etlectiveness as partners in play of children who are only two years apart is held to be 

of real in1portance. Ot.h.er parents believed that their children got along well be.c.ause 

there was a large gap between them. The older child does not feel so displaced and 

since he or she is more secure, perhaps both in relation to the attachment to the 

caregiver nDd in relation to their established "position' w'ithin the family, behnves in a 

more friendly way towards the younger. Dtmn concludes that both accounts are 

plausibleo and there is evidence to support both points of vie\v (t()r a more detailed 

di"ctlssion, see Dunn (Il)R4 )). 
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Kaplan (1988) conducted a study in the USA looking at the psychological 

impact on carers' own children and fOWld that most of the children rejected their 

parents' explal1..ations of children CO!!l;n-.g into care through a temporary difficulty, 

believing that such children were unloved or had been "bad". Kaplan found that this 

led to high levels of separation anxiety, particularly in the younger children, who 

feare.d they !!light themselves be abandone.d if they were !laughty. This was supporte.d 

by Pugh (1996) and may contribute to the fUlding that foster carers who have young 

children of their own are more highly represented in the breakdown statistics. 

Pugh (1996) proposes this could be linked to the finding that the older children 

of toster carers in her study perceived their relationship with the f()ster child 

differently to the younger ones. They were more likely to see thetnselves as 

contributing to the caring process, rather than having expectations of the foster child 

as a potential companion (often seen in the younger children and indeed, by the 

carers), expectations which were often disappointe.d. 

There is consequently much to consider about the interaction between foster 

children and the carers' own children and the nnpact this might have on the 

placement. Certawly, it would seem that, in a context in which foster c.arers" own 

children are likely to be present, both the foster and the carer" s own children can fmd 

the situation difficult to endure. 

1.3.4 Summary of Critique 

This broad review of the research literature highlights the cOlnplexity and 

vastness of foster care research. It is evident that there is a huge ra!1-.ge of factors to 

take into consideration when planning to place a child in foster care. There are 

specitic child-related factors, there are wider social factors to consider and then there 

are factors related specifically to the make up of the placement itself to th;n]( about. 

Much of this research has centred on broad and general surveys, and reached 

broad and general conclusions highlighting the complex range of tactors that appear 

related to placement outcome (Marshall, 1991). This b-.as been vital in establish;T1g an 

c\idence base from which to build, and has taken accowlt of the meth<Xlological 

problems with researching this tield. This has addressed the conclusions dra\\ll by 
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Prosser (1978) in his review of foster care research, in which he emphasised the lack 

of official statistics on foster care. 

A point highlighted both in the Prosser ( 1978) review and in Berridge's (1997) 

review some twenty years later however, is of the lack of qualitative research 

undertaken. Consequently, as yet, there is little detaile.d understandi..n.g of placement 

dynamics and interactions between participants. Information about these interactions 

have been highlighted at in the current literature:> tt)r instance, the finding that tt)ster 

carers' own children seem to playa key role in the fostering process. A number of 

studies acknowledge this, and many studies concentrating on foster carers highlight 

the impact of fostering on their own family as a frequent reason why they cease to 

foster (e.g. Triseliotis et aI, 1998; Wilson, et aI, 2000). 

We will now turn to a critical examination of the literature looking more 

closely at foster carers' own children. 

1.4 Research involving foster carers' own children 

There is comparatively little written about t()ster carers' own children. There is 

evidence of earlv studles conducted nredomlnantlv In North America and Canada ln 
.I .1.1 

the early 1970's. There then appeared to be a signiticant drop in interest in this area 

until resurgence in the early 1990's, particularly evident in the research literature in 

the UK.. It is interesting to speculate on this rene,ve.d interest and is perhaps due to the 

change in legislation (e.g. Children's Act, 1989) and an acknowledgement that all 

children, not just those looked-after, deserve to have their needs identified and met. 

Indeed, other publications (e.g. Department of He.alth, 1991) have c.aIled for more 

attention to be given to the needs of carers' own children. As with much of the foster 

care research reviewed, research focusing on carers own children is complex; studies 

i..nclude foster placements of varying types, \\-'ith children of different ages, llsiD~ a 

range of different designs. These studies are revie\ved below: 

1.4.1 Early Studies 

Early studies in tills area began to pn.1\ide some insight into placement 

dynamics. Ellis (1972) explore.d the effects on carers' 0\\11 children oflivi..ng as a 

group foster family. The study had three phases involving tirstly, interviews with ten 
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group home foster parents; secondly, a tape recording of a meeting between group 

home foster parents and social workers; and thirdly~ a tape recording of a panel of fi\'e 

teenage birth children. Her study highlighte..d the assnmptiopc;: that parents often !!1..£1de 

in relation to their own children, including ideas that own children would 

automatically adjust, along with an expectation that they would happily share their 

belongings with foster children. Some parents ackno\vle..dge..d that they h.ad higher 

expectations of their own children and thus \vere harder on them. In practice, they 

found that their children could themselves become disturbed~ particularly in relation 

to feeling pushed out when pressures were gre.at, and could be left to de.al \vith 

difficult emotions, for example, if endings were lUlple.'lsant. However, she also fOlUld 

benefits that could be gained by the family. These included the strengthening of 

family relationships and cO!!1J!1upicatiO!l, incre.ase..d sensitivity to e.ach other~ s nee..ds, 

and own children becoming better equipped to understand and meet others ~ needs 

(although it is not clear whether these views were expressed by the birth children or 

their parents). 

Wilkes (1974) expanded on these findings in a paper looking at the positive 

and negative aspects of f()stering on the tamily. He concurred with Ellis (1972) in his 

argument of emotional demand on own children to cope ,yith the disrnption to fa!!1ily 

equilibrium when a foster child joins the £.'lmily, but also recognised that fostering can 

ilnpact positively on the t~llnily. He suggested that it could pn:x:iuce more openness 

and awareness in £1mily members, with own children developin..g a gre.ater 

appreciation of their own family. 

1.4.2 Later Studies 

Later studies have concentrated largely on obtaining views about fostering 

dire .. ~tly from own children themselves. This has expande..d on early studies and 

produced an interesting picture of both positive and negative feelings towards the 

experience of tostering. 

A number of studies have used postal questiOimaires to obtain these \·iews. 

Part (1993) conducted the first of these studies in the UK. With a 780/0 response rate 

from children aged between 3-24 years old, she found that the -best things' 3b(\1.1t 

tostering included companionship, looking after babies and young children~ and the 
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challenge of helping others. The 'worst things~ about fostering included having to 

deal with difficult behaviour, such as stealing, coping with the attention given to the 

foster child by parents, lack of pI ivacy and ,having to sh..are. These fmdings h..ave been 

consistently backed up by other studies (e.g. ~ 1996; Ames, 1997; Fox, 2001; 

Spears & Cross, 2003). In addition, Watson & Jones (2002) tt)lllld a number of 

'altruistic' respo!1~es to the best th;ngs about tostering, such as helping those who 

need it and seeing foster children happy, as well as 'practical~ reasons for enjoying 

fostering, for instance, having someone to play with. Of the worst things about 

fostering, they also obtained responses on the ernotio!1Hl L11lpact of placements, 

particularly those associated with endings, and concern over the attitude of Social 

Workers at times to them and their parents. Poland & Groze (1993) further tt)lllld that 

children reported enjoying increased free.dom ,,:vhilst their parents spent more time 

with foster children, but at the expense that they no longer had as much time together 

as a family. 

Although yielding important fmdings, there are inherent methodological 

ditl'iculties with some of these studies. In Part's (1993) study, this was part of a larger 

piece of research involving foster carers. The children~s qnestio!1J1...aire was enclose.d 

on a loose sheet for children to complete if they wished. It is therefore interesting to 

speculate whether some of the children, a\vare that their parents could read their 

replies when they handed thern back, were conscious of this in the ansurers they gave. 

Indeed, in both Part (1993) and Watson & Jones' (2002) studies, there were 

incidences of parents completing the questionnaires on their children's behalf. 

()ther studies have used interviews and discussion groups to gain a closer 

insight into the effects of tostering on carers own children. Twigg (1994) interviewed 

eight children from the ages of 13 upwards whose faroilies had been foster1J1...g for at 

least three years. Using a grounded theory analysis, he found that all children felt they 

had lost something through the foster care experience. This included loss of parental 

time, with many of the children feeling they had to c.o!npete with the t05ter child tor 

their parent's attention; loss of family closeness, with reports that the presence of a 

1()ster child created distance between family members~ and loss of place \\iithin the 

tamily. 
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Pugh (1996) interviewed nine children and four adult foster carers, all of 

whom had experienced at least three time-limited placements. She noted the strains 

that c.an be placed on own children~ for example, cbildren taLked about bew-.g expose.d 

to areas of life which most parents would want to protect their children from, 

including violence, sexual abuse or drug abuse. Pugh suggested that there is a loss of 

w..nocence amongst tbis group of cbildren. She also note.d that the children displaye.d a 

striking concern for others and an awareness of complex emotional issues beyond 

their years, and expressed concern that they are at risk of growing up prematurely and 

of suffering emotio:nal harm. 

Pugh's study is of particular interest because, for the fIrst time, she highlighted 

the contribution that these children make to the tt)stering experience. She concluded 

that carers own cbildren can perform a number of important fiJnctions withLll the 

foster family. Firstly, they often act as a role model for acceptable behaviour. Many 

parents interviewed said tlus was often more effective than thenl themselves trying to 

explain house rules to newcomers. Secondly, they c.an act as a 'bridge' bern-reen the 

foster child and carers. Children commented that foster children would often go to 

tlleln first if they had done something wrong to ask them what they thought their 

parents' response would be. They may even become the first re.cipients of disclosure 

of previous abuse and there may be pressure on them to keep a secret (Macaskill, 

1991). Thirdly, Pugh fOlmd nlany instances where the children acted in a supportive 

way to\vards their parents, providing both emotional and practical support, such as 

babysitting. These tindings have been reinforced by Fox (2001), suggesting that these 

children do see themselves as having a role in the tt)stering process. Hill (1999) goes 

nlrther and suggests that the experience of a fostere.d cbild 'will, in fact, be gre.atly 

affected by the response of the carers' own children. It is probable that a positive 

response from tlleir own cluldren will encourage tt)ster carers to persist, whereas 

unhappiness or resentment may, at the very le.ast, evoke doubts about whether it is 

worthwhile. Carers' own children then, have the potential to exert a powerful 

influence over the progression of a placement. 

In drawing conclusions from these studies it seetns that certainly. own 

children's "iews on their experiences of tt)stering highlight that they experience a 

mng(~ ()f positiyc and negative feeling __ tnv.:ards fostering. Whilst posit!\"!:, a"peets can 
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include being able to help others less fortunate than th~ negative aspects seem to 

centre around the problems foster children can present in placement, and the 

disruption fosteri_flg causes to family life. Further studies have highlighte.d the strains 

placed upon them and have suggested some important roles that birth children can 

play within the foster family. 

In comparing the early with later studies, there has also been an asslUllption 

that carers own children will simply adapt to the transition to living as a t()ster tamily. 

This is also evident in more re.ce.nt studies, with own children rarely bein~ formally 

involved in planning or preparation for the transition to foster family status. Pugh 

(1996) found that parents are often left with the responsibility of educating their own 

children about fosteri-Ilg, and this has been rein£orce.d by the fmdin-.gs of Ames (1997) 

and Fox (2001). 

In addition, whilst foster carers receive formal support, this is rarely evident 

for their own children. Fox (2001) found that parents or friends t()ITI1ed the n1ajor 

sources of support for these children. Pugh (1996) outline.d the potential benefits of 

support groups: for example, providing own children with the opportunity to gain 

reaSSlrrance from others that face similar problems~ the idea of shared solutions 

arising out of shared difficulties; groups as providit1~ a safe outlet for ventin-.g 

frustrations, particularly if children feel they do not want to bother parents with their 

worries; and finally, that groups can combine the functions of mutual support with 

educational and social activities. Where fo!!!!.alise.d support is available, it appe.ars to 

have been regarded by own children as very useful (Spears & Cross, 2003). 

()verall then, carers' own children appear to be largely undervalue<:L not taken 

seriously or considered by others to be an in1portant part of the dynamic, even in the 

face of research that sho'ws they playa signific.ant role in the fostering pr0'~ss (Fox, 

2001). In reviewing the research literature, it is evident that there has no\\ been llluch 

repetition in the studies conducted, particularly \\'ith regard to the \ iews of birth 

children on fosterl...ng. 

Certainly, a key theIne to emerge irom all research in this area is that it is the 

lam;'" that f()sters, not just t()ster carers. As Martin (1993) comments, with the 
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children coming into foster care increasingly having experienced damaging and 

disturbing circumstances, they cannot easily be integrated into tamily routines. Their 

needs require adaptation from everyone involve.d in their c.are. The Lrnplication is that 

carers' own children too must adapt and adults must take into account the demands 

that caring makes on children. 

It is useful to turn to the systemic literature and draw on research focusing on 

family 'transitions' to examine the factors that help children adapt to a major family 

transition. 

1.5 'Transitions'Literature 

An area that has received extensive research interest is the area of marital 

transitions, including separation and divorce. Whilst there is great diversity in 

children's responses to these events, research has generated some consistent fmdings. 

Of importance, is the fmding that although studies h..ave largely focuseD. on 

documenting the effects on children by examining outcome on measures such as 

emotional maladjustment and behaviour problems~ studies have tended to demonstrate 

that the effects of these tra!lsitions are often more subtle, and involve chan..ges in 

children's relationships with mothers, fathers~ siblings and other family members 

(Amato~ 1987). 

A number of researchers have pointed to a range of 'protective' and <risk' 

factors that seem to have an iInpact on children's adjustnlent. As Herbert & Harper

Dorton (2002) su!p..manse, the three most significant <protective' factors related to a 

benign outcome for children include: (a) communication about the transition 

(Walczak & Burns, 1984); (b) a contlllued good relationship with at least one parent 

(Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980); and (c) satisfaction with custody and access 

arrangeluents. Alternatively, 'risk' tactors include lack of COlllluunication about the 

transition, not getting on well with at least one parent t()llowing the separation, and 

dissatisfaction with custody and access arrange!uents (whatever these are). 

The central role of the parent-child relationship in nlediating the eftects of 

major family transitions is theret()re very important (Hetherington, Bridges & 

lns<,hella, 1998). Elements of the parent-child relationship associated with better 
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adjustment following separation and divorce include the maintenance of consistent 

discipline, wann and supportive parenting (Hetherington, Cox & Cox, 1979)~ and 

maintenance of the inter-nr arental relationshln --r' 

Age has been found to playa role in children~ s adjustment following the 

transition, with very young children often responding with fear and anxiety that their 

parents wig..h.t abandon th~ and older children often experiencing sadness and 

blaming of themselves for the separation (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). 

In addition, the passage of time seems to be an important factor in facilitating 

adjustment post-transition. Research has ft)und that immediate reactions to parental 

separation, usually seen in acute fOll!!, subside over time. Wallerstein & Kelly (1980) 

found that by one and a half years post -separation, most children had passed through 

the acute stage of the crisis; a majority had resumed their earlier developmental pace~ 

resumed their usual schedules at school, developed new routines at home and had a 

more realistic, less fear-dominated view of divorce and it's consequences. 

Pryor & Rodgers (2001) conclude that what is often remarkable about the 

children who are faced with such transitions is the degree of adaptability and 

resilience they show. A_s highlighted above, they are able, especially with the help of 

contextual tactors, such as good communication and close relationships with their 

parents, to survive and even thrive in re-arranged family fonns~ and to adapt their 

understanding of fawilies to these realignments. 

1.6 Focus of the Present Study 

It is hard to compare directly the ex-periences of children in families going 

thrOlH!h manta 1 transltlons wlth those ao..'lntlnQ to l1v1nQ as a foster faml1v. What the u ., J. ~ ... l~' .I 

literature demonstrates however is that the whole fatnily system is affected by 

transitions, whether these are marital in nature or involve bringing new family 

members intn the home. Furthe!1!!ore, the factors that help children adjust to family 

transitions (sho\vn here in the literature on marital transitions) are negotiated through 

relationships within the family. Thus, the dynamics within families are crucially 

importHnt in mediating the effects of major fannly transitions. 
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In focusing on the foster family, the literature highlights a broad range of 

factors that are related to placement outcome, along \\ith increased knowledge of the 

experiences ofbi.rth children. However, it lacks a detaile.d understanding of farnily 

dynamics and the interactions between participants in the foster family. 

In drawing together messages from these two tields of researc~ the focus of 

this study was therefore to examine how the birth children of foster carers managed 

the transition to livLl1.g as a foster faroily. Thus, the STIJd:' focuse.d on the ro-.!1jor faroily 

transition to foster family status and attempted to gain insight into how this was 

negotiated through family dynamics. In order to explore the processes within this, the 

study explored participant views on faroily life before fostering, perceiyed 

involvement in planning and preparatio~ views on living as a foster family, in 

particular, what it was like in the beginning, and family life presently (as a f()ster 

f~milv") --------.; / . 

Given that this was a relatively unchartered area in foster family research, this 

was an exploratory study employing a qualitative research methodology, in particular, 

that of Grounded Theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). A detailed rationale for employing 

this methodology is given in Chapter Two (see Section 2.2.3), within the context of a 

critical discussion of the use of qualitative research methods. 
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2.0 CHAPTER TWO: 

METHODOLOGY 

The aim of this chapter is to provide a brief 0,-en1ew of the emergence of 

qualitative research and the key concepts underpinning this paradigm. The chapter 

then focuses in more detail on one particular qualitative research methodology, that of 

Grounded Theory. This method of analysis is critically explored in terms of historical 

development and key characteristics defining the approach. Its applicability to 

psychological research is discussed and a detailed rationale for its adoption in the 

current study given. The chapter then goes on to discuss the current study, outlining 

participant characteristics and the role of the researcher, the process of data collection 

and procedures for data analysis. The chapter ends with a look at the quality me.aSlJres 

employed in this study. 

2.1 What is Qualitative Research? 

2.1.1 Setting the Scene - The Paradigm Debate 

The hnm:m sclences. ln Tecent VeRTS. have wltnessed a QTOWlnQ clehate 
~ J' U '-.,..' 

surrounding the nature of scientitic enquiry. This has centred on the traditionally 

donlinant 'quantitative' paradigm and the emergence ofa ~qualitative' paradigm. The 

debate surrounding the two paradigms centres on differences of underlying 

epistemology, or theories of knowledge, which, in ~ have shaped the methodology 

of research. This debate is outlined briefly below. 

Historically, the field of psychology in particular has attached considerable 

importance to a model of research known as the 'scientific method', encompassed in 

the quantitative rese.arch paradigm (Henwood & Nicolson, 1995). The episte!!1010gy 

undetpinning this paradigm is based on positivist assrunptions of a reality consisting 

of a world of objectively deiined facts (Henw(xxi & Pidgeon, 1992). The aim of 

scientific research is to ensure accurate dis(,(::n-eries are made of these lJniyer"';,lllH\\S 

of cause and effect that govern phenomena. The hypothetico-deductiyc method is thc 

principal means by which causal relationships are established. This pri\ileges the 

testing of (! priori theory through the collection and analy"is of nummc.al d:da, in 

settings under which phenomena arc controlled as far as possible (Flick, 1998). In 

these settings. the researcher is seen to be objecti\'e and does not impact on the 
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research. This process aims to reduce complexity and provide objectiYe and reliable 

'facts' that can be generalised. 

This contrasts with an alternative qualitative paradi~ also known as the 

'naturalistic', 'interpretative' or 'contextualist' paradigm. Epistemologically, this 

paradigm challenges the positivist notion of a u!litary science capable of producing an 

objective body of knowledge, and instead emphasises the irreducible and contextual 

nature of knowledge. It therefore moves away from the assumption of universal laws 

waiting to be 'discovered' and spe.cifically focuses on understanding the me.a!ling of 

experiences, actions and events as these are interpreted through the eyes of 

participants (Richardson, 1996). The focus is theret()re on understanding the 

individual perspective, mOvl_llg away from the notion of 'generalisation'. This has far-

reaching implications for the way in which research is conducted. 

Qualitative researchers focus on analysing non-numeric data sources, such as 

interview transcripts or observational field notes. Complexity is essentiat with rich 

descriptions necessary to understanding experiences from an individual's point of 

view (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). In order to lmderstand the experiences of people as 

they encounter, engage in and live through social situations (Elliot, Fischer & Rennie, 

1999), research must take place in the conte~1s where these experiences '!laturally' 

occur. Another key difference surrounds the role of the researcher, who is seen as 

central within the qualitative paradigm. In a move away from the idea of an 

'objective' researcher, the subjectivities of the rese.archer, that is their impressions and 

teelings, are seen as integral part of the research process and as such form part of the 

data corpus (Flick, 1998). The overall ann of qualitative research turns on its head the 

idea of a priori theories directing the research process and is characterise.d by an 

emphasis on moving from the data towards theoretical concepts (Henwood & 

Pidgeon, 1992). 

Up until the mid-twentieth century, the quantitative paradigm largely 

dominated scientitic research. Some qualitative research was conducted, but it was 

often used ~ s ~ prelw111ary exercise to refLlle qu~n1i1a1iu:, instn1ments or open up 

areas where there was little existing theory, thus used as a pointer for further 

quantitative enquiry (Richardson. 1996). During the 1960's ho\\ever, initially 
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witnessed in disciplines such as sociology (Denzin & Linco~ 1994) and later in 

psychology~ researchers began to question the uncritical use of quantitication in social 

science research (Richardso!1") 1996). Whilst it YVas ack.nowle.dge.d thRt it had a role to 

play in contributing to the understanding of social and psychological processes, some 

argued there was too much focus on fixing meanings that actually were variable in 

relationship to their context of use; of neglectLl1g the u!1iqueness and particularity of 

the human experience; and of imposing "o~iective' systems of meaning on the 

subjective (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992). It was argued that to limit the use of 

qualitative methods to a preliminary exercise for 1irrthering quantitative rese.arch was 

overlooking the potential of qualitative methods (Clh1t1llaZ, 1995). Rennie, Phillips & 

Quartaro (1988) emphasise that qualitative nlethods ofier access to aspects ofhwnan 

experience which are difficult to address with traditional approaches to psychological 

research, yet are inherent in the subject matter of psychology. 

From the 1960's onwards, qualitative research gradlk1lly began to emerge as a 

field of enquiry in it's own right (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994), with this paradigm often 

regarded as in diametric opposition to the quantitative paradigm (Henwood & 

Pidgeon, 1992). 

2.1.2 The Paradigm Debate Today 

Recently, many within psychology have argued that it is unhelpful to see the 

two paradigms as polar opposites, as they llltiID_ately work towards the same goal of 

furthering understanding of psychological processes (Silverman, 1992). The 

polarisation between the two positions has theret()re become gradually less detinitive 

(McLeod, 2001). An important indicator of this chRnge h.as been a wider reeog1lition 

that quantitative and qualitative methods are not fixed to particular epistemological 

stances. Henwood & Pidgeon (1992) for example note that sonle quantitative methods 

(e.g. stnlcture.d question..T1aires and Q-sort methodology) have been use.d by discourse 

analysts. In addition as Charmaz (1995) states, sonle qualitative methodologies such 

as Grotmded Theory (e.g. Glaser & Strauss, 1967) were originally developed within a 

positivist paradigIn. Some studies hau.:' gone even DJrther and utilised both approaches 

in analysing data to maximise understanding (e.g. Silvemla~ 1992). 



It is important to note at this point that qualitative research is not based on a 

unified theoretical and methodological concept (Flick, 1998). This results from 

different developmental lines in the history of qualitative rese.arch (e.g. see De!17in & 

Linco~ 1994). Guba & Lincoln (1994) suggest that one~s choice of method in 

qualitative research is largely informed by the position one takes within the 

epistemological debate. This is explored thrther in the next se.ction which focuses on 

one particular method of analysis within the quc.'llitative paradi~ that of Grounded 

Theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

2.2 Grounded Theory Methodology 

2.2.1 History 

f'Tiounded TheoTV w~s develoned In the 19()O~s through the coll~h()r~tl0n of 
.J.I 4-' 

two American sociologists, Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss. Although they came 

from different philosophic and research backgrounds (Glaser was a trained 

quantitative researcher, whilst Strauss had a bacl .... -w0und in symbolic interaetionism), 

both shared concerns with a perceived threat to theo1)' development in sociology at 

this time, due to the popularity of quantitative methods espousing a deductive 

approach that forced data into existing the.ories (Rennie et aI, 1988). 

Drawing together their areas of expertise and an interest in searching for the 

meaning and understanding of individual experiences, they produced a set of data 

collection and analytic procedures for makln..g sense of initially ill-structured data 

(Hen\vood & Pidgeon, 1995). 

The essential features of this approach are that it is grounded and theoretical. 

The term 'theoretical' n1eans that a theory of the phenomenon in question is 

developed, and that this must be more than a descriptive aecount. '"Grounde.d~ by 

contrast indicates that a theory must be developed from the data, and not from 

predetermined hypotheses or formulations (Chamberlain, 1999). This emphasises an 

inductive mode of enqu1.ry, ensuring the theory emerges from and is '"grol1nde.d' 1.n the 

data collected (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

In developing this approach, Glaser & Strauss (1967) began the process of 

legitin1ising qualitative research as a lnode of enquiry within its own right. They also 
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challenged the belief that qualitative methods were impressionistic and unsystematic, 

and showed that qualitative methods could generate new theories and ways of 

understanding phenomena (Charmaz, 1995). 

2.2.2 Grounded Theory and Psychological Research 

With a focus on studying local interactions and meanings as related to the 

social c.ontexts Ll1 which they occur, Grounded Theory is regarded by many to have 

considerable potential for psychologists (Pidgeon, 1996). Indeed, recent years has 

witnessed a growth in the application of Grounded Theory nlethodology by 

psychological researchers in many fields of the discipline. This is particuh~rly evident 

in the practitioner disciplines, such as health psychology. Here it has been used to 

investigate topics such as how general practitioners discuss psychosocial issues with 

patients (Aborelius & Osterburg, 1995)~ the experience of clu"omc illness (Charmaz, 

1990); and the experience of recovery after liver transplantation (Wain\vright, 1995). 

It has also been applied to investigate areas within clinical psychology, such as 

the study of carer-client relationships in a learning disabilities unit (Clegg, Standen & 

Jones, 1996); to psychotherapy process research, including client's experiences of 

signiticant moments in psychotherapy sessions (Watson & Rennie, 1994); and clinical 

psychologists' experiences of client non-attendance (Tweed & Salter, 2000). 

Grounded Theory as an approach then, holds promise for diverse application within 

the discipline of psychology (Rennie et aI, 1988). 

2.2.3 Rationale for using a Grounded Theory Approach 

There were three key reasons for elnploying a Grounded Theory approach in 

this study. Firstly, the approach is sensitised to people's o\vn understandings as seen 

from their local frames of reference (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1995). This was crucial in 

gaining an understanding of the birth child's day-to-day ex-periences of living as a 

foster family. Secondly, it is useful where there is no strong prior theory (Pidgeon, 

1996). As outlined in the Introduction, there is limited research literature on the lived 

eXl1Criences of birth children in foster families. Finally, the approach was also selected 

for pragmatic reasons. It offered a well-docl1mented systematic approach to data 

collection and analysis, and this was useful as the researcher was new to qualitative 

research. 
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2.2.4 Process in Grounded Theory Research 

There are a number of process strategies that characterize the Grounded 

Theory approach. These are designed to help the rese.archer rn.aintain 'groundedness' 

and enable them to move towards a theoretical accolUlt (Strauss & Corb~ 1990; 

Charmaz, 1995). These are outlined briefly here. Later in the chapteL the reader can 

see how these strategies were et!1ployed in the current study_ 

In Grounded Theory research, the chronological distinction bet\veen dak1 

collection and data analysis is deliberately blurred (Giles, 2002) and analysis begins 

much earlier in the research process_ This is crucial as the on..gomg analysis and 

emerging concepts are used to direct further data collection. TIle two are therefore 

deliberately inter-related. 

Once data collection begins the analysis therefore also commences and 

involves 'coding' the data to give it meaning. Whilst the different stages in coding 

will be outlined in detail later, this essentially involves mOvl_ng from initial concepts 

through broader categories to more abstract categories, which are integrated into a 

theoretical account at a later stage. Throughout this process, the researcher engages in 

continually and systematically comparl..ng e.ach element of data for si!!lilarities and 

ditIerences. TIlls is known as the constant comparative method and is one of the 

central analytical tasks in Grounded Theory. This ensures that the researcher explores 

the full diversity and complexity of the data c.orpus (Henwood & Pidgeon., 1992)_ By 

engaging in this continual process, the resCt.1rcher builds conceptual and theoretical 

depth into the analysis in tlle move towards the generation of a theoretical account 

rPlr1op.on 1 QQf)) ,- --0----' -- - -/-

As an important adjunct to this analytic process, the function of memo writing 

aids the developnlent of a grounded theory (Orona, 1997). Memo's are used to 

document the journey of developing initial concepts through to explicating and 

linking different categories, and so form an important intermediate step between 

coding and writing up (Charmaz, 1995). 

As theoretical properties of the data are generated. this process in tum feeds 

back into the smnpling of new data. Theoretical sampling involves the researcher in 
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the active sampling of new cases on the basis of concepts that have proyen relevant to 

the evolving theoretical account (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The sampling is therefore 

explicitly driven by theoretical concerns, with new cases selecte.d for their potential 

for extending the researcher's understanding, and so enables the elaboration of a 

conceptually rich, dense and contextually grounded account (pidgeon, 1996). One 

way of dOLl1g this is to search for a negative case. This involves recrnitw..g a 

participant because some aspect of their experience challenges the developing theory, 

in an attempt to incorporate all variation into the eventual theory (Madill, Jordan & 

Shirley, 2000). Theoretic.al sampling is a powerfhl tech!liqne tor developw..g 

understanding, and strengthening credibility of conclusions drawn from the research. 

Sampling should continue until theoretical saturation is reached (Richardson, 1996). 

Saturation of the theory occurs when further data colle.ction adds nothing new 

conceptually and the theory can account for all the data that have been obtained 

(Chamberlain, 1999). 

Another key tenet of Grounded Theory is that the researcher avoids 

conducting a literature review prior to commencing data collection and analysis 

(Cutcliffe, 2000). This is intended to ensure that the analysis is based stron..gly in the 

data and pre-existing constructs do not shape the analysis and subsequent theory 

(Chamberlain, 1999). 

In addition to this, the su~iectivities of the researcher form an integral part of 

the research process. Strauss & Corbin (I990) suggest that the researcher approaches 

the research situation with varying degrees of sensitivity, depending upon previous 

experiences or knowledge of the topic area. They used the term theoretjcal.~ensitjvjty 

to refer to the ability of the researcher to have insight into these influences and 

balance these \vith bei...n..g able to recognise what is L111portant in the data and to give it 

meaning. It is therefore important that the researcher is transparent about what they 

bring to the research, outlining clearly their personal and professional intluences 

(Flliot et aI, 1999) in order that Grounde.d Theory rese.arch can be carried out 

etIectively (see Section 2.4.2). 

Before going on to illustrate how this approach was employed in the current 

study_ it is useful to look at some of the criticisms levelled at Grounded Theory. 
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2.2.5 Critique of Grounded Theory 

There are a number of debates surrounding the use of Grounded Theory and 

the approach has been exte!1~ively critique.d by some authors (e.g. Charmaz, 1995~ 

Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992). Debates have centred on issues of epistemology and 

methodology. 

An area of much debate has surrounded the epistemology or forms of 

knowledge which grounded theories represent (Channaz~ 1995). Indeed? tensions 

regarding the nature of assumptions underlying Grounde.d Theory has led to the 

development of different versions of Grounded Theory (AnneUs, 1996). 

The early Grounded Theol)' developed by Glaser & Strauss (1967) was 

positivist in emphasis and premised on a realist stance which assumed the notion of an 

e~1emal reality from which "facts' could be "discovered' using the appropriate method 

(Charmaz, 1995). This was reflected in their claims for the 'emergence' of meaningful 

concepts and the 'discovery' of theory. It also assumed an objectivist epistemology, 

with a detached observer seek1Tlg an objective view (Chamberlain, 1999). Glaser & 

Strauss (1967) regarded the researcher as a neutral agent engaged in the discovery of 

extenlal truths. Although in later writings of Grounded Theory, notably Strauss & 

Corbin's (1990) model they attempted to take ace.Qunt of these criticisms, some 

researchers argued for a constructionist revision of Grounded Theory (e.g. Charmaz, 

1995~ Henwood & Pidgeon~ 1995). 

Constructionist revisions of Grounded Theory attelnpt to capture more clearly 

the dynamic character of the research process and role of the researcher. 

ConstnlCtionist views ofk.l1owledge assert that meaningfbl relationships 'in' data do 

not exist independently, but are introduced in the act of interpretation. For example, 

Charmaz (1995) argues that researchers have a perspective from which they build 

their analyses. This "rese.archer perspective includes interests that guide the research 

question, philosophical assumptions, professional perspective, previous experiences, 

expectations and biases (Pidgeon & Henwood, 1997). 

The ainl of Grounded Theory within a constructionist "iew of knowledge 

becomes one of" generating' theories or tl)rmS of discourse from social phenomena 
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rather than 'discovering' theoretical structures, so that fresh understandings of 

existing social worlds may be obtained (Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992~ Charmaz, 1995). 

Henwood &. Pidgeon (1992) defule the generation of theory as beLng a CDPstant 

interplay between data and conceptualisation~ a 'tlip-tlop' between ideas and research 

expenence. 

There are also methodological criticisms of Grounded Theory. A continuing 

debate amongst grounded theory researchers surrounds the claim that grounded theory 

is a purely inductive methodology. This has largely grown out of differences between 

the original authors' later interpretations of the methodology (Mcleod, 2001). Glaser 

(e.g. Glaser, 1992) has continued to portray induction as the central feature of 

grounded theory research, whilst Strauss (e.g. Strauss & Corbin, 1990) ro..ade atte!llpts 

to fonnalise the process of 'doing' grounded theory resC<1rch by developing a specific 

set of analytical procedures to guide the researcher. Glaser (1992) has argued that this 

forces the data and is thus more 'deductive'. Stem (1994) suggests th..at these 

'versions' of grounded theory should, in fact be given different names, with 

'grounded theory' for the Glaserian school and 'conceptual description' for the 

Strausserian school. 

Whilst this debate is ongoing, some authors regard it as a false dichotomy. 

Chamberlain (1999) for example, argues this is an oversimplification of the processes 

involved. She suggests there are elements of deductive testing LTl the processes of the 

constant comparative method and theoretical sampling. It is inductive in so far as the 

researcher develops initial understandings and categories from the data. As the 

analysis proceeds however, the researcher seeks to develop these understandLTlgs in 

tenns of what is going on and how they link together. These idC<1s are then tested 

deductively through further data collection and analysis to aid theory development. 

Pidgeon & Henwood (1997) suggest that in practice, the tasks of delineating a 

research study and interpreting any fonn of resC<1rch data requires some interplay of 

both deduction and induction. 

There are also concerns that certain schools of Grounded Theory are too 

prescripti\'e. As noted above. Strauss & Corbin (1990) developed a clear set of 

proeedures fi)r researchers to follow Sih'erman (1993) argues that adherence tn a 
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strict set of procedures limits theoretical development, and promotes the idea of a 

'correct' way of doing Grounded Theory research. 

Another concern surrounds the aim of grounded theory of building 

comprehensive theoretical systems (e.g. Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 

1990). Criticisms have often been levelle.d at studies that do not end in the 

development of theory, yet others argue it is not always necessary. For example, 

Charmaz (1995) and Henwood and Pidgeon (1995) argue that the building of a 

comprehensive theory may not always be possible, for example due to time or 

participant constraints, but suggest that new ways of understanding phenomena can 

still be gained from accounts that have conceptual depth (e.g. see Henwood & 

Pidgeon, 1995 for filrther discussion). TTl order th..at the aceount is more th..an just a 

description and gains conceptual depth, they emphasise the importance of following 

the process strategies to ensure the researcher thinks comparatively and abstractly 

a bout the data. 

Linked to this is a concern that the flTh'll theoretical or conceptual account may 

sinlply be a representation of the researcher's assumptions (Schwandt, 1994). The 

researcher, for example, wight unwittingly place more emphasis on aspects of the data 

that are in line with their own assumptions about the topic area. Again however, by 

employing the process strategies of constant comparison and memo writing, this 

ensures the grounding of the analysis. Henwood &. Pidgeon (1992) also advocate the 

keeping of a 'reflective diary ~ in order to make explicit the thought processes behind 

decisions made during the analysis. 

Rennie et al (1988) outline a number of practical concerns at Grounded 

Theory research. They see the reliance on verbal reports of data as potentially 

threatening the intrl_Tlsic worth of the resulting theoretical account. They suggest that 

researchers may be misled by participants \vho misrepresent internal processes (either 

consciously or unconsciously). Use of the Constant Comparative method may 

howen:.-r incrense credibility of in.dividual aceounts if it is dcrno!lstrated that ditTerent 

individuals say the same thing. 
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Rennie et al (1988) also cite the small number of participants as problematic 

and argue this calls into question the generalisability of fmdings. Indeed, the findings 

could be argued to have relevance oflly to the individual participant at the tLlTIe they 

gave their account. Strauss & Corbin~s (1990) counter-argument to this however, is 

that the researcher is striving for theory that has eX'Planatory power, not theory that 

can necessarily be generalise.d. One way of addressing this dilenLf!1..a could be to 

systematically compare a series of contrasting groups, selecting participants from 

each group until saturation ensues. It may be that limited generalisability of findings 

is the price to pay for pursuing the obje.ctive of generating detaile.d theory th..at is 

directly tied to the reality of the individual (Rennie et ai, 1988). 

Grounded Theory then is not based on a unified epistemological or 

methodological concept. It can accommodate many difierent epistemological and 

ontological positions, and is not a static method but an evolving one, which can be 

adapted to serve different purposes according to the perspective of the researcher and 

the topic under investigation (Chamberlain, 1999). Researchers must therefore be 

transparent in their epistemological and methodological approach to using Grounded 

Theory (see Section 2.4.2 for further discussion). 

2.3 Use of the Interview with Children 

Interviewing incorporates a family of research approaches with one thing in 

common' a conveT!\atlon hetween neonle In whlch one neT!\On ha!\ the Tole of the 
~ .1 .1 .1 

researcher (Arksey & Knight, 1999). As noted earlier, use of the interview is common 

in qualitative research as it enables the researcher to concentrate on distinctive 

features of situations and events with the intention of exploring meafling. For this 

reason, qualitative interviews are generally less structured. In the current study, for 

exalnple, a semi-structured interview was devised in order to hear what participants 

had to say on the areas identified by the rese.archer, but where the researcher could 

improvise follow-up questions to explore meanings and areas of interest that might 

emerge. Type of interviewing approach can thus be influenced by epistemological 

assnmptions; for instance, a positiyistic '-lew m[~y regard intery!e\V data as providing 

access to 'facts' about the world and so would tend to follow very structured 

intervic\\ protocols (Silverman, 1997). 
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The interview can also be a useful way of obtaining infonnation from children 

on a wide range of topics. Docherty & Sandelowski (1999) provide a useful review of 

the factors involved in understanding the develo1-'!llent of narrative competence in 

children and of appreciating the overall developmental age of children. This includes 

an understanding of the development of Inemories and scripts. In a comparison of the 

quality of interview data between prirnary school children age.d between 8 and 9, and 

adolescents aged 15-16, Amato & Ochiltree (1987) found that children from the age 

of eight have adequate verbal ability and understanding to cope with an interview 

about faroily life, and are usually very willing to discuss upsettw..g faroily experiences. 

Building on this developmental understanding of children, researchers have 

sought ways to conduct interviews that best enable children to convey their 

ex-periences. Prior to the actual interview, the process of gaining consent is Ltnportant. 

Nespor (1998) stresses that researchers must take the time to clarity for the child the 

purpose of the interview and the role the child is expected to play in the interview. In 

addition, if the parent(s) is required to give consent for their child to participate, 

consent must be sought on the understanding that what the child says is confidential 

and will not be passed on to parents (see section 2.5.1 below). 

The development of rapport in an interview is crucial (Hall, 1996). Fostering 

trust is a continuous process, but this can be difficult given that many research 

interviews are 'one-otIs'. What happens in the 0pe!l111g stage is then especially crncial 

to the success of what follows (Docherty & Sandelo\\Jski, 1999). Hall (1996) suggests 

begiluling the interview by leading the child into a free discussion about him or 

herself In the current study, the interview began by obtai!lln..g some demographic 

information from participants, followed by some '\\Jarm-up' exercises designed to 

help put the child at ease whilst also providing useful infOlmation (see section 2.5.4 

for more discussion). Docherty & Sandelo"vski (1999) suggest that it is nseful to 

begin with an open-ended question to elicit a spontaneous narrative, followed by more 

direct questions to fill in the blanks in the narrative. 

Whilst this is a brief review of some of the factors involved in inten iewing 

children, the next section provides nlore detailed intt)rrnation on the participants 



involved in the study. The experience of conducting interviews with children is then 

explored further in Chapter Four. 

2.4 Participants 

2.4.1 Situating the Sample 

Rlllot_ Fischer & Rennie (1999) arQlle that nrovlrllnQ rlescnntl0ns of 
~ , / V .1 f, .. .) .1 

participants is important in qualitative research because it aids the reader in judging 

the range of persons and situations to which the tindings might be relevant 

Descriptions of participants Lll this study are depicte-d in Figure One below: 

I Interview I Name of Age of Type of 

No. Participant Participant Foster Placement 

1 ~Richard' 1 C Short-term, specialist 1 IJ 

", 'T'\n"",; ,,1' 1", T J ...... _,... ... ,,~ 
k J.JCUll \.-1 lk L\'/HO -!.\.-llH 

3 <Luke' 14 Long-tenn 

4 'Joseph' 11 Short-tenn 

5 'Amy' 9 Long-tenn 

Fig.]. Description of Particip{mts 

Five children took part in this study, and this comprised of 4 males and 1 

female_ Participants and their families had been tostering t(Jr a total of between 6 

months to 14 years_ In this tLTTIe, the bLrth children had had between 3 and 20 foster 

children residing with them. At the time of the research, the foster children had 

between 1 to 2 foster children residing with them and their tamilies, and the foster 

children had been in place!!lent with them for between 2 weeks and 3 years_ 



2.4.2 The Researcher's Stance 

At the time of planning this research~ the researcher was a psychologist in her 

f111..al year of a cli.r1ical psychology trai.r1;n..g c.ourse. The rese.archer had a total of six 

years of clinical experience, with two of these years spent working with children and 

families. The researcher had no previous experience of conducting qualitative 

research or of using a grounded theory methodology. 

In preparation for the study, the researcher conducted a literature search of the 

topic area in order to develop an initial research proposal. Although one of the key 

proponents of the Grounded Theory approach is delay of the literature review (as 

outlined on page 27), in practice, it can be hard tor a researcher to select a research 

area without having some understanding of the tield. Indeed~ the process of research 

in the completion of a Doctorate in Cli.r1ical Psychology dete!!!Il11eS that a literature 

review must be done many months prior to data collection, as \-vas the case in this 

research. Where this is a reality, Chamberlain (1999) points out that the researcher 

must be alert to this 1<"Jl0wledge and any ide.as or intuitions must be checked against 

the data and not be allowed to impose on the developing theoretical account. The 

literature therefore 'sensitised' (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) the researcher to the 

phenomenon under study and provided a k.nowledge base in foster fawily research to 

date. 

The researcher also had clinical experience of \vorking with families who 

tostered children, although this had taken the torm primarily of working with either 

the fostered child or the parents. ThIOl1gh these experiences, the researcher h..ad 

developed a particular interest in thinking about the various tonus offamily life that 

children often live in, such as step-fanlllies~ adoptive and t()ster tamilies, and had a 

particular interest in understanding how children experienced these forms of family 

life. In addition, the researcher held strong beliefs that children should be given a 

voice and that their experiences should be heard. 

Linking into this, the researcher retlected on perSOlu11 experiences of family 

lite. Whilst having no pre\'ious experience of living in a toster tamil~r, the researcher 

\Va" interested in children's experiences of fa wily life. Ret1ej~tID..g, for example on her 

own experiences of sibling riyalryo the researcher was curious as to how this luight be 
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affected by the placement of another child in the flunily, with ideas that it would not 

be positively experienced. The researcher's assumptions of the topic area were 

therefore influenced by the research literature, professional and personal experience. 

In recognition of these influences, the researcher kept a 'reflective diary' 

(Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992) in which expectations were recorded prior to the 

cornmencement of the interviews with participants. This diary was InaintaLlled 

throughout the research process to record the researcher's ideas, observations and 

interpretations. Although as Rennie et al (1988) state, it is not possible to be aware of 

all internal processes pertaLllLl1.g to a topic, this cre.ate.d a paper trail makln..g explicit 

the process by which the analysis was developed and enabled the researcher to 

become more aware of her role within the research process. 

As outlined earlier, Grounded Theory is not based on a unified 

epistemological stance. In light of these different developmental lines, the 

epistemological position adopted by the rese.archer ill the present study was more 

closely aligned to a critical realist, than constructionist position. Essentially, critical 

realism asserts "the way we perceive facts, particularly in the social realm, depends 

partly upon our beliefs and expectations" (R1Inge, 1993, p. 231, cited in Madill, 

Jordan & Shirley, 2000). The researcher theret()re essentially accepted that the 

accounts obtained from participants would represent their own realities and 

experiences. A.s outlLned in the above quote however, the position of critical realism 

whilst based on positivistic assumptions, also admits an inherent subjectivity in the 

production of knowledge and as such also has much in common with constructionist 

positions. Related to the CtLTTent study then, this indlc-ated an ac-C'eptance of the 

phenomenon of the 'fanlily', but that each individual child would perceive this 

differently. In addition, the researcher also acknowledged that her involvement in the 

research would impact on the aCCOtmts given by participants (Madill et aI, 2000). 

In practice, the researcher primarily t()llowed Strauss & Corbin's (1990) 

version of Grounded Theor\,. Although criticisms of this version as being too 

'"prescript!'.'/-.?' (Silv emlan, 1992) \\'ere ack!wwledged, it was ab() felt to provide ~~ 

usefhl basic structure for the researcher given it was a first-time venture into doing 

qualitative research. Ho\\,cvcr, the researcher did also incorporate aspects of other 
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versions of Grounded Theory, for example Pidgeon & Henwood~s (1997) notion of 

memo writing. This was found to be useful in maintaining a focus on the role of the 

researcher, and as a uset1_1l aid in taking the analytic.al process forward. 

This chapter will now go on to describe the procedure undertaken in the 

current study. The process of data collection will first be outlined, followed by the 

::m:llv~l~ _._---.1 - ---

2.5 Procedure - Data Collection 

2.5.1 Recruitment of Participants 

Through rt profess;onrtll;nk wlth the locrtl NHS Child rtnd Adolescent Mental 

Health Service (CAMHS), the researcher \vas introduced to an Independent Fostering 

Agency in the local area. The agency, Foster Care Associates (PCA) is the largest UK 

independent fostering agency, and specialises in providLTlg family place!!!ents for 

'difficult to place' children. A contact name ,vas provided by the CAMH service and 

the researcher began by sending a letter and Information Sheet outlining the research 

proposal (see A_ppendix 6.1 for initial letter to Agency and Appendix 6.2 for 

Information Sheet for the Fostering Agency). 

Following a reply from the Agency (see Appendix 6.3), the researcher met 

with the team to discuss the project in more detail. Interestingly, the researcher 

learned that the A_gency had a policy of includin-.g the children of potential foster 

carers in preparing the family for fostering and also ran a support group twice yearly 

for own children. 

The researcher was then invited to attend a Foster Carers Support Group, 

which took place monthly at the Agency. The rationale for informing parents about 

the project in the first LTlstance was because parental consent to take part in the project 

was needed tor children under the age of 16. At this nleeting, the researcher provided 

Information Sheets about the project for parents (see Appendix 6.4) and also one for 

children (see Appendix 6.5) nhich parents ~vere enc()urage.d to take away and talk 

over with their children. A stamped-addressed envelope was also included for 

children to return the tt)rms to the researcher if they were interested in taking part. 
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It was agreed with the Agency that the researcher would then attend a Birth 

Children's Support Group, to discuss the project in more detail with the children and 

to check out whether they h..ad re.c.eived an TnJo!!!!.ation Sheet about the project. This 

was unfortunately cancelled and so did not occur. 

Once a reply was received from a child, the researcher contacted the family 

and arranged a visit to their home to discuss the project in more detail. This gave both 

the child and their parents the opportunity to ask any questions about the project. It 

also felt important that the child had an opportunity to meet the researcher prior to the 

interview, so that they knew who was going to be interviewing them. At this 

interview, the issue of confidentiality was highlighte.d, and the lwits to this discl~ssed 

(as outlined in the Information Sheets to both parents and children, Appendices 6.4 

and 6.5). Participants were infonned that all names and other identifying int()nnation 

would be changed to ensure anonywity. In pla!l!11ng for every eventuality, a back-up 

plan was also discussed with the family, whereby if the participant was in any way 

distressed following the interview, the Family Social Worker would be available for 

the child to taLk with. 

A decision was then made about whether the child wished to participate in the 

project and a consent fonn was signed by the child, a parent (if they were under the 

age of 16) and the researcher (see Appendix 6.6). A C'.(lpy of the C'.(lIlsent form was 

given to the child to keep. 

In following this protocol, only two replies were received from children. In 

order to recruit further participants, the researcher had to re-contact the Agency who 

then contacted families again, to remind theI!! of the project and enquire ,"vhether any 

children would be interested. The researcher was then given the names and contact 

details of these families and arranged to t()llow thelTI up with a home visit. The 

remaLrring three participants were recruite.d in this way. 

It is important to note that after conducting five interviews, the researcher 

arranged two further inteniews. Both of these children subsequently dropped out. A 

,ixth participant was then identified and consent was gaine.d to intef\1ew theI!!. 

Ho\\,cver, when the researcher arriycd at the participants' house to conduct the 
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interview, the participant had forgotten and gone out. Due to time constraints, the 

researcher was unable to arrange another time to conduct the interview. Despite 

efforts on the part of the researcher and fosteriIl..g agency therefore, it "\vas oIlly 

possible to recruit five participants into the project (the impact of this is explored 

further in Chapter Four). 

2.5.2 Inclusion Criteria 

Children aged between the ages of 10-18 years old were eligible for inclusion 

in the current study. Drawing on the developmentalliteratl1re surrounding research 

involving children, this age range was chosen primarily to provide access to a wide 

range of ages and experiences (Gabarino & Stott, 1992). 

The other inclusion criteria stipulated that children would have been involved 

in fostering for at least six months. This was primarily to ensure that children had had 

ti.rne to adjust to havi.l1g a foster child living with the!n and, in line with the interview 

guide, would be able to retlect on experiences of what it was like in the beginning and 

what it was like presently (see below for inf()rmation on the Interview Guide). 

2.5.3 Ethical Approval 

As the participant group were not derived from a clinical population within the 

National Health Service (NBS), ethical approval was sought from the UIIiversity of 

Leicester - School of Psychology Ethics Conunittee. Ethical Approval for the study 

was granted in September 2003. The research was also registered with the 

Leicestershire Partnership NBS Trnst Research and Development Office. 

Some way through the data collection process, the researcher was required to 

re-contact the Ethics Committee. A young girl, aged 9 at the time of the research had 

expressed interest in taking part in the proje .. ct. Given that there had been no other 

females recruited into the project thus t:1L the researcher felt it would be useful to 

include her as a participant. However, inclusion criteria had excluded anyone under 

the age of 10. 'Ille Fthics Cornmittee "\vas contacte.d to enquire whether the rese{m~her 

would need to re-apply for ethical approval. A decision \\as made that the girl could 

be recruited into the project without re-submitting f()r ethical appro\'al. 
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2.5.4 Interview Guide 

As highlighted in the Introduction section~ there were no studies that had 

investigated the present area of interest. The rese.archer develope.d a four-iter!! serui-

structured interview schedule, intended to include a range of areas to be addressed in 

the interview, but with flexibility to allow the respondent to initiate new topics or 

expand on relevant issues (payne, 1999). The interview guide aLmed to seek 

participants' views on the following areas: 

• 

• 

• 

Family life before fostering 

Views on living as a foster family - in particular, ,,,hat it was like in the 

beginning and day-to-day issues 

Fami!)T life no'.,' (as a foster fa!!li!)!). 

As outlined earlier, given that the participants were children, the interview 

included some 'warm-up' exercises designed to ease the child into the interview and 

also provided usefhl visual material for thenl to refer to during the interview. These 

included the drawing out ofa Family Tree, and a 'Heartstrings' exercise (Hobday & 

Ollier~ 1998), designed to elicit participants perceptions of emotional closeness to 

different fa!!1ily members. These exercises were also repeated towards the end of the 

interview, to provide useful contrasting material on how the participants' perceptions 

and feelings towards their family may have changed over time. 

Some basic demographic information was also asked of participants. A sheet with 

den10graphic questions was given to the child at the consent meeting in order for them 

to have tLme to complete prior to the interview (see A_ppendix 6.7). This was done 

specifically in order to engage the child in actively thinking about the interview 

process leading up to the interview. Questions asked included: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

ho'.,! old tl}e1/ ,"ere ,'.rhen t1-}eir fa..1Jl.i!~r first !!Jstered a child 
~ . 

how many years their family had been fostering 

how many foster children had lived with them altogether 

how many foster children were liying with thenl no\\ (at the time of the 

research) 
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• how old they were 

• how long they had been living with them. 

2.5.5 Interview Procedure 

All five participants were interviewed in their own homes, thus taking place in 

the 'natural' setting Ll1 which the fostering experience occurred (Elliot e! af, 1999). 

Upon arrival at the participant's home, a quiet room was located where there would 

be no interruptions. The participant was reminded of the purpose of the interview and 

the researcher went fhrough the consent fOlll! with them once agaLl1. They were then 

asked if they had any further questions. The researcher provided information on the 

estimated length of the interview and introduced the tape recorder on which the 

interview would be recorded. 

The researcher then began the interview, starting with the basic demographic 

infonnation questions the participants had prepared prior to the interview. This was 

done in order to help put the participants at ease. The general structure of the 

interview guide (outlined above) was followed, starting with the Family Tree 

exercise. The researcher did however attempt to ensure this was flexible, in order to 

follow participants directions, and attempts were made not to constrain the 

participants in their answers. 

The interviews lasted from between thirty minutes, to one hour and twenty 

minutes. At the end of the interview, the researcher checked that the participant was 

feeling fIne, and thanked them for their participation. The researcher then informe.d 

the participant that they would receive a summary sheet outlining the fmdings when 

the project was completed. 

After leaving the interview setting, the researcher recorded some post

interview notes outlining her initial impressions of the interview, in her 'reflective 

diary'. An example of an entry is given below, following Intervien 4 v.ith 'Joseph': 
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4th March 2004 

Have just interviewed 'Joseph '. He is the newest tofostering of all the 
children I have interviewed so far, he's been fostering for just 6 months. It 
must have been really weird, being em only childfor so long and .nlddenly 
having to share his parents with other children. He seems ok with it though, 
although it was interesting that he said hi.s feonily are d~fferent when there 
are foster children around and that they have to stop some of the things they 
previously did together, like play-jighting with his dad. This is different to 
some of the previous children I interviewed who said that the foster children 
had to 'fit into' their family as it was. Even so, he seems quite secure about 
his position in the family, and seems to make a real effort to make the foster 
childfeel welcome. There seems to be something about keeping a notion of 
their own family in mind as really important? H'71y? 

Fig.2. Extract from researcher:s reflective diary 

As outlined earlier, data collection and analysis occur simultaneously in a 

Grounded Theory approach. In the current study, data collection began in December 

2003 and ended in May 2004. Data analysis began followw-.g the first LTlterview LTl 

December 2003 and continued until June 2004 after data collection had ended. The 

emerging analysis influenced further data collection, with the interview guide t1exible 

in order to incorporate some of the emergw-.g analytic ideas for further exploration in 

subsequent interviews. The interview guide was not specifically altered in structure, 

rather the researcher was sensitised to themes that had emerged in previous accounts. 

F or example, early interviews identified the effort !!h1de by participants to !!l.ake the 

foster child feel welcome in their homes and so this \vas explored in further detail in 

later interviews. 

Theoretical sampling in this study "vas not possible given the limited number 

of children who expressed an interest in the study, and the added element of a time 

constraint. However, the third participant (,Luke') did constitute a negative case 

analysis. From the first two interviews, a theme began to emerge around maintaining 

a sense of their own family as separate from the foster child. 'Luke's' family however 

had been fostering since prior to his birth and so it was LTlteresting to examine ",-hether 

he had a sense of his 'own' family or not. This was useful in adding 'depth' to the 

eventual theoretical account. 
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2.6 Procedure - Data Analysis 

2.6.1 Transcription 

K::Jch t::Jpe-recorded interview W::JS transcrihed verh::Jtim (Str::Jllss & Corhin, 

1990). The resulting transcripts fonned the permanent textual record, ready for the 

process of a grounded theory analysis. Given that the focus of the Grounded TheOlv 

approach was on the content of linguistic exchange rather than on its organisation, 

transcription conventions were employed to indicate silences and overlaps in 

conversation (Silvennan, 1997); but these were not~ for example~ timed, as would be 

the need in some qualitative methodological approaches, such as discourse analysis. 

An explanatory key to these conventions is provided in the addendum. During 

transcription, in order to ensure the anonymity of all participants, any identifYing 

information, including names and places, 'vere change-d. 

2.6.2 Open Coding 

'Open' coding constitutes the first phase of transcript analysis. Open coding 

fractures the data and eI1-.ables the researcher to begin the process of conceptualisation 

(Orona, 1997). This is done by firstly examining the data line-by-line and giving a 

verbal label or concept to phenomena occurring in the sentence or paragraph. The 

researcher asked of the data, 'what is going on here?' and "VD_:tt word stands for the 

phenomena represented in this sentence?' (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The concepts are 

chosen to capture 'active' psychological processes in participants' accounts 

(Charmaz, 1995). In practice, concepts were indic.ate-d in pencil in the margins next to 

the data on a working copy of the transcript (see Appendix 6.8 for an example of open 

coding). 

()pen coding serves two important purposes. Firstly, it deconstructs the data to 

a least-abstract level of meaning. Secondly, it keeps the analysis 'grounded'; it 

enables the researcher to get close to the data and to avoid bringing their own 

preconceptions and biases to bear on the analysis (Charmaz, 1995). An example of 

this process is given below. taken from an excerpt of Interview 2 \vith 'Daniel' ~for 

the fbll transcript of this interview, see Addendum): 
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"Well, the first one, erm, we didn't know what to expect really. We didn't 

know what they were like and we'd never had one before, and they just, really, 

blended in, cos' it was about, the first one was about eleven and erm, when he 

first come he liked football so I just let him come in my room to play on the 

playstationfootball or something and he blended in alright. "(2, 160-165). 

Here, the researcher noted concepts, such as Uncertainty ( 'we didn't know 

what to expect really j, Encouraging shared interests ('when he first come he liked 

footba!! so I just let him come in my room to play on the play station footba!! :), and 

Fitting into Family ('he blended in alright j. 

As the number of concepts increased, the next step involved grouping together 

similar concepts and integrating them into broader categories (Giles, 2002). TIus 

process is known as categorizing (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). TT} order to represent the 

concepts linked together, categories are named at a more abstract level. This process 

therefore involves moving the analysis from the descriptive towards a more 

interpretative level (Giles, 2002). For example, two eoneepts labelled 'comparing 

experiences' and 'evaluating own treatment' \\'ere identified. These were later placed 

together to form a category entitled 'Making Comparisons '. 

As categories were produced, they \\'ere further developed in terms of their 

properties and dimensions (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Properties are the attributes or 

eharaeteristies of a eategory and dimensiony are the location of the properties along a 

continuum. Strauss & Corbin (1990) suggest a number of techniques to stimulate this 

inductive process and enhance theoretical sensitivity. For example, the researcher 

used the -flip-flop~ tedl!1ique to tb1n]( eomparatively about a eategory. This involved 

turning a category upside down and imagining the very opposite (see Appendix 6.9 

for an example). The development of a category in terms of its properties and 

dimensions is important beeause it fo!!!!s the basis for mak1T}g relationships between 

categories, and thus provides the foundation for a <grounded' theory. 
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2.6.3 Axial Coding 

Axial coding involved putting the data back together in new ways, by making 

connections between categories and their c.omponents (Strauss & Corbin~ 1990). 

Exploring the similarities and differences between categories and their components 

ensured the method of constant comparison continued to be employed. This facilitated 

the process of refming and developing categories further, and beglJlJlin-.g to relate 

categories (Chamberlain, 1999). In practice, this involved collapsing some categories 

into others, whilst splitting others to make new categories. 

Strauss & Corbin (1990) advocate the use of the Paradigm AI/ode! to facilitate 

this process. The Paradigm Model provides a structure to enable the researcher to 

thinl<. systematically about data and begLl1 to relate them. In practice, and in line with 

criticisms of the model as too prescriptive (Silverman, 1993), the researcher 

experienced this model as stifling to the creative process and so did not adhere as 

strictly to this model as advocated by Strauss &. Corbin (1990). The rese.archer drew 

on other techniques, such as memo-writing and writing definitions (pidgeon & 

Henwood, 1996) in order to record ideas about links both within and between 

categories. These were recorded in the researcher's 'reflective journal' (see .Appendix 

6.10 for an example of writing a definition). 

It is useful to recall at this point that process in grolIDded theory research 

stipulates that interviewing continues until saturation is reached. In the current study 

however, given the small number of participants, whilst some categories were 

becoming saturated, this was not always the case (this is discussed further in Chapter 

Four). 

2.6.4 Selective Coding 

Selective coding is a similar process to axial coding, but involves taking the 

analysis to a hi~her, more abstract leveL A_s c.ategories had been developed, ooth in 

terms of density and potential links with one another, selective coding was the process 

of selecting the core category. The core category represents a dominant explanatory 

theme in Lhe data and integrates as many data ~tegories around it as possible. As 

Glaser (1978) stated, a meaningful grounded theory comprises a representative 

concept~ along with its constituent categories and the connections bet\veen them. 
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In practice, selecting the core category can be done through ftrst explicating a 

story line, which is essentially a descriptive account of the central phenomenon. Then, 

just as with open and axial coding, the process needs to move from description to 

conceptualisation so the story is told analytically. 'This therefore involves naming the 

core category with a conceptual label that represents the story it is telling (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990). A_gain, memo writLng Ln. the researcher's ret1ective diary was important 

in developing the core category. 

In order to ensure that the story told remains 'grounded' in the data, if 

categories did not seem to 'fit' or felt forced into the storyline, it was necessary for 

the researcher to re-exawln.e the categories and their components to see if there were 

alternative ways of conceptualising them. 

Throughout this process, the researcher moved bet\veen the different stages of 

the analysis, with emerging analytic ideas used to facilitate the process of theoretical 

sampling. 

2.7 Quality Measures 

This chapter now concludes with a look at the quality measures employed in 

the ~tllrlv There ha~ heen mnch rlehate ~nrronnrllnQ" the l~~ne of how m:ml1tatlve 
J U.l 

research can demonstrate that it is of good -quality~. There is a concern anlongst some 

authors that qualitative research is often evaluated by the standard canons of 

quantitative research (pidgeon & Henwood, 1996), when these do not fit with the 

methodological or epistemological underpinnings of the paradigm. 

A number of writers have suggested 'good practice~ guidelines for the 

evaluation of qualitative research (e.g. Henwood & Pidgeon, 1992; Elliot et ai, 1999). 

AJthough there remains a concern that explicit cooific.ation of guidelines for 

qlk'llitative research are fundamentally at odds \vith the spirit of qualitative research, 

Elliot et at (1999) argue that they can serve four purposes. Firstly, they go some way 

to highlight methodological rigor. Second, they offer "'a lid standards for good 

practice. Thirdly, they offer some basic i. quality control' standards, encouraging 

researchers to exercise greater self-reflectiveness in the canying out of investigations. 
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Lastly, they provide qualitative researchers with common reference points from which 

to evaluate research. Quality measures employed in this study are discussed below. 

Firstly, as highlighted throughout the Procedure, the researcher used the 

method of constant comparison to analyse the data, was able to obtain a negative 

case, and was transparent about the theoretical sensitivities, all of which are key 

components in using a Grounded Theory approach. 

Furthermore, the retlexive process by which the analysis proceeded and 

theoretical account was developed was made explicit (Bannister, Burman, Parker, 

Taylor & Tindall, 1994). The researcher !!1-Rintained a reflective diary "\vmch created a 

'paper trail' of the entire research process (Hen\vood & Pidgeon, 1992). Transparency 

is an important concept in qualitative research and Rennie et al (1988) argue it is a 

good LTldicator of quality. What is important is not that another researcher could 

follow this trail to emerge with the same findings (since the theoretical sensitivities of 

the researcher and this impact on the analysis "",ill inevitably be different) but that 

they can follow the logic behind the study. 

Another measure of quality involves keeping close to the data. This involved 

providing examples of the 'raw' data to illustrate both the analytic procedures used in 

the study and the understanding developed in the light of the!!! (Elliot et aI, 1999). It 

is of particular relevance for grounded theory studies, as it emphasises good 'fit' 

between raw data, coding and the abstract categories that contribute to a theoretical 

account (Rennie, 2000). 

In the present study, three forms of grounding material were included. Firstly, 

a conlplete copy of the interview transcripts is included in the addendum representing 

the 'raw' data. Secondly, examples of the codiP..g prCK:-eDures use.d during the analysis 

are included in Appendix 6.8. Finally, the 'Analysis~ section provides a 

conlprehensive account of the theoretical account developed and this is supplemented 

"rith quotes taken from the interview transcripts. 

Lincoln & Guba (1985) suggest that qualitative research lnust also 

demonstrate 'trustworthiness' in the analysis. This links broadly to the notion of 
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validity and refers to measures designed to check whether interpretations and the 

resulting theoretical account are consistent and robust (Stiles, 1993). In practice, this 

included a number of both LTltemal and extero-.al checks. The intenlal che.cks crnploye.d 

were all characteristic of Grounded Theory methodology. For example, the constant 

comparison of concepts, categories and themes identified at each stage of the analysis 

were continually checked againc;:t earlier fOB!ts of understanding. This ensured th-.at the 

analysis remained 'grounded' in participants' accounts. 

External checks included efforts to enhance internal coherence (Elliot et ai, 

1999). This refers to the extent to which the understanding of participants' 

experiences is represented LTl a way that achieves coherence and integration, while 

preserving meaningful nuances in the data. ()ne way of adding to internal coherence 

and credibility of the study is through peer debriefing (Flick, 1998). In the present 

study, this was done through the attendance. of the researcher at a monthly support 

group for final year clinical psychology trainees \vho were all using qualitative 

methodology. Prior to each meeting, excerpts from transcripts were circulated to each 

member of the group for coding at a basic level. This enable.d the researcher to discllss 

with other group members their interpretation and undersk1nding of the data and 

compare similarities and differences. It also enabled the researcher to lay open her 

analysis and have to defend decisions made. 

Other examples of external credibility checks include respondent validation, 

where the researcher returns to original participants at the end of the research to check 

whether the interpretation is recogn17able to the account they gave. This can be 

useful, as it serves a further source of dak'l with which to elaborate the developing 

theory. It is, however, not without its problems. For example, Henwood & Pidgeon 

(1992) state that there is an inevitable power relationship between the researcher and 

participant and this may affect the participant's \villingness to provide useful 

feedback. In addition, they may never have thought of their experiences in such 

abstract te!!us and so the theoretical account may be unrecognisable to the ac.cOllnt 

they gave. Bearing these concerns in mind, the researcher did not use respondent 

validation. The researcher did however provide a summary of the research findings to 

each participant (see Appendix 6.11), with opportunities to meet with the rese.archer 

and discuss these in more detail, if requested. In addition, the researcher also 
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produced a summary sheet of the fmdings for parents (see Appendix 6. 12) and the 

Fostering Agency (see Appendix 6.13). 

Finally, Elliot et al (1999) suggests that the reader is the ultimate judge of 

'quality'. 'Reader evaluation' refers to the extent to which the theoretical model 

stimulates resonance with readers and expands their appreciation and understanding 

of the phenomenon under study. Giles (2002) further suggests that it should impact on 

the literature and have practical implications. This emphasises that the reader is the 

ultimate judge of' quality'. Alongside the need for methodological rigor and 

transparency of interpretative analysis, as highlighted above, a study must also be able 

to convey experiences in a way that the participants themselves may fmd difficult to 

express and wbich also offers a useful fo!!!! of understanding for others' practice. 

(Elliot et aI, 1999). These issues are addressed in detail in Chapters Three and Four. 
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3.0 CHAPTER THREE: 

ANALYSIS 

This chapter provides an account of the analysis of the five interview 

transcripts. A model made up of one core category and four main categories 

(thet!lselves eonsistLllg of inte!!!!ediate and lower-level eategories) was generated 

from an analysis of the data, following the analytic procedures outlined in the 

previous chapter. This model represents one way of understanding how foster carers' 

own ehildren manage the transition to living as a foster family. 

The chapter begins with a brief defmition for the reader of the different levels 

of the model. An overview of the core category and an outline of the four main 

eategories pertainLllg to the eore eategory are then deseribe.d. A_ proeess model is then 

depicted to illustrate how the main categories are related to each other. The chapter 

then goes on to present each main category and the intermediate and lower-level 

eategories within them. Representing the model in this way ensures that the story has 

conceptual depth and is <grounded' in participants' accounts. At each stage of the 

model, direct quotes from the interview transcripts are used to eX'Plicate the 

eategories. These are presented as indente.d paragraphs in italicised text and eaeh 

quote includes the name of the participant and is referenced by line number to its 

location in the transcript. 

3.1 Derming the Model 

The core category in this model is a higher-abstract conceptualisation derived 

from the re~e::lrcher' ~ lntemretRtlon of the ::Inalv~l~ Tt renresents ::In Mtemnt to 
.1 .1.1 .1 

conceptualise the "story' contained within each transcript when read as a whole. It is 

therefore the central phenomenon around which all the other (main) categories are 

Llltegrated (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The m-.ain c.ategories represent the key 

components of the story pertaining to the core category. The intermediate-Ieyel and 

lower-level categories constitute further eX'Plication of the main categories. 

3.2 Overview of the Core Categorv 

The core category generated from the analysis is termed 'Redefining Fami~v '. 

ThlS w;:t~ the focn~ of the ~tor'yl1ne ::Ina w;:ts compri~erl offonr m::lln cRtegones These 
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were <Awareness of Familial Changes', 'Seeking to Understand\ 'Maintaining a 

Sense of Own Family' and 'Finding a Role'. These four main categories are outlined 

below. 

, AWARENESS OF FAMILIAL CHANGES' as a main category ret1ected 

participants' experiences of entering the process of family adjustment to the presence 

of a foster child, through the noticing of changes within their faroily: 

n ••• when it wa.f just me they put all of the attention onto me, but then 

there's another, when they came, some of it went to them. " 

(~loseph'j 133-135) 

'SEEKING TO UNDERSTAND' as a main category represented 

participants' attempts to make sense of the changes within their fatnily. This was done 

through a process of learning about the foster child: 

n ••• some of them haven't got a home and it'.f a bit horrible CO.f' they want 

to get back with their mum but they can't. " (,Daniel', 113-114) 

'MAINTAINING A SENSE OF OWN FAMILY' as a main categoI)' 

encapsulated a process by which participants were able to hold onto a sense of their 

own faroily as they experienced change: 

n ••• they put me before like the foster caring, this if what they .faid to me, 

cos' just in case, they're not having like, I don't know, someone accuse 

me 0,. something: = = if I can't put up with it they '1/ get rid of the person. " 

(Wchard', 741-7-15) 

'FINDING A ROLE' as a nlain category represented participants' attempts to 

locate a role for themselves within the family: 
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" ... they've been through quite a lot, CO.f' Steven and Martin their dad's in 

jail and their partner's, well their mum's fiancee, he's in jaiL So I think it's 

gonna he a hit upsetting cos' their d!1d',~ died now. So ! decide to make them 

feel welcome. " ('Amy', 86-89) 

3.3 A Process Model 

The process model, depicted in Figure 3 overleat: illustrated the interaction 

hetween the mHin cfiteQones in enahlinQ narticinHnts to rerlefine their t:1milv T Tsinq 
U U.l.l J U 

participants ~ accounts, the relationship between these categories ,vas fonnulated as a 

linear process model. This model was tentative and represented participants' attempts 

to re-deftne their family as a gradual proc.ess. 

The fIrst main category represented participants' developing awareness of 

familial changes. The second main category represented a phase of attempting to 

locate an understanding of why these changes had occurre.d. The tlllTd category stood 

for participants ~ attempts to hold onto a sense of their own family in the face of 

change, and the fourth category represented participants' attempts to find a role for 

themselves in tllis new fawily structure. It was understood that the ftrst tllJe.e 

categories fonned a backdrop enabling participants to locate a role for themselves. 

In looking at the model, the black arro\vs illustrated this linear process. In the 

analysis, the second main category, 'Seeking to Understand' was shown to have a 

direct link with enabling participants to 'Find a Role~ and so is illustrated here. This 

meant that~ although understood as a linear model~ participants could move between 

stages. The grey arrows represent the fluidity and ongoing nature of this process. By 

it's very nature, fosterl.1lg involved children cowing and going from participants' 

families and required participants to go through a continual process of aqiustment 

with each new foster child entering and leaving the tamily. 

3.4 Main Category 1: 'AWARENESS OF FAMILIAL CHANGES' 

The tirst main category of experience identitied in the analysis was 

'Awareness ofFamillHl Changes' Figure 4 depicts this category; illllstrHting the 

constituent intennediate-Ievel and lower-level categories. 1rus category represents a 

process in which participants experienced changes within their tamily. A defining 
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theme of this main category was that this process began from the moment the idea 

was raised within the family. 

"Wen, you jU.ft, erm, cos' you've got .fomething in your mind, erm, 

just at the back of your mind saying, "What they gonna be like? Are 

h • h ?" t _ ey nIce Qr are Ie ey mean. (A_my', 69-71) 

This process was represented in the two intermediate-level categories termed 

'Preparation' and 'Experience'. The category 'Preparation' also contained a lower-

level category entitled 'Having Fxpectations ~ . 

Intermediate-level category: 'Preparation' 

The category 'Preparation' was used to stand for the initial process 

pmticipants went th.Iough in getting ready t()r ~.()mlT1g a fc)ster tRmily_ This process 

seemed to occur prior to the placement of any foster children with the family. Being 

consulted about their views on fostering tacilitated this preparation phase. In the 

majority of cases, the parents did this, although in <Richard's' case the fosterlJ1..g 

agency was also involved. 

"Wen, erm ... sort of she seen it in the newspaper .•. Yeah, and .she 

thought of the idea ... and so they talked to me, San, and Adam (brothers) 

and wej and! said it was alrightj Sam said he didn't mind and Adam 

said, "I'D be fine with it" ". ('Dcmiel', 109-117) 

"Yeah, erm, I chatted with the Social Worker before it just to find out 

if I had any worries or anything, which I didn't really, no. " 

('Richard', 193-1(4) 

'Joseph', the newest of all the participants to fostering, recalled the 

circumstances surrounding this and, being an only child, vividly remembered his 

ipitial reaction to the proposal. 
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((Err, wen, it wa.f one night and me, we were watching a programme 

about it I think, and then they said we could do it. And I thought 

they were joking nllir.~t and then they're not" (~/n,fi:pnh', 77-79) \ - - - - £" .. J . , 

Interestingly, in contrast to this, 'Luke' whose family had been fostering since 

before he was born, when asked about whether he had ever talked to his parents about 

his views on fostering said, 

('Yeah, they just sort of already know, [ don't really mind." ('Luke', 99) 

All of the participants therefore had been consulted about fostering, although 

this seemed less pertinent for 'Luke' who had been t()stering tor all of his lite. A 

related C'.omponent of this preparation phase w-as that participants engage.d in an active 

process of thinking about what fostering ,"'ould be like. This was represented by the 

lower-level category described below. 

Lower-level category: (Having Expectation.~' 

Participants expressed a range of different feelings in response to the idea of 

h~omin(} ::l fo~tp.r f::lmilv - - - -----0 -~ --- ._- --~----J ~ 

('[ think it's reaBy exciting cos' you don't know what they're 

going to be like or anything. " ('Amy', 60-61) 

"Wen, weB like I don't know s~v, .~'9' if we had like abu.~e or if 
they swore at my mum or something, I don't know how I would 

renct. " ('Dan h! I '; ]-15-]-1 7) 

Feelings were therefore very mixed and there was a theme of participants 

being uncertain about what tostering would be like. This was also coupled with 

expectations about what it would be li.ke. This was very much linked to participants' 

ideas about what it would mean to have a foster child living with them. This was 

characterised in many ditIerent ways. 'Joseph' and 'Daniel' thought they would gain 

a playmate, whilst 'A.my' looked upon it as gawlTlg a sibling and a playro..ate, 

Participants expectations therefore centred on the idea of gaining something. 
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"Erm,fun, because I'd have .50meone to play with, erm, I thought 

it would be really fun." ('Joseph', 92-93) 

"WeB, me and Anthony thought it W45 really exciting because we 

kept thinking we were going to get a nen' brother or sifter." ('Amy', 37-38) 

Prior to the foster child's entry into the family then, participants were engaged 

in actively thinking about what it might be like and had a range of feelings towards 

fosterl.ng. They were uncertai...Tl about what foster1Jl..g ~rould be like but felt they would 

gain something from it. Interestingly, in some of the participants who had been 

fostering for some time, this seemed to facilitate in them an ability to predict more 

precisely what the experience would be li...1ce. This was particularly pronounce.d in the 

account given by 'Luke' who had been fostering all of his life, and this is 

encapsulated in the two quotes below. 

"When, allfoster kids are like, they're all.fort of the .5ame, they get 

to know you and stuff and feel, just feel comfortable around you 

and al! thaI; hUI when they first come you don't think they will {'os' 

they're shy and .ftUff. " (,Luke', 107-110) 

"Cos' we've beenfostering more children and I've .fort of, Iju.5t 

know what's going to happen. I'm used to what's going to happen 

and thi"g.~ like thaI." (,Luke 'j 164-166) 

In becoming aware of familial changes therefore, participants went through an 

initial process of 'preparation' prior to the ft)ster child's arrival. In increasing 

awareness of familial changes, participants also went through a process of 

'experience' once the foster child was placed in the t:'lmily. This was encapsulated in 

the second intermediate-level category. 

Intermediate-level-category: (Experience' 

This category represents the process participants went through \'.hen the foster 

child \V<lS ~chl:llly phlCt~d in the t~mil~', (lnd relM~' to (lctll(llly t~,--peri~n(~ing ch<lnrp
" 
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within the family. Change occurred in many different ways and these are illustrated 

below. This included for example, a change in activities that participants could engage 

in at home. 'na!1iel' found there was a reduction i..ll the ti..me he spent with his brother, 

whilst 'Joseph' had to stop certain games he had always played with his father. 

" .. . I'm close, quite close with him and, but we don't do that manv 

things anymore, cos' we used to go out loads, but we don't do 

anymore".] don't know co.~' ] go out with Peter (foster brother) 11 

lot and he don't come back from .fchool 'til about half.fix and I'l'e 

gone swimming with Peter or something." ('Daniel', 461-466) 

"WeD, when we, like when we didn't have anyone we u!ied to play 

like fighting games, but now we've got someone we can't reaDy do 

that. " ('Joseph '; 44-../5) 

()ne of the consequences of this for 'Joseph' was that he initially tried to 

reverse this sudden change. In asking hitn how he felt about the fact that he could no 

longer play fighting games with his dad he said, 

"Err, I pestered him, I kept going on, "Please, plea.fe, but he .faid, 

"We can't." " ('Joseph', 145-146) 

Experiencing changes in the activities they could get involved in at home 

meant that for some, they initially tried to get things back as they were. Participants 

also noted changes in behaviour withlT1 their own family. 

" •.. we hal'e to hide some of the sweets and chocolate sometimes 

so she doesn't go in there and grab them~" ('Joseph', 285-286) 

For' Amy', one of the changes she noticed included, 

"We hal'e dinner at the table a lot" ('Amy', /12) 
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All of the participants noticed changes to other members of their family. 

'Daniel' noticed changes in his brother, whilst 'Richard' noticed changes in his 

mother. 

"Yeah, .fhe's learned to accept more things, hehtn,iour from 

people." ('Richard', 67(7) 

There also seemed to be a noticeable change to relationships within the family. 

Interestingly, a number of participants said that the fostering experience had either 

brought them closer to other fa!!lily me!nbers, or the er!!otional closeness of their 

relationships had remained the same. None of the participants said it had had a 

negative impact on relationships. 

"I probably feel a little bit more clo.fe to my mum and 

dad because we've got to talk more. " ('Richard', 7-/0-741) 

Participants also noted changes within themselves. This included examples of 

being different and doing things differently. For example, "Richard' noticed a number 

of changes within himself. 

" •.. I've had to become more tolerant ahout what people .5ay, how 

I behave and things like that with people ... " ('Richard', 255-256) 

"I have to tolerate more. I have to he more helpful as wen 

sometimes. Like, entertain, wen, not entertain, but like get 

them video.~ al1d that. " ('Richnrd' ~99-7nn) \ - -' ... - - .. , - .. ", 

'Joseph' noticed that he started to do things ditferently, and this seemed to be 

based on responding to challenges to acceptable beha\ iour within his home. 
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"Well, if I'm playing on my X-Box and .5he (foster child) just 

comes and walks in my room, like, and I like her to ask me if 
she can just go in there before going in. Refore! didn't but now 

I have to close the door, er, I have to do that which ;.5 different. 

Before I could just like keep it open ... Yeah, cos' sometimes she 

just walks in: It's not very good rea!!Yj .yhe ,yhould ask mej cos' 

it's my room." ('Joseph', 306-31-1) 

Finally, participants also experienced physical changes to their home 

environment. 

"Well, we've had the extension at the back of the house CO.5' we 

needed it but, I think it was so I could have my own room again. " 

(~4my', 188-190) 

In directly experiencing changes within their families, participants therefore 

became aware of a number of changes. Initial reactions to some of these changes 

meant that some participants tried to get their family back to the way it was. A 

defming theme of this category was that participants not only became aware of 

changes within themselves, but also in other family members. Of particular interest 

was that all participants felt they had stayed either as close to other family members 

as prior to fostering, or had become even closer, and this was attributed to the need for 

good communication between them. Interestingly, in "Luke's account', there was 

much less of a sense that his faroily had changed, possibly be.('.ftuse he had been 

fostering all of his life. 1bis contrasted with • Joseph'. He was very aware of the ways 

in which his family had changed, possibly because he was the newest to fostering of 

all the participants, and hence, there are many quotations taken from his aC.('.(ll1nt to 

illustrate this category. 

Another detining feature of the • Experience' category was the fluidity of the 

change process. This meant that \\'hen changes occurred within participants' families, 

this WHS nl)t one-directional, and many talked about how their famjlies changed again 

when there were no foster children living with them. For' Joseph', this meant a return 

to the tanlily as it had been prior to fostering. 
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" ... when we didn't have anyone, like when Kyle went, our ,second one, 

we didn't have anyone for about two weeks and I noticed il was aU 

different (1gain~ And then when .~he came; (foster girl) it W(1.~ d~fJP.rent 

again." ('Joseph tt 241-244) 

F or others, the change to foster family status meant it felt strange when there 

were no foster children in place with them. 

" ... it's a hit weird when they're not here now. When there's no-one 

in the house, it's like you can leave things open, like certain doors, 

cos' we hflve to keep the of lice door lockedj like fll nighl find stuff 

co.s' we found Andrew (foster child) in there one morning me,ssing 

about with the phones. " ('Richard', 401-404) 

Summary of Main Categonr 1 

The category 'Awareness of Familial Changes' therefore represented a process 

in which narticinant~ exnetienced chan~le within their own f.'lmilie~ a~ thev made the 
.1 .1.1 V .I 

transition to living as a foster family. Importantly, this process seemed to begin from 

the point at which the idea of fostering was first raised within the family, \vith 

participants engaging in a process of having thoughts and feelings about what 

fostering would be like. They then entered a phase of direct experiencing of those 

changes when a foster child was placed with them, and this included a wide range of 

family changes, both to their fa!11ily home, relationships, and themselves. Lmportantly, 

this process of change was fluid, with many experiencing ongoing change, both with 

each new entry of a foster child, and also when there were no foster children present 

in the home. 

3.5 Main Category 2: 'SEEKING TO UNDERSTAND' 

The second main category termed 'Seeking to Understand' represents 

participant~' attempts to make ~en~e ofthe~e change~ to their famille~ T ,ocating an 

understanding of these changes was crucially done through a process of learning 

about the foster child(ren). The overall structure of this category is presented 
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diagrammatically in Figure 5 overleaf. It is represented by one overall intennediate

level category and three lower-level categories. 

Intermediate-level category: Learning about the Fo.fter Child 

Learning about the foster child was achieved through two processes~ frrstly, 

throug..h fInding out about the foster child's life, and secondly, through day-to-day 

living with the foster child. This process had important consequences for participants, 

as it enabled them to locate these changes within an explanatory context. 

" ... most of them have got a speciaL rea.fon for being here. " 

(,Richard', 369-370) 

"You get to see like other children's backgrounds, how they were 

living with their mum's and things like that." (Luke', 234-236) 

Lower-level category: Developing a Narratil'e 

Learning about the foster child involved a pn)Cess in which participants were 

able to develop a narrative of the foster child's life_ This was done by fmding out 

about their family background and having an ex-planation f()f the reason they were in 

foster care. 

"It's cos' .fhe, because her mum had too many children, she 

couldn't handle it, cos' she had .dx including Vanes.fa, (foster 

child) w) ,y.he had to .y.el1d Vl!l1e,y.,y.a lTU,'ay fo,. about a yea,. 0,. ,y.o l111d 

CO.f' she had thi.f big kid that's moved out now and had the kids on 

her own, cos' she couldn't really hal'e aO six, or all six of them until 

Ol1e of em',y. moved out; could ,y.he?" (Amy', 325-330) 

This process was facilitated in a nUlnber of ditTerent ways. For 'Richard', he 

and his family were pro\ ided with infomlation about the t()ster child prior to their 

amvnl. 
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"The jir.ft one I wa.f here at a lunchtime, it WtU in the school day 

and the doorbell rang and one of the Sodal Workers was outside 

and she saysj '~4aahj I'ye brought Sara and Lily" and we knew 

about them because we'd seen the information aboulthemjir.fL 

She was a very interesting girl, cos', err, cos' she'd just come from 

a Youth Hostel) well not a Youthj ·what do you call #?:::Prison .~ort 

of thing." (,Richard', 21-1-221) 

Participants also found out about the foster child through spending time with 

them. This involved talking to them and doing things together. When asked how she 

found out about the foster children7 'A_my' cOnLmented, 

"Really by just knowing them and eI'erything, and they end up 

telling you. " ('Amy', 278-279) 

Doing things with the foster children often helped facilitate communication 

and this could then become a mutual process of getting to know each other, 

"Well, playing on computer, they .fee U.f then and s~, "Oh I 

used to have that game" or something like that and they'll sort of 

tell you things and you'll tell them: It's like, get to know each 

other more. " (,Luke " 135-137) 

A process of being helped by other tamily members to understand the foster 

child also aided the development of a narrative of the toster child's lite. 

Erm, sometimes my mum, s~ if I'm ju.ftlike watching tel~v, and 

I can tell mum on her own, say, "It's ho"ibie having him bang 

hi~ head against the wall" and then she jU,~f e:~plain,~ why they do 

;t. " (,Daniel " 221-223) 

Developing a narrative about the foster child's life was therefore facilitated in 

a nunlber of different ways. Crucially, this involved communication between 

rarti('ipant~, the foster child, parents, and also in some cases the f(y.;tenng agency. 
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There could however be barriers to being able to learn about the foster child. 

This centred on difficulties associated with verbal communication. 

"Yeah, a couple of African girls, like asylum seekers came not 

too long ago and that was difficult cos' they couldn't really speak 

Engli.~h. " ('Rirhord' ..J8..J-48(») \ - -- - - - _. -., - . - - / 

There were important consequences of being able to find out about the toster 

child. This surrounded feelings that were subsequently aroused in participants. 

'Daniel' and 'Luke' talked about feeli.l1g 'sad' at lil1ding out about the tt)ster child's 

lite. 

" ... It'.f the way they're brought up, it'.f a bit sad that though, 

brought up like that." ('Daniel't 209-211) 

"Erm, you feel sorry for them. " ('Luke', 2-18) 

For "Daniel', this led him to compare the foster child~s life with his own 

experience of tamily life. This was clearly a very powerful process. 

" ... we've got a good mum and grandma to bring U.f up and they 

didn't. " ('Daniel', 213-214) 

It also led hin1 to re-evaluate the way he was treated within his tamily. 

" ... when they come in we didn't know the half of it really, 

took things for granted. .. Erm, we thought it was like hard on 

us if the), like just. gave us a punishment or something. hut how 

they, their mum or dad treated them, it was nothing to what 

they'd done." (,Daniel', 448-453) 

Developing a narrative of the t(.)ster child's lite then. \\as facilitated in a 

number of ditTerent ways. An important theme of this category was the need for 
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helping each other to understand the family changes. Gaining this understanding had 

important consequences because it enabled participants to develop feelings of 

empathy for the foster child. 

Lower-level category: Expo.fure to Living with Foster Child 

Another related factor in learning a bout the foster child was exposure to the 

foster child throl.1g..n livi_l1g with them on a day-to-day basis. This involved 'witnessing 

new, challenging behaviours. 

"Like some people do weird thing.f like .fnul.fhing things ... Kyle, 

erm, once went really mad and started kicking el'erything and 

h k· h· " _ rea .1-ng Ie .. 1-ng.,:. (~l().w~nh' 179-1R3) ,----c· 7-·· -- / 

Participants also learned new infonnation about certain things. 

"She was a, well, .fhe was a recovering heroin addict. She wa.f 

off it at the start but eventually she was back on it, you could tell. 

But then .,:he ran (fWay and left her baby with u.,:." (,R;chard', 238-241) 

At other times, participants learned about the foster child's behaviour through 

the experiences of other fmnily members. 

"The most interesting thing wa.f Sara. She'd erm been to the 

hospital with my dad, saying something about a really horrible 

headache and my dad was there and Sara stood there and 

someone, I don't know who it wa.f came up to her and .faid, 

"Have you got them yet?" My dad just stood there, and she was 

going; "Shh shh"; telling him to he quiet; and he said err; 

something about have you got the, whatel'er the drUg.f .. 'ere, and 

she goes quiet and shut up about it then. My dad just didn't say 

. Th . . " ""yllt1-ng. _ . ot WIl·\' -,.nfere.,:fi."g. 

Exposure to hying \\ith the foster child meant that participants witnessed new 

and often challenging behayiours, as well as gaining an education into areas such as 
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drugs and violence. Again, the importance of family members helping each other to 

learn was important. 

Participants therefore learned about the foster child through developing a 

narrative of their lives and through living with them on a day-to-day basis. An 

important consequence of this process was that participants could then put the foster 

child's behaviour into a context. 

Lower-level category: Putting Behaviour into a Context 

This involved using the understanding they had gained about the foster child 

to genemte an explanation for certain behaviours o and also enabled them to make 

sense of the changes that had occurred within their families. This was encapsulated in 

'Luke's' comment, 

nYoujust see why they act like they do, like if they wanted to get 

attention, it's probably because they never got it when they lived 

with their mum ... Norma!!y if!ikej .~ee if they need a!!ention they're 

like running around CO.f' they want you to like tell them to behave 

and aU that and they'U get attention." ('Luke', 238-2./5) 

Within this, participants were able to accept the need for the foster children to 

be treated differently from thenlselves. 

n ••• it has to be real~v because we got like thi.f child caOed Connor 

who smoked and everything and he swam in brooks and erm, like, 

took drugs and he had to he treated d~lJeren!lyj and then another 

child had like mood swing.f and he, he had to like, you had to ju.~t 

send him up to his room to calm down or something, and like that. 

We'd get likej we'd just have to _~it on the chai,.; hut you can't 

exactly send them onto a chair, you have to .~end them to their room 

to calm down." (,Daniel', 19,/-201) 
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It also enabled them to accept the need for new rules in the home, but with an 

acknowledgement that they did not necessarily have to stick to them. 

nIt's not so much that I have to do them, I don't have to .dgn 

the book to say when I'm coming in or going out, which they 

have to do just in case they go mi~.~ing Of' anYlhingj .~o iI's 

documented, or run off, like some, well, .~everal of them have 

done. " ('Richard', 331-334) 

Putting the foster child's behaviour into an ex-planatoty context was an 

important process. Whilst it was dependent on being able to have an understanding of 

the foster child and their life, it was crucial Ll1 enablLl1g participants to have 

explanations for the foster child's behaviour, and also helped them to understand why 

the foster child was sometimes treated differently to them. It therefore helped them to 

hold onto an idea that they themselves were different from the foster child. 

Summary of Main Category 2 

The category' Seeking to Understand' therefore represented a process 

narticimmt~ went throuQh in an attemnt to llnrle~tand the chanQe~ they exnenencerl 
1..1. '"-' 1. U .' 1. 

within their families. This was centred on learning about the f()ster child and was done 

through the development of a narrative of the foster child's life coupled with learning 

throug..h exposure to the foster child. ImportEmtly, this fC)!TI1ed a backdrop for 

participants to locate these changes within an ex-planatory context. 

3.6 Main Category 3: 'MAINTAINING A SENSE OF OWN FAMILY' 

The third main category identified in the analysis was 'Maintaining a Sense of 

Own Family' Thi~ category repre~ent~ participants' attempts to holrl onto a sense of 

their own family in the face of change. A defining characteristic of this category was 

that involvement of other family members, primarily parents, was important in 

enabling participants to maintaLl1 a sense of their own f~LT!lily. This was therefore a 

very family-oriented category. This category is depicted in Figure 6. It includes two 

intermediate-Ieycl categories and a lower-Ieyel category pertaining to each. 
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Intermediate-level category: H avinc Time-Out 

This intennediate category represented participants' having 'time-out' with 

their own family. It was characterised by a wish to hau~ time away from the foster 

child. 

"Yeah ... co.~' I'm not being horrible to them (foster children) but 

I don't want to be with them all the time and everything, I want 

(,Daniel', 387-389) 

This was achieved in different ways and had different meanings for 

participants. This is illustrated in a lower-level category below. 

Lower-level category:Seekinc out 'speciaL-' time 

This represented a process of identifYing a time in which participants could be 

alone with parents or other family melnbers. SincR. his family had started t()sterl_ng, 

'Daniel' had extra time in the evenings alone with his older brother, mother and 

grandmother after his younger siblings and the tt)ster children had gone to bed. 

" ... they like go to bed about nine o'clock andlt'e, I go bed about 

halfnine and that's changed, and that's, we do that because erm 

we want like jus! like half an hour on our m,1-'n or ,~ome!hing: " 

('Daniel', 343-346) 

Time alone with their own families served a number of important purposes ft)r 

participants. For 'Daniel', this extra half an hour was useful for several reasons. 

"Just like time to yourself and you knOli' you call talk about 

things really." (,D(miel " 360-361) 

For 'Joseph', time alone in the evenings with his parents gave him the 

opportunity to play the games with his dad that he had had to stop when foster 

children c:ame to liye with his family. 
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"Erm, same thing.~ a.~ when they're here, but we do play 

fighting games." ('Joseph " 265-266) 

Periods of 'respite' in which the foster children \'trent to different foster carers 

for a short period of time was also an opporttmity for participants to spend time alone 

with their family. 

"Erm, where you have like the, Peter and Paul, the fo.~ter boys 

go erm away to another foster carer for like two weeks and we 

.50metimes go on holiday then; together and jU~5! like htllJe a 

holiday on our own, and that's alright" (,Daniel', 411-414) 

'Daniel' was able to see the impact a period of time-out could have on other 

family members. 

" ... we're a bit more relaxed and my mum and grandma 

aren't worrying about them and everything. " (,Daniel " 419-420) 

One of the key themes of having 'time-ouf \vith their own families \vas 

therefore of enabling participants to hold onto a sense of their own family as different 

to the faroily when the foster child was present. Whilst they did not seem to resent the 

foster child, this was however important to them. Being able to put mechanisms like 

this in place served a number of different purposes and was used by participants in 

different ways. Furthennore, this was not o!lly important for participants but also for 

other family members. 

Finding opportunities for time alone ho\vever, \'tras dependent on the age of 

participants and foster children. 

"When the first foster boy came he wa.~ tH'eh'e .fO we went 

bed at the same time, but then, Kyle was eight so J got to go 

hed 11If1'r thl1n him; and .'ihe'~ .~ix (c1.JITent t(y~~ter child),~() I 

go bed quite a lot later. " ('Joseph', 260-263) 
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This was interestingly absent in 'Amy's' account, for whom all the foster 

children who had lived with her family had been older than her. Whilst having 'time-

out' was Lrnportant, there were also therefore barriers to setting this up. Age y\,as a 

pertinent factor and meant that for participants who were younger than the foster child 

living with them, this was not possible. 

Another avenue that facilitated a process in which participants attempted to 

hold onto a sense of their own family included the conununal nature of the 

experience, and is depicted in the second interme.diate-level category below. 

Intermediate-level category: Having a shared experience 

This category represented a process in which participants and their families 

experienced changes in the family, as a family. This was characterised by a number of 

different processes. Primarily, this involved recognising that others in the family were 

having a similar experience to themselves. 

"We've all had to change I suppo.~e quite a bit, cos' of the w~v we 

behave around them, well, not around people but just the way we 

('Rirhnrd'. 7,)4-T)~) 
\ - -- - - - - .. _. , . - - - - / 

"Err, I do certain thing.~, I do like the .~ame a.~ m.v mum and dad, 

s~v things different." ('Joseph', 305-306) 

'Luke' talked about his family pulling together to help the foster child settle 

into the tamily. 

"We just all act the same ( . ) Sort of help them to get u.~ed to 

it, like to get to know us and stuff." ('Luke " 118) 

For 'Daniel', it also involved being able to continue with family activities that 

took place prior to fostering. 
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"Yeah, we always went out for mealf and like Drayton Manor 

(theme park) and my grandma and Tom would erm,ju,ft go off 

to the gnrden.5 at like Alton Tower,5 and it were good." (,Daniel', 53-55) 

t' ••• we do go out for meals and go out on day trips and we all 

For "Joseph~, who was very aware of the changes his family had gone through 

since they had started fostering, he seemed vigilant to situations which reminded him 

of his fawily as it was prior to fostering, 

"Wen, .fometimes, if they're quiet .fometime.f, or watching telly 

or something it just seems like it's just me, my mum and my 

(Joseph '; 330-332) 

This process highlighted the shared nature of the fostering experience. It was 

important for participants to perceive that they were going through similar 

experiences to their parents and that they, as a fawily, \Vere adjusting to fosten.ng 

together. For those new to fostering, they tried hard to notice times when it felt like 

their OW11 'family' again. An important component within this process was one of 

having 'contaiIHnent', explicated Lll a lO'Ner-level c.ategory. 

Lower-level category: Havine Containment 

This category characterised a means by which participants held onto a sense of 

their own famjly. It was facilitated through a process of participant involvpment Lll 

decisions with parents, particularly those centred around the setting of family 

bOlmdaries in relation to fostering. In 'Daniel's' trunily~ there was clear boundary 

settLllg around the placement. 

" ... we don't want anyone rea/~v above Sam's age {older brother) ..• 

agreed from the start really. " ('Daniel', 506-508) 
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Participants having a clear understanding of the family boundaries seemed to 

facilitate the process of feeling contained and being clear about what was acceptable 

withl11 the home. 

"WeU, my parents, for a .ftart, before we had anyone .faid that 

they don't have secrets here and they tell people we can't have 

.~ecret.~ in thi,~ hou,~e. " ('R;chard '; 521-523) 

A consequence of this for 'Richard~ \vas that when placed in a difficult 

position, he was very clear within himself about what he had to do. 

"When I came, I went on a Duke of Edinburgh weekend camping. 

I came back and my mum said, "Erm, it's been interesting this 

weekend" cos' Sara had gone ho.'~pilal for some re("~on and Simon 

had gone. Simon went on the train, they'd been planning it for a 

while. I actuaUy heard something about it before they did it as weU 

and I told my parent.~ about that. " (~Richard', 503-508) 

It also enabled him to be honest with his parents when he found a situation 

hard to cope with. 

" ... when I said that I couldn't really stand it at one point, and 

they said, IIWell, if you can't do it then it's okay, we can get rid 

of her? hUI if you Ihink you can stand it we ("an carryon:" " 

{'Richard', 7-19-751) 

Having a shared experience as a family was therefore an important process t()r 

participants. Sharing the experience of adjusting to foster family life. changing 

togelher and being clear as a family about ~vhat \\'as acceptable and \vhat \\';.lS not 

helped participants hold onto a sense of their own fanlily, 
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Summary of Main Category 3 

The category 'Maintaining a Sense of Own Family' therefore represented a 

nr.l ocess In whlch n~rtlcln~nts ~ttemnterl to holrl onto ~ sense ofthelr own f~ml1v For .l.l .l .I 

participants, this was done through two processes. Firstly, through the creation of 

'time-out' with their own family; and secondly, in going through the experience of 

fostering as afmni!y. This was done in a variety of different ways and held different 

meaning for participants and other family members. This category was distinct as a 

process in which other family members, primarily parents, played an active role in 

enabling children to maintain a sense of their own '~1mily'. 

3.7 Main Category 4: 'FINDING A ROLE' 

The last main category identified in the analysis was termed 'Finding a Role'. 

F1Q11re 7 rlenlcts thls c~teQ"orv. l11nstr~tlnQ" the constltllent lntennerll~te-level ~nrl 
V.l v J~ V 

lower-level categories. This category represents a process in which participants 

attempted to locate a role for themselves within the family ft)llowing the transition. It 

was understood that the previous categories formed a backdrop enabling participants 

to find a role for themselves within this new family structure. 

The analysis identified two main roles that participants assumed for 

thenlselves. These included a perception of thelTISelves as a responsible family 

member; and of iDitiating the foster child into their family. These are depicte-d below 

in the two intermediate categories. 

Intermediate-level category: Perception o(Sel(as a Re.~pon.~ihle Familv Member 

This category represented a process in which participants assumed a role of 

responsibility RS a tRJ!1ily member. This entRiled dealing with difficl.11t sihlMions and 

of helping around the home. 

" .. . Andrew, weD, not too long after he wa.~ here he ran aw~ 

and I was, I think it was a Saturday night and dad reported him 

missing (lnd J think! W(l~ one of the 1(1.~t people 10 .~ee him hefore 

he ran out to rememher his clothe.~ and everything. I had to 

descrihe what he wa.\' wearing. " ('Richard', 570-57.J) 
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Lower-level category: Dealing with Di(ficuh Situations 

This involved a process in which, being exposed to difficult situations, 

pl:lrticipl:lnts seemed to tflke on I:l role of responsibility tcx de<lling with difficult 

behaviour. 

" ... one other time, she tried to split me and my girlfriend up by 

teUing my girlfriend that J went in to her and told her J was going 

to dump her; which is something 1 had to handle ... 1 was quite angry 

at first but I didn't s~v anything to her. I told my parents about it. " 

('Richard', 363-368) 

For 'A_my' 7 one of the difficult tLmes she feCl:llled \VI:lS when she I:lnd one of the 

foster children ('Martin') kept arguing. In talking about how she dealt with it, she said 

she did not talk to anybody else about it, but tried to deal with it herself 

"WeD I ju.'r;t tried not to argue and everything. " ('Amy', 146) 

At other times, participants actively intervened to manage difficult behaviour. 

"Err, see like, we had this kid called Kyle and he could be real~v 

naughty sometimes, start throwing everything, and to stop him 

from throwing everything 1 had to .~ome!ime.~ just hold him so he 

wouldn't do anything, and like to calm him down and el'erything. " 

('Joseph', 164-167) 

In asking where they learned these management strategies 'Joseph' replied, 

" •.• J just did it, to, well, help more than anything." ('Joseph', J 7 J) 

An important characteristic of this category was of participants having their 

own strategies in place for times when it all became too much. 
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"If I can 'ttake it in my .flride I either go up to my bedroom cos' 

they're not allowed on my floor, I'm on the very top floor and 

it '.~ ju,~t got my bedroom and another living room = : =!' II either 

go up there or just go out, and then I can gel aw~v from it and 

cope with it. " ('Richard', 617-623) 

In taking on a role of dealing with difficult situations, this involved not only 

actively intervening to n1anage behaviour, but also of having to deal with difficult 

emotions aroused by these situations. A characteristic theme of this category was that 

participants attempted to do this alone and seemed to place an onus on themselves to 

cope. Perceiving themselves as responsible family members was ftuther illustrated by 

the way in which participants helped out at home. This is explicated in a second 

lower-level category. 

Lower-level category: Helping Out 

This involved a process in which participants helped out around the home. 

This took m(lny different fonns. For 'Rich(lrd' ~ thjs involved m(lint(lIDing a s(lfe home 

environment. 

" ... weD, now I'm u.fed to locking my bedroom door "..,hen I go 

out, cos' ifmy parents are downstairs they don't know what the 

kids are doing upstairsj ,~o ! keepj ! keep my bedroom door locked: " 

('Richard', 726-729) 

, Joseph' helped his parents in carrying out certain tasks for the foster children. 

II ••• I/they're here sometimes we hal'e to like rush around a bit 

like, CO.5' if they want something to eat we have to make it for 

h " t em ... 

'Richard' also talked about supporting his parents. 
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"Being around .fometimes when one of your parent.f i.~ here 

and they need someone else here, sometimes ... when we've 

ju.yt han to have two people in the house nil the time:::" 

{'Richard', 631-635) 

For 'Daniel', he and his brother stopped having pillow fights in the evening 

because they didn't want to disturb the foster child (,Peter') in the room next door. 

" .•. because erm, cos' Peter's next door and we can't do that 

anymore, we had like, we jU.ft like when we were playing, like 

I'd shout or I; hecnuse like erm j they're asleep we don't want 

to wake them up, so don't do that anymore." ('Daniel', 373-377) 

Participants therefore seemed to see themselves as having a role in dealing 

with difficult behaviour displayed by the foster child and in helping out in the home. 

Helping out arotmd the home involved participants ass11T11Ll1g many different roles and 

this was centred on being of practical support to their parents. The taking on of this 

particular role was least apparent in 'Luke's' account and there are several possible 

hypotheses for this. In particular, since 'Luke' had been fostering for all of his life, 

there was perhaps historically less emphasis on pert()rming a 'helpful' role within the 

family. 

Intermediate-/el'el category: Initiating Fo.fter Child into Familv 

A second 'role' that participants took on was one that came out very strongly 

in participants' accounts, and involved making an efi()rt to help the foster child settlt~ 

into the family. The assumption of this role related to the participants' understanding 

of the foster child (depicted in main Category 2). 

" ..• they 'l'e been through quite a lot, CO.f' Stl!l'en and Martin their 

dad's injail and their partner's, 'weU their mum'sfiancee, he's in 

jn;l. So I think it's gonnn he a hit upsetring co.y' their dnd'fj died 

now. So I decide to make them feel welcome. " ( 'rImy', 86-89) 

Three lower-Ie\'el categories are described to e)..'Plicate this category. 
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Lower-level category: Making an Effort 

'Making an effort' represented a process of initiating contact with the foster 

chjld when they first mrived_ 

"When they first come, I say "HeDo" and be nice and friendly 

and everything, make them feel welcome. " ('Joseph', 190-191) 

This was coupled with an acknowledgement of how the foster child might feel 

upon arrival. 

"Most of them are reaUy a bit shy before getting 10 know you. " 

('Amy', 54) 

Participants also talked of doing things to try and help them settle into the 

family. 

"Sort of like, ifit's dinner and they're like too shy 10 come 

to the table or something, I'U go with them or something." 

('l.ukp'_ IJ.I-I'))) 
\ ------ , --- ---" 

There was also an element of participants' wanting to make the stay enjoyable 

for the foster child(ren) and also to make them feel part of the family, 

" ... ifthey like playing with other kids erm, I'll do it, I'll play 

with them, give them a good time." ('Daniel', 256-257) 

"Yeah, and we got these body boards and n'e went on the sand 

dunes and went down them and Adam let, he's always hanging 

around with Paul and Peter (foster children) on holii/ay, he let~ 

them have a go with a lot of thing.s now, co.s' we got a .furf board 

for Christmas and he let Peter and Paul have a go on that, and I 

w;lI and hopefu/{V Sam will; Ie! themal! have a go _~o Ihey enjoy 

it ... Don't want them to feel left ouL " (,Daniel', 331-338) 
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Making an effort to help the foster child settle into the family was therefore a 

very active category in which participants took on a role of responsibility for initiating 

CO!1H!lu!1ication with the foster child and of being se!1~itive and though.tfbl to 

situations they might fmd difficult. Despite ,vanting to maintain a sense of their own 

family, they did want to make the foster child feel part of the family and took on the 

responsibility for tryLll.g to ensure their stay was enjoyable. 

For some however, the effort they made seemed to be dependent on what the 

foster child was like. 

" ... if like they haven't got a good per.~onality or they ju.~t like doing 

things on their own, I leave them to it." ('Dwliel', 254-256) 

For "Daniel', there was also an element of wanting to get something out of it 

for hinlself. 

"Er, I don't know, it just depends if like they're talkative a 

lot reaDy or they're just quiet. I go out 'with people who are 

!(!Ik(!!ive cos' the quiet ones won'! he !h(!!funnY7 will they?" 

('Dmziel', 259-262) 

Therefore, although participants made a lot of eftbrt, there was also a sense 

that they wanted to get something out of the experience as well. 

There were important consequences of making an eftbrt to get to know the 

foster child. For 'Richard', he got found out that getting to know him had helped the 

foster child feel less worried about the placement. 

"I just sat and chatted with her and el'erything, and laler on 

when she wa.~ here she was teUing me thai she wa.~ worried 

for (! st(!r! cos' 5he didn't know how it would be, hut getting 

to know me like, made;1 easier." (,Richard'. 223-224) 
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Taking on the role of making an effort therefore, put some participants in the 

position of assuming another role of being confIded in by the foster child. 

Lower-level category: Having Something In Common 

A related part of this process was having something in common with the foster 

child_ This seemed an Lmportant factor Ln.faci/itating the process of getting to kn.ow 

one another. This was facilitated in one of three \\fays: being the same age: being the 

same sex~ and having the same interests. Being the same age for some, was an 

i..mportant factor in getting to know the foster child. 

"lfthey're about the :~ame age a.~ me, I have thing.~ in 

common with them and so it's alright, get along, yeah. " 

('T.l1lu~' 209-7.10) 
\ --_ •• -, •. -- -,.1 

Some participants highlighted the benetits of having foster children who were 

of the same age. 

" ... ifyou have like people your age, you'D adapt with 

them weD and you'D go out with them a lot. " (,Daniel', 486-487) 

"Daniel' talked about the consequences for both himself and the foster child if 

they were not the same age. 

"Cos erm you can't go out with them or anything and 

you just feel like you're alone still or something, cos' 

you have to go out with your/rienDsj so i/you wan!!o 

spend time with your brother or something or your foster 

brother, you can 'I because they're not old enough, or you're 

tI)l) Yl)ung /I)r them~ " (,D(1J1iel 'j .192-.196) 

For "Amy' whose fostering experience had always involved foster children 

who were older than she, being the same sex was important. She talked about getting 

a "big sister' and the benefits of this for her_ 
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" ... having a big .fister, it's reaUy a lot more fun CO.f' they 

like more stuff that I like ... We~ probably because we get 

get along better with girlf, don't they?" ('Amv', 235-236) 

Linking in with these factors, fmding shared interests was also useful in 

getting to know each other. 'Daniel' talked about having shared interests as important 

in helping the foster child 'fit into' the fawily, 

" ... when he first come he likefootball.fo lju.ft let him come 

in my room to play on the playstarion football or something 

and he blended ;" alright." ('nnnip/, 1()3-1()S) 
\ - --- _. _. 1 - - - - - / 

Having something in common was therefore quite a powerful factor in getting 

to know the foster child, with consequences for both participants and the foster child 

if this was not the case. 

Lower-level category: Being Active Together 

Following on from the above category, being active together was a process in 

which participants made the effort to do things \\I'ith the foster child. This enf! bled 

them to get to know each other and helped the foster child settle into the family. 

friends. 

"Like in the summer, we'U go in the garde~ play with them, 

the neighbours might come round and play with them as well ... " 

('rukp' 17';-17()} \ --_." - ,- - _. -, 

"Yeah, cos' we used to always go swimming and they jU.ft fit 

in now reallv, and they come with us ... " (,Daniel', 311-313) . . 

'Richard' made an etIort to include the foster children in his wider circle of 
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" ... I'mju.~t trying to think, mainly the people I've well, 

associated with like Sara and Simon, and Louise who was 

the most recent one- we 1I,~pd In un n,,,1 w;lh~nIHP nf IHV 
7 - - - - -- - - 0 - - - - - .. - - - - -- - - - - - -.I - - -.. 

friend~, we used to take them park and stuff, take the babies 

to the .fWings and things like that. " ('Richard', 349-353) 

For 'Amy~ ~ the prospect of doing things together could be exciting at times~ 

and she had happy memories of times she had spent with previous foster children. 

"Yeah. Exciting, cos' something good might happen really 

that's good, cos' you actuaUy, you might go to Alton Towers 

(Theme PRrk) find pI4ce.~ like tha~ CQ.~' when we were with 

Vanessa, we went to France, it wa.~ real(v nice there. " 

('Amy', 345-348) 

Summary of Main Category 4 

The category 'Finding a Role' therefore represented a process in which 

mnticip~mt~ a1temnteci to locate a role for them~elve~ within the familv. t()l1owinQ the 
1. 1. J ~ U 

transition to foster family status. Two key 'roles' were identified in the analysis. The 

frrst one involved participants perceiving themselves as a responsible family member 

in which they made attempts to deal with difficult behaviour and help out arolmd the 

home. Participants appeared to assume this role themselves, rather than being told by 

others. The second 'role' that participants assumed was one of actively helping the 

foster child to settle i.T1to the family. An important backcirop to this seeme.d to be 

centred on having an understanding of the tl)ster child. Participants made a concerted 

effort to welcome the foster child into their home and many made attempts to engage 

in shared activities with the foster child. LT1 some cases however, this was dependent 

on what the foster child was like, and whether participants would get anything back in 

return. Having something in common facilitated this process, in particular being of a 

si.milar age to the foster child, bei.ng the same sex and/or findi.T1g c'()!11ITlon interests. 

For some, making an efil)rt to get to know the f()ster child enabled them to be 

confided in by the foster child about their feelings towards being placed with the 

f '1 .mmy. 
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3.8 Summary 

In the transition to living as a foster family, the analysis generated from 

mtrtlclnRnt~' Rccollnt~ ldentlfied R nroce~~ thev went thrOllQh in RttemntlnQ to re-
J. J. J..1 U J. U 

defme their family as it went through this change. This involved an initial awareness 

and experience of these family changes and an attempt to generate an ooderstanding 

of these changes. They also looked for ways to hold onto a sense of their own 'fawlly' 

and this fonned a backdrop in enabling them to tind a role tor themselves in the 

family. 
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4.0 CHAPTER FOUR: 

DISCUSSION 

TIlls chapter focuses on a critical discussion of the findings of this study and 

of the process of the research. It begins with an interpretative look at the theoretical 

account developed from the analysis of dah'l~ \vith reference to the literature outlined 

in Chapter One. A section on the clinical implications of these fmdings is discussed at 

the end of each main category. Methodological considerations of the study are then 

outlined, followed by researcher reflections on the research journey. The chapter 

identifies implications for future research and ends with some concluding points. 

4.1 Interpretation of the Analysis 

The aim of this study was to examine the way in which carers' own children 

managed the transition to foster family status. The transcripts of intervie\vs with five 

children were analysed using a grounded theory approach and a core category and 

process model was generated. Four constituent main categories were identified to 

explicate the 'story line'. This model is explored in detail below. 

4. 1. 1 The Core Category and Process Model: 'Redefining Family' 

F or participants in the present study" the transition to toster tamily status 

changed the nature of their existing 'family' and led them into a process of 

'redetining~ their family. Participants played a central active role in trying to redetine 

their fan1ily. The defining characteristics of this adjustment process included a search 

for an explanatory framework with \vhich to undersh'lnd the changes, and then 

locating both their own 'family' and themselves within this changing family structure. 

Participants attempted to do this alone but accounts also demonstrated that they relied 

on help from others \vithin the family to make the adjustment. This supports the idea 

tlli1t the process of family transitions involyes the whole fannly (Hetherington et ai, 

1998). 

Another detining characteristic of this process \vas the search for some sense 

of sameness versus the ine\itable change the transition brought upon the tamily. 

Whilst participants detined themselyes through the 10C<1tion of new roles within the 
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family, an important part of locating their own family was fmding that they still had 

reminders of their 'own' family as it was prior to fostering. 

The process model described in Chapter Three understood this process of 

redefining family as a linear process in which participants moved through a stage of 

noticing change, through to locating an understanding of the change, which then 

enabled the locating of oneself and family within this change. Ho\vever this process 

was not a rigid one. This was ongoing, with each new entIy into and exit of a t()ster 

child from the family. This therefore could be understood as a continual transitional 

process. 

In locating this model within existing literature, it adds a ne\v dynalnic to both 

the foster care and family transitional literature. Within the t()ster care literature, as 

shown in Chapter One there, is a good understanding of the impact that fostering can 

have on carers' own children and their likes and dislikes about fostering. This study 

shows the dynamic process of interaction between carers' o\\tTI children, their own 

family and the foster child in the adjustment to living as a foster fatuily. In relation to 

the transitional literature, whilst there is a good understanding of the factors important 

in helping children adjust, it again demonstrates a dynamic process through which 

participants in this study made the adjustment. 

4.1.2 Awareness of Familial Changes 

A first stage in this transitional process was that participants became aware of 

changes \vithin the fatnily. This had hvo distinct phases for participants: a preparation 

and experiential phase. In the preparation phnse, participants talked about being 

consulted about the idea of becoming a t()ster tamily. In the lnajority of cases this was 

done by parents, except for 'Richard' who also talked about being consulted by a 

Social Worker from the fostering agency. 'This reinforces the findings of Pugh (1996), 

Ames (1997) and Fox (2001) who found that it is parents who are often left with the 

responsibility of educating their own children about fostering, and that O\\'TI children 

are rarely in\'olved in any formal preparation undertaken by the fostering agency. 

Indeed, tor 'Richard', 'Joseph' and 'Amy', all recalled their parents going t()r 

training, but none ~11ked of receiving any training thetnselves. Interestingly, this 

preparation and consultation phase was less distinct for • Luke' and it is hypothesized 
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that this may have been because he had been fostering for all ofhis life and this was 

the 'nonn' for him and his familv. 

In drawing on the transitions literature, however, what this process showed 

was that there was a good level of communication between parents and their children. 

As Herbert & Harper-Dorton (2002) summarize, one of the key 'protective' factors 

for children going through a family transition is comnumiC<1tion about the transition 

(Walczak & Burns, 1984). 

In looking at 'Joseph's' account, the newest of all participants to fostering, it 

was apparent that the idea of becoming a foster family was especially difficult to 

accept, particularly since he was an only child. He and other participants expressed a 

range of concerns about what the experience would be like. However, it seemed that 

for those who had been fostering for some time, they were better able to predict what 

the experience would be like. This was particularly so for 'Luke'. 1bis links to the 

tindings of Wallerstein & Kelly (1980) 'who, although talking about divorce, found 

that the passage of time was an itnportant factor in facilitating adjustment and in 

enabling the child to gain a more realistic, less fear-dominated view of the change. 

When the toster child was placed in the family, the accounts of participants 

illustrated the range of changes that participants experienced within their families, 

impacting on behaviour, activities, relationships and the home environment. A 

particularly interesting theme to emerge was of some participants stating that the 

experience had brought them closer to their parents or other family members. In no 

instances did participants feel it had created distance between themselves and other 

family members. This supports the very early literature on carers' own children in 

which Ellis (1972) and Wilkes (1974) talked about the experience of f()stering as 

strengthening family relationships and conununiC<1tion. More recent literature 

contradicts this tinding however, with some tinding a loss of family closeness (Twigg, 

1994). 

Another defining feature to emerge trOnl tlns phase was the continuous nature 

of the transitional process_ in which participants talked about their families changing 

with each exit and cntl)' of a foster child. Again, this was less pronoilllccd tor 'Luke' 
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possibly because it was something he had grO\\TI up with. The transition then does not 

end as soon as the child is placed with the tamily but is simply a tIrst step in a 

dynamic and evolving relationship between the foster child and foster family 

(McCracken & Reilly, 1998). In terms of process? this phase therefore is one that 

participants are likely to return to frequently. 

In summary, the accounts of the five participants detnonstrated that they were 

consulted~ in most cases by their parents, about the idea of fostering. This highlighted 

a good level of communication between participants and their parents, but little 

involvement of social work support. Whilst lk~ving a range of feelings and thoughts 

about what fostering would be like~ the passage of time seemed to be an important 

factor in being able to predict more clearly \vhat the experience would be like. For 

participants in this study, closeness to other family melnbers was maintained and in 

some cases improved, and this refutes the findings of previous studies. Finally, 

participants highlighted the process of transition to foster family status as one that is 

continuous in nature. 

Awareness of Familial Changes: Clinical Implications 

If the accounts of the five participants have accessed general processes in 

children's experiences of foster family transition, this has a number of important 

clinical implications. If, as demonstrated here, children engage in an active process of 

wondering what it will be like~ of having teelings, thoughts and concerns, this could 

provide a real opportunity for fostering services to become involved at this 

preliminary stage. Useful information on \\'hat to expect could be provided, including 

what might happen in those first few days. After all, one of the factors linked to 

placement outcome identified by Berridge (1997), \vas pre-placement preparation of 

the foster family. McCracken & Reilly (1998) advocate the use of a systemic 

approach to foster family assessment. They suggest a six-session assessment stnlcture 

using a systemic framework arguing that a systetnic approach is useful because one 

C<1n gain a fuller understanding of foster fatnily relationships as well as oftering a 

framework that recognises that individuals do not function in isolation but rather as 

part of a highly organised system. 
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Given that the fostering agency involved in the present study ran a twice

yearly support group in which own children met to do activities together, they could 

also set up a mentoring system whereby those ,vho have been fostering for some time 

could 'mentor' those new to fostering. Whilst children would be a useful resource to 

each other, it is however important to ensure that children are not burdened solely 

with this responsible task. However, they could very usefully playa part in a 

preparation phase managed and carried out by fostering services. This could be 

important in addressing any worries or concerns of this group of children. 

4. 1.3 Seeking to Understand 

'Seeking to Understand' represented a process in which participants attempted 

to make sense of the changes to their family. This was crucially done through a 

process of learning about the foster child. For participants this was done via two 

means: through the development of a narrative of the t()ster child's lite; and through 

exposure to living with the foster child. This enabled participants to be able to locate 

these changes within an explanatory frame\vork. 

In looking at the previous literature, there is very little focus on the ways in 

which carers' own children make sense of the changes within their families as a result 

of the transition to foster family status. Yet, for participants in this study, it formed a 

very important part of being able to re-detine their tamily. Pugh (1996) hinted at this 

process in her discussion about how the children in her study seemed to show a 

striking concern for the foster children, and she suggested an awareness of complex 

emotional issues beyond their years. In this study certainly, irrespective of the age of 

participants, they developed a comprehensive understanding and explanations for the 

foster children's behaviour. This was particularly evident in 'Amy's' account, aged 9 

at the time of the interview. This shows that even quite young children have the 

ability and are motivated to understand family changes. In some cases, participants 

were able to take this a step further and appreciate the need for different treatment 

between themselves and the foster child. Exposure to the foster child's behaviour also 

links to Pugh (1996) in which she talked about these children being exposed to areas 

of life from which most parents would want to protect their children. 
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For 'Joseph~ although he clearly gave examples of being exposed to new and 

challenging behaviour, there was less evidence that he had developed an 

understanding of the foster child's backgrolllld. It is interesting to speculate on why 

this was absent in his account, and may have been due to the limited amount of time 

in which he had been fostering. If so, it hints once again to the passage of time as an 

important adjustment factor. 

There were many avenues through which participants developed this 

understanding. This included for example, having prior infonnation provided by the 

fostering agency. In 'Daniel's' case this involved being helped by other family 

members to understand. This suggests the importance of the involvement of others, 

both within and outside of the family in aiding children's understanding of the process 

of change. 

Developing an understanding had important consequences for participants. It 

engendered feelings for the foster child with some saying they lelt 'sad' and 'sorry 

for' the foster child. Developing feelings tor another is important if someone is to 

invest in the building of a relationship with another~ and there were clear links 

between having an understanding and of participants making a concerted drort to 

make the foster child feel welcome within their family. For" Daniel', this also led him 

to compare the foster child's life to his own experience of family. This reintorces the 

linding of Spears & Cross (2003) and Wilkes (1974) who suggested that fostering 

enables own children to develop a greater appreciation of their own family. 

In summary, the category identified as 'Seeking to Underst.'lnd' provided 

insight into the process by which participants developed an understanding of the 

changes that had occurred within their family. In linking this to existing literature, it 

provides a closer look into the dynamics of the foster placement and interactions 

between participants, an area identified by Prosser (1978) and Benidge (1997) as 

lacking in the foster care literature. It is clear that in uk1ny instances the claim made 

by Pugh (1996) is further reinforced in the accounts given in this study. with 

participants demonstrating an awareness of complex emotional issues that could be 

argued to be "beyond their years'. At the sanle time, however, there is a body of 

research suggesting that ha\ ing 'meaning' tor an experience like this plays an 
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important role in 'resilience-building~ (for further discussio~ see McCubb~ 

Thompson~ Thompson & Futrell, 1999). In addition, it highlighted the important role 

of others in aiding the search for and development of an explanatory accolUlt for these 

changes. 

Seeking to Understand: Clinical Implications 

This process, coupled with fmdings from previous studies, suggest that 

children do seek to actively lUlderstand changes that take place within their family. 

The involvement of others in facilitating tIns process \vas shown to be important, and 

therefore suggests a very crucial role for adults to l.ll1dertake in helping this group of 

children to adjust. This includes both parents and the professionals involved in 

fostering services. For 'Richard', he did receive prior information from the tostering 

agency, but this did not seem to be the case for others. Whilst there is a tine balance 

between the issues of maintaining confidentiality and infonning o\Vll children, if this 

was done sensitively, then it may better equip children to be prej)<1red for and tolerate 

the entry of foster children into the family (Martin, ] 993). After all, this study 

suggests that children will search for explanations; by being more fonnally involved, 

parents and the services can assume some control over this process. 

4.1.4 Maintaining a Sense of Own Family 

'Maintaining a Sense of Own Family' represented participants' attempts to 

hold onto a sense of their uwn family in the face of change. This was done through 

having 'time-out' with their own family and also in experiencing the changes as a 

family. This included involvement in decisions, particularly around the setting of 

family bolUldaries. 

A detining characteristic of this process was that involvement of other family 

men1bers, primarily parents in this study, was important in enabling participants to 

maintain a sense of their own family. This builds on the notion emerging in the 

previous category of the involvement of others as necessary in helping children to 

n1anage the transition. The tindings of Hetherington, Bridges & Insabella (1998) 

support tllls, in their conclusion of the parent-child relationship as cnlcial in nlediating 

the etfects of major family transitions. Accounts given by participants suggest it is the 

maintenance of a sense of their 0\\11 tan1ily that is an important factor. This category 
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suggested therefore that whilst change was evident in participants' families, this 

needed to be balanced with some semblance of 'sameness'. 

The seeking of 'time-out' was one \\J'ay in which participants were able to haye 

time alone with their own family without the foster child(ren). However, accounts 

given by participants also suggested that the ability to tacilitate this had seyeral 

potential barriers. Those who talked about having time alone with other tamily 

members once the foster child(ren) had gone to bed were older than the foster 

child(ren). Thus, age was a facilitating factor in being able to have tin1e-out in this 

way. It is interesting to note that this was absent in 'Amy's' account tor whom all the 

foster children placed within her family had been older than her. Given the ambiguous 

nature of the literature regarding age-gaps between t(..)ster and O\\JTI children, it is hard 

to locate where this finding lies, but one tentative conclusion could be that where 

foster children are older than carers' own children, this may impact negatively on one 

way in which own children are able to maintain a sense of their own tamily. 

In 'Daniel's' case, he also talked about having time alone with his own fan1ily 

when the foster children in his family went into 'respite care' for a short period. 

Respite care is predominantly used in long-term and specialist tl)stering placements, 

but 110t all participants' tamilies undertook these types of tl)stering at the time of the 

study. Again then, placement type could potentially be a facilitating factor or act as a 

barrier in enabling participants' and their tamilies to have time-out together. When 

time-out periods did ()CCur, participants could see the benefits of this not only tor 

them but also for other family members. This was particularly so in 'Daniel's' 

account. 

Experiencing the transition as a tamily \\J'as another way in which this process 

was facilitated, and participants expressed an awareness of experiences suggesting 

that not only they but also others in their tamily were ha\tmg a similar ex-perience to 

themselves. This reintl)rCeS the argument outlined in the Chapter One that it is the 

fami~v who fosters (Martin, 1993). Interestingly for 'Joseph' whose account shows his 

acute awareness of the changes his family had gone through since they had started 

tt)stering, he was vigilant to situations that reminded him of his family as it was prior 
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to fostering. It seems therefore that these children may look out for situations \\'hich 

serve as reminders of their family as it was. 

For 'Luke' his account showed that he had much less of a sense of his "own' 

family compared to other participants. It is possible to speculate that since he had 

been fostering for all of his life, he did not have such a strong sense of what his . 0\\ TI ' 

family was because he had always lived \vith foster children in the £.'lmily. 

In summary, participants in this study sho\ved etTorts to try and hold onto a 

sense of their own family in the face of change and the ability to do this was 

dependent on the involvement of other family members, particularly parents. 

Participants expressed a number of different ways in which this was done, along with 

potential barriers. Maintaining a sense of their own family not only had benefits f()f 

participants, but it was also suggested that this could benefit other family members as 

well. The accounts of participants provide speculation that being able to maintain a 

sense of family is somewhat dependent on the length of time the family has been 

fostering and the age of carers' own children, with .. Luke' whose family had been 

fostering since he was born, having much less of a sense of his own .. family' . 

Maintaining a Sense of Own Family: Clinical Implications 

One way to view tIus attempt to hold onto a sense of their own family could be 

as a 'protective' factor for carers' own children. Clearly, participants gained from 

maintaining their 'own' family. Interestingly, one of the participants recruited into the 

study but who pulled out prior to interview, had e~.'perienced a recent placement 

breakdown within her family. In talking to the Family Social Worker during the initial 

recruitment process, it seemed that one of the reasons the placement had broken dO\\l1 

was because the entry of the foster child into the fatuily had caused huge changes 

within the family, including the erosion of particular family routines in which the 

carer and her own child spent time together \vhen she returned home froln school. 

Whilst this can only be speculated upon, it perhaps suggests that being able to 

maintain a sense of family may be an important factor in helping carers 0\\11 children 

aqjust to and sustain the placement. If so, then being able to maintain as sense of 

one's 0\\11 family may indeed act as a protective factor. It would then he important for 
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professionals working in fostering services to work with foster families on this issue 

and put in place mechanisms to ensure the continuation of the 't3.rnily'. 

4.1.5 Finding a Role 

'Finding a Role' represented a process in which participants attempted to 

locate a role for themselves within the family following the transition. It was 

understood that the previous categories fonned a backdrop enabling participants to 

fmd a role for themselves within this new tamily structure. This supports Satir (1967) 

who stated that whenever a new member enters a £.1mily, existing members need to 

make adaptations to their own role. Two 'roles' were identitied in the accounts of 

participants. The frrst was a family-oriented role involving a process in which 

participants assumed a role of responsibility as a family member. This entailed 

dealing with difficult situations and helping around the home. The second identitied 

role was one in which participants helped the toster child to settle into their tamily. 

This involved making an effort and doing activities together. Having something in 

common with the foster child was an additional factor in facilitating the building of a 

relationship between participants and the toster child. 

In taking the frrst role, there is some evidence in existing literature linking to 

the idea of carers' own children assuming a role as a responsible f3.rnily member. In 

some of the accounts given by participants, they talked of actively intervening to 

manage difficult behaviour displayed by the foster child. Spears & Cross (2003) 

found that some children in their sample talked of learning how to . parent ' by 

watching the strategies used by their parents, and some felt it was their role to 'parent' 

too. It may be therefore that children do feel a responsibility to help parents out even 

when this may not openly be expected of them, and that observing parents is one way 

in which they learn to do this. Certainly, for 'Joseph', he talked of wanting to help his 

parents out when he intervened to stop one of the foster children being aggressive. 

Another important theme to emerge, and particularly prevalent in 'Richard's' 

account was the need to also have strategies to help himself cope. This seems very 

important but was not apparent in all accolmts. This can be linked to existing 

literature, for example, evidence that this group of children are at risk thClllselvcs of 

becoming disturbed (Ellis, 1972) through exposure to experiences such as nolence 
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(Part, 1993 ~ Pugh, 1996). There is therefore a real need for children to be able to look 

after their own well-being. For 'Richard' it seemed that his family had provided him 

with his own 'space' within the household, which the foster children were not allowed 

to go into. Although this may not be practical for many families, there appears to be a 

real need for carers' own children to have strategies to help them cope with the foster 

placement. 

Accounts also showed that participants acted as a support to parents, whether 

this was helping them in managing difficult behaviour or just being arowld at honle. 

This reinforces the findings of Pugh (1996) and Fox (2001) of O\Vll children acting as 

a fonn of practical and emotional support to their parents. 

The second role identified in the accounts of participants was one in which 

participants took on a role of helping the ft)ster child to settle into their family. This 

was linked to participants' understanding of the foster child's life. Whilst this builds 

somewhat on the conclusions of Pugh (1996) that carers' o\\n children do tnake an 

important contribution to the fostering experience, this particular role has not been 

previously discussed in the literature. The assuming of this role is perhaps not 

surprising given that carers' own children are the family members most likely to 

spend the most time with the foster child, either through the sharing of bedrooms or 

through the expectations of 'companionship' (Part, 1993). Nevertheless, this 

highlights a further role that participants undertook and provides insight into the 

dynamic process that takes place between carers' o\\tTI and f()ster children. 

The link between having an understanding of the foster child's life and making 

an effort to help them settle into the family is an important one and again points to the 

importance of helping this group of children to have an explanation for why the child 

is in foster care. After all, this could have potential implications for the progress of the 

foster placement. If tt)r example, children do not have this background knowledge, it 

could be hypothesized that they may make less of an effort to welcome the foster 

child into the home and get to know them. This could have a negative im~1ct on the 

placement. This reinforces the idea that the experience of a t()stered child can be 

greatly affected by the response of carers' O\Vll children (Hill, 1999). 
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Within this, the analysis highlighted a number of other factors that could atIect 

how this process occurs. 'Daniel' talked about how the personality of the f()ster child 

was important in detennining how much effort he made; others talked alxmt being the 

same age or sex and having shared interests as important factors in getting to know 

the foster child. This links with the idea of 'matching' in placements where, in an 

ideal situation foster children's needs are 'matched~ with a placement that is suited to 

meet those needs. This may therefore also include matching the foster child \vith 

carer's own children in terms of some of the factors described above. In reality 

however, this can be difficult to do, particularly for example, where availability of 

placements can be limited and the need for a plaCCluent can be immediate (Triseliotis, 

1980). 

In addition to this, the account given by i. Richard~ suggested that there could 

be consequences to perfonning this role. For him, he seelned to become a 'confidante' 

in which the foster child confided her worries a bout being placed with the family. 

This relates to Pugh (1996) and Macaskill (1991) \vho argued that carers' own 

children can act as a 'bridge' between the foster child and carers, and nlay be confided 

in regarding disclosures about abuse. Thus, taking on a role of this nature could 

potentially place these children in a further role of responsibility. 

In summary then, from the accounts of participants in this study, carers' o\vn 

children assumed roles of responsibility, both in seeing themselves as a responsible 

family member and also in helping the foster child to settle into the family. They 

appeared to take these roles on \villingly and become both peers and quasi-carers at 

the same time (Martin, 1993). Whilst existing literature highlights the positive and 

negative impact of fostering on these children, many studies have focused on the 

latter. What was particularly striking with participants in this study was the etTort they 

put into understanding the foster child and the roles they subsequently assumed. 

Finding a Role: Clinical Implications 

It: as the literature and fmdings of this study suggest children do willingly 

take on roles of responsibility within the foster fanlily, then this has inlportant clinical 

implications. Foremost is the need for these children to haye support tuechanisms in 

place. One way in which this can he achieved was highlighted in . Richard's' account 
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through the setting up of strategies to help them cope with the foster placement. 

Whilst this appeared to have been arranged informally by 'Richard' and his parents, 

this could also be done more formally at a service level. Attendance at a support 

group for carers' own children could also be helpful. In Chapter One, Pugh ( 1996) 

outlined the benefits of such support groups (p17). Taking this need to a wider level. 

this reinforces the need for carers' own children to be involved in training and given 

information about the profiles of children entering foster ~'lre along \vith some 

preparation of what the experience of fostering may be like. Services must 

acknowledge that, as shown by participants in this study, children do assume roles of 

responsibility willingly. Whilst this can have clear benefits for the foster child, 

services must safeguard carers' own children and take steps to monitor the potential 

impact on them of assuming such roles. 

For the Clinical Psychologist, present in many looked-after children's (LAC) 

services today, and working alongside other services, such as Social Services, they 

have a crucial and valuable role to play in this field. Firstly, the study adds valuable 

knowledge to the processes children can go through when dealing with family 

transitions. Secondly, since many families present at these Child and Adolescent 

Mental Health Services (CAMHS) when there are difficulties or when placements are 

at risk of breakdown, Clinical Psychologists have specialist skills in systemic models 

and thus are able to consider the impact of tostering on the whole family and can 

incorporate the needs of all family members into clini~11 work; for example, in 

situations where serious emotional or family problems may arise. Furthermore, there 

is an important role in training and raising awareness of these issues among other 

professionals in the field and to those directly involved in caring for foster children 

(OCP, 2004). After all, good psychologi~'ll preparation is an important factor in 

helping to prevent breakdown (Berridge, 1997). 

In linking all of these impli~'ltions to a policy leveL they clearly fit into the 

principles underpinning both the Children's Act (1989) and the emerging National 

Service Framework (NSF) for children and young people that will soon to be 

introduced within the NHS. The Children's Act (1989) stipulates clearly that the 

welfare of the child is paramount and that children should be protected from hann. 

This research reinforces the findings of other studies and demonstrates that carers' 
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own children can be exposed to difficult and disturbing behaviour from foster 

children. Furthennore, it states that children should be infOlmed and included in 

decisions about them, and this relates to inclusion in plans to become a foster family. 

With an emphasis on prevention, early intervention and child-centred care in the NSF. 

this calls for children to be involved in training and in gaining support if they are to 

cope with foster placements. This is particularly important in the knowledge that 

children do take on responsible roles within the family. 

4.2 A Methodological Critique 

There are a number of methodological issues arising from this study that 

warrant consideration. This includes an examination of the employment of grolUlded 

theory strategies, locating the sample, the impact of the researcher on the analysis and 

fmally, issues surrolUlding research with children. 

4.2.1 Using 'Grounded Theol)" 

The analysis of the data and ensuing model were based on the accounts of five 

participants. The study was limited to a number of five due to a difficulty in recruiting 

participants. Whilst this started with responses from two children following the 

recruitment process (outlined in Chapter Two, section 2.5.1), the researcher then had 

to keep re-contacting the fostering agency, who had to go through a process of re

contacting families about the pr~iect. This diftIculty in gaining access to participants 

along with tinle constraints nleant that the lnethod of theoretical sampling could not 

be applied in this study. Of the participants involved in the study, this did include 

variation in the sample and a negative case analysis was identitled in 'Luke'; 

however, it is recognised that the resulting theoretical account and many of the 

categories identified within it, did not contain as much variation and riclmess that 

would have ideally been the case if theoretical sanlpling techniques had been 

employed. 

Another consideration surrounds the lU1ture of theoretical saturation. As noted 

in Chapter Two, the end-point of a grounded theory study should ideally be 

detennined by the theoretical saturation of data categories, that is, the point at which 

new data fails to give rise to new ideas in the development of the analysis (McLeod, 

2001). Proponents of grounded them)' have suggested that theoretical saturation 
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generally begins to occur after the analysis of 5-10 cases (Rennie et ai, 1988). The 

analysis in the present study was based on five cases and it is acknowledged that 

many categories did not reach saturation point. More interviews would be necessary 

in order to claim for theoretical saturation. 

An additional factor concerns the debate outlined in Chapter Two (see section 

2.2.5) surrounding whether or not the ultimate aim of a grounded theory study should 

be to build comprehensive theoretical systems. As Channaz (1995) and Henwood & 

Pidgeon (1995) point out, when conducting research the reality of constraints 

surrounding time and access to participants can mean that this is not always possible. 

However, important insights and understanding of phenomena can still be gained 

from accounts that have conceptual depth. In this study therefore, whilst a claim 

cannot be made for the development of a comprehensive 'theory', the model 

developed from the data analysis gives useful insight into a previously unresearched 

area. Indeed, this study highlights a range of factors that may be important tor 

children going through the transition to foster family status. In linking this to existing 

literature in the field, it forms an important springboard tor future research in this 

area. 

4.2.2 Locating the Sample 

It is also interesting to look at the resulting sample in the context of srunple 

populations used in previous studies. In this study, the sample was derived from an 

independent fostering agency. In reviewing the accounts of previous studies involving 

foster carers' own children, this has involved a mix1ure of samples taken from both 

local authority and private or independent tostering agencies. In many of these 

previous studies, authors have talked about the lack of involvement of carers' own 

children in the assessn1ent and preparation process. In the present san1ple, the 

assessment protocol followed by the fostering agency did include consideration of 

these children, with a section designated to asking them their views about tostering. 

They also ran a support group for carers' O\\TI children that t<x)k place twice-yearly. 

Whilst this did not necessarily come up in the accounts participants ga YC. it is 

nnportant to locate the emergent fmdings within this context of inclusion. 
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In addition to this, the recruitment process followed meant that participants 

opted into the study voluntarily. Interestingly however, only the first 1\\"0 inten iewees 

responded in this way. The remaining three participants were followed up through the 

fostering agency and then by the researcher and could therefore have potentially felt 

more 'encouraged' into taking part rather than responding through their O\\,TI 

initiative. The three interviews that fell through were also recruited via this latter 

process. Following attendance at the Carers' Support Group to talk about the project, 

the researcher had planned to attend the Birth Children's Support Group however this 

was subsequently cancelled. Had this taken place, it would have given the researcher 

more direct contact with this group of children to discuss the pr~iect and may have 

resulted in a different response rate. There was also an imbalance in the gender of 

participants, with four males and only one female. It would therefore have been useful 

to be able to include more females in the study. 

Participants recruited into the pr~ject were also all involved in ongoing foster 

placements at the time of the study. This suggests that it might be harder to get access 

to children in families where placements have broken down. This would have been 

useful in get a contrasting account as it would have provided a negative case analysis 

and more variation in data categories. Tllis is particularly interesting given that one of 

the children recruited into the project had recently experienced a placement 

breakdown within her family, but subsequently decided she did not want to take part 

in the proj ect. 

4.2.3 Impact of Researcher on Analysis 

In taking on board the idea that the researcher has an impact on the research 

process, the researcher was aware of resonating with some interviews more than 

others. This was particularly the case with 'Daniel' and 'Richard' and may have been 

because of the comprehensive nature of the accounts they gave. In conducting the 

analysis, the researcher reached a point in which a model had been developed, but felt 

concerned that it \vas mainly representative of these two interviews. Aware of this, the 

researcher ,vent back through the analysis and re-examined the data to attempt to 

develop a model that more broadly represented all of the accounts obtained. In the 

final model, the researcher did draw on both 'Daniel' and 'Richard's' accounts quite 
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heavily, but felt they made the most conceptual sense and were thus used to 'unlock' 

the accounts of the other participants. 

4.2.4 Conducting Research with Children 

There are also a number of important factors to consider in conducting 

research with children. Firstly, the recruitment process is an essential first step in 

encouraging children to take part in research. The recruitment process in this study 

was quite comprehensive. Talking about the research with parents was an essential 

first step particularly given that all participants were under the age of 16, indicating 

that parents would need to give consent for their children to pc.'lrticipate in the project. 

This enabled parents to take away an Infonnation Sheet about the project t()f their 

children to talk it over with them, and then have an opportunity to meet with the 

researcher to discuss any concerns before giving consent to take part. At this meeting, 

it was important for the researcher to be clear with participants that they themselves 

were not an employee of the fostering agency and also to be clear about the 

dissemination of findings. This was important in ensuring they knew that nobody 

would find out exactly what they had said. Whilst this process was useful, it also had 

its limitations. In going through the parents as a first point of contact about the 

project, the researcher was reliant on parents discussing the project with their 

children. It can be hypothesized that if parents were not very keen on the idea of their 

children becoming involved, this may have int1uenced the way they talked to them 

about the project, and may be reflective of the poor response rate. 

A second crucial pc.'lrt of the recruitment process is gaining consent. It was 

inlportant to take time to fully explain the purpose, process and intended outcon1C of 

the project to participants and seek their consent on that basis (Lindsay, 1999), as well 

as clarifY the role the child was expected to play during the interview (Nespor, 1998). 

TIus was to ensure that as tar as possible children gave infonned consent. Again 

however, if a parent is also required to give their consent for the child to participate in 

the research, they therefore know that the child has taken part and also know the focus 

of the research. Natural curiosity and concern could potentially lead thelTI to question 

the child or researcher about what was said~ and this could put pressure on the child. 

Again therefore, it was important to address these issues \\ hen gaining consent. 

Consent was sought on the understanding that what the child said would not he passed 
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onto parents and that parents would receive a general summary of the themes 

emerging from the data. The recruitment and consent processes are therefore very 

important when doing research with children. 

Despite a careful and comprehensive recruitment and consent process, the 

researcher was however aware of a power imbalance in the inten iewing relationship. 

This was particularly felt in 'Luke's' account. At the initial consent meeting, 'Luke's' 

mother had commented to the researcher that her son might be very negative about the 

tostering experience because at that time the tamily were experiencing some 

difficulties with the foster child in placement with them. Whilst the researcher 

reassured her that participants could say whatever they wanted to, the researcher was 

surprised at the interview given by 'Luke' ~ particularly the lack of 'negativity' in the 

account. It is interesting to speculate on why this might have been. Hall (1996) argues 

that children can be intimidated in intervie\v situations and may attempt to please the 

interviewer. Cole (1986) and Saarni (1984) argue that children of all ages will 

withhold emotion-laden infonnation and try and mask negative feelings. Whilst this 

contradicts with other research (see Amato & Ochiltree, 1987), this nevertheless has 

important implications when involving children in research. 

A third factor to consider in doing research with children is the interview 

itself. In tIus study~ a wide age range of children were interviewed, ranging from 9-15 

years old. Although one interview structure was devised, executing the interview with 

participants felt ditTerent with children of ditTerent ages. In particular, despite 

thinking carefully about the wording of questions~ the interviews highlighted that 

participants did not always understand the questions. This was particularly evident in 

'Amy's' account who was the youngest of all participants. The researcher attempted 

to use a wide range of open-ended questions to allow participants to raise any issues, 

and closed questions to gain more specific responses about matters raised (Hall, 

1996). At times ho\\,ever, the researcher telt that she had to prompt a lot more than 

may be the case if interviewing adults, and consequently spoke quite a lot in the 

interviews. Amato & Ochiltree (1987) acknowledge that children can fmd intensive 

questioning difticult and can have more difticulty wlderstanding questions than 

adults. Furthennore, in terms of using quotes as the key component of a grounded 

theory analysis, participants did not always give long verbal quotes. 



4.2.5 Dissemination of Findings 

In tenns of dissemination of the fmdings~ participants were not asked to give 

feedback in light of the emerging theory. Some of the concerns surrounding 

respondent validation were discussed in Chapter Two and it was felt that attempting 

to obtain participants feedback would prove difficult due to the inherent power 

balance between the researcher and participants. However, the researcher produced a 

summary of the fmdings (Appendix 6. 11) with covering letter that was subsequently 

sent to participants~ with the opportunity to meet with the researcher to discuss them if 

requested. This was not taken up by any of the participants. In addition to this, a 

summary of the findings was sent to parents and the fostering agency (Appendices 

6.12 and 6.13). As part of this dissemination process~ the researcher arranged to attend 

a Foster Carers' Support Group meeting to present the fmdings of the study to parents 

and also to attend a Birth Children's Support Group to discuss the study with carer's 

own children. These two feedback sessions have been planned to take place in July 

and August, following submission of the research tor examination. 

4.3 Reflections on the Research Journev 

As noted earlier, this was the first time the researcher had undertaken 

qualitative research. This section describes some of challenges faced by the researcher 

in carrying out a qualitative study and ends \vith some retlections on the impact of the 

process on the researcher. 

4.3. 1 Challenges 

A key aspect of the Clinical Psychologist's role involves the use of the clinical 

interview to assess each individual client. This involves building rapport with the 

client through the use of • active' listening skills that include summarising and 

reflecting back inionnation. Whilst this pnlCess is important in research settings, the 

research interview is somewhat different in emphasis. With a Grounded Theory study 

in particular, where there is focus on the meaning of verbal content it is especially 

important that the researcher does not summarise what the participant is saying into 

their O\\TI 'professional' language. Summarising and retlecting however renlained 

important for the researcher in communicating to participants that she had understood 

what participants were saying, and this is e\idenced throughout the transcripts. The 
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researcher found it much harder than expected to s\vitch in emphasis from a clinical to 

a research interview. 

There were also a number of practiC<.1.1 challenges to conducting a qualitative 

study. The task of managing a process that was by definition, non-linear was 

challenging for the researcher. Moving from one stage to another, back and forth from 

data analysis to further data collection meant that at times it was very difficult to hold 

onto a sense of the project as a whole whilst attending to the various different parts of 

the study. Within this process, the researcher found it difficult to initially think 

abstractly about the data. This was partly due to being new to the process but also 

linked to a concern about getting it 'wrong'. Whilst acknowledging there are no 

'right' or 'wrong' answers in qualitative research, the researcher found it difficult to 

challenge this assumption and it took time to accept that one needed to take a 'leap of 

faith' and believe in what one was doing. Using the method of constant comparison 

however, was employed to try and ensure the developing account remained 

'grounded' in the experiences of participants. 

Giles (2002) suggests that the popularity of a Grounded Theory approach is 

down to its intuitive nature. Certainly, the development of a 'model' was found by the 

researcher to be a very creative process. By drawing on a range of techniques, such as 

memo-writing and using the -flip-t1op' technique (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), this 

enabled a process of unblocking thoughts and developing and integrating emerging 

ideas from the data. Qualitative researchers talk about the need to 'immerse' oneself 

in one's data. Whilst this was an essential part of the process, the researcher often 

found it hard to then re-emerge from the data, and the use of regular supervision and 

access to a Qualitative Support Group was essential in being able to check out ideas 

about ones data and in ensuring that these ideas were 'grounded' in the accounts given 

by participants. A further ditnculty for the researcher was in getting what was 

essentially a 'process' down on paper, and telling a story that represented all of the 

accounts as a whole whilst retaining meaningful nuances of indi\ldual accounts. 

There were therefore a number of practical challenges that the researcher experienced 

in carrying out a Grounded 111eory analysis. 
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4.3.2 Researcher Reflections 

The nature of qualitative research is such that it requires the researcher to 

"own one's own perspective" (Elliott et aI, 1999). Thus, the process of self-retlection 

is necessary in order to identifY one's assumptions, opinions and expectations. This 

was outlined in the Methodology section (see 2.4.2). In going through the research 

process, the researcher found this had an important impact on her prior assumptions, 

opinions and expectations. For instance, initial assumptions were based on an idea 

that the transition to foster family status would be negatively experienced by 

participants. The researcher was surprised to learn from participants that, whilst this 

transition did change their family in many \\fays and they \\'ere faced with many 

difficult situations, they made a real effort to understand the foster child's life. The 

researcher was surprised at the effort they put into welcoming the foster children into 

their family and in helping them to settle in. This left the researcher with an 

acknowledgement that just because a situation could be hard, this did not mean it had 

to be a wholly negative experience for these children. 

This challenge to prior assumptions was also evidenced throughout the 

analysis of the data. As soon as the coding phase began, ideas about the negative 

impact of fostering on participants did not emerge as had been anticipated. Thus, 

although the researcher entered the project \vith ideas about the negative impact of 

transitions on children, she was drawn to, and surprised by categories that had nothing 

to do with these assumptions. 

The researcher also felt the research process highlighted a point made by Pryor 

& Rodgers (200 1) that children's views and experiences of change can differ 

significantly from the assumptions made by adults, as evidenced here through the 

researcher's assumptions. At times for example, the researcher was surprised by the 

responses of participants. An exan1ple of this can1e in 'Amy's' interview where she 

spoke about having to give up her bedroom when a foster child was placed with her 

family. In asking ho,,, she felt about having to share \vith her brother, the thing that 

had bothered her most was that the colour scheme in her brother's bedr<.x)m was not to 

her taste! lbis response served as a reminder to the researcher that children are not 

always necessarily concerned with the same issues as adults. 
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Finally, it was important to link the lessons learned "'ith the researcher's role 

as a clinician. In working with children in services where families often presented 

with their child because of some difficulty or problem either with the child or within 

the family system, it highlighted that, as a clinician, one can obtain a skewed view of 

the negative impact of many different life experiences on children. What the research 

sensitised the researcher to was a reminder that children can be very resilient and 

adaptive in the face of difficulties and changes within their life, and this had an 

important impact on the researcher's ensuing clinical work in tIying to hold onto a 

more balanced view of children's responses to a range of situations and experiences. 

4.4 Future Research Implications 

The present study informs potential areas for future research in a nunlber of 

ways. The suggestions put forward here centre predominantly around a notion of 

family-based research. This follows the interests of the researcher but is also in 

recognition of ideas set out in Chapter One: in a climate of the recognition of having 

child-centred care, this calls for the need to have clearer understanding of the 

experiences of children living in various family structures so that services are more 

infonned of the child's perspective and can tailor services to Ineet their needs. 

Firstly, due to some of the practical constraints of the study described earlier, 

it would be useful to extend the present study and seek to do Inore theoretical 

sampling to gain more variation and conceptual depth within categories, and also to 

develop categories to 'saturation' point. 

There are also a number of interesting themes to emerge from this study that 

could be usefully studied in greater depth in further studies. Of particular interest is 

the idea of participants' maintaining a sense of their own family as a potential 

'protective' factor in the transitional process. Further exploration could focus more 

closely on the meaning of this for carers' own children and on what happens in 

situations where this might not be present. In addition, research could look at the 

impact of this process of the maintenance of 'o\vn' family as ditTerent from the 

'toster' family on the/oster child. One might hypothesize that this could ha\'c an 

cfIect on the level of integration they are able to nlllke into the foster family. Linkcd 

into this, it would also be interesting to focus on the nmction of respite care tor foster 
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children. This seems to act as a very clear message that the foster child is in some way 

a separate entity to the family. It would therefore be interesting to examine toster 

children's constructions of respite care. 

All of the participants in the present study \vere involved in ongoing foster 

placements. It would therefore be useful to conduct a similar study involving children 

in families where the placement has broken do\\'ll. This could provide insight into 

whether children in these families follow similar processes to participants in this study 

or not, and would provide important insight into the dynamic process of own 

children's experiences of foster placement breakdown. 

Given the emphasis in the present and previous studies on the importance of a 

family approach to fostering, it would also be interesting to conduct a family-based 

study involving both parents and their children to see how perspectives may ditTer on 

factors involved in the transition to foster family status. 

This study identified that the transition to foster i:1mily status is not a static, 

but rather an ongoing and evolving process. This concurs somewhat with the 

experience of being a child living in foster care, for example, they may be placed with 

several different families. The nature of foster care today is also characterized by the 

fact that many foster children are eventually reunited with their birth families. In a 

similar sense therefore, the transitional process for them is also a continuous one. It 

would thus be interesting to undertake a study looking at their constructions of 

adjustment to family transitions to see whether this has any concurrence with the 

processes identified in this study. 

Finally, it has been shown in this study that the factors important for children 

in the transition to foster family status have some concurrence with the factors 

important in marital transitions. It would be useful to take these fmdings and look at 

whether other forms of family transitions share similar i:1ctors, for example adoptive 

families. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

The present study has highlighted a range of factors that may be important for 

children going through the transition to foster family status. For participants in this 

study, this centred on going through an active process of attempting to -redefine' their 

family. In particular, they attempt to understand these changes and to find a role for 

themselves and their own family in this new family structure. The involvement of 

other family members is crucial in helping these children to manage the transition, 

emphasising the need for afamily approach to adjustment. This study supports the 

fmdings of previous research and shows that this group of children do play an 

important role in fostering, placing themselves in responsible positions within the 

family by becoming both peers and quasi-carers to toster children (Martin, 1993). 

This study adds further knowledge, of a qualitative nature, to the foster care 

literature, by providing more detailed understanding of placement dynamics and the 

interactions between family members. It also adds insight into the way children 

experience and make sense of this particular family 'transition'. The accounts given 

by participants in this study suggest that children can show great resilience and 

adaptation in the face of quite considerable change (Pryor & Rodgers, 2001) and that 

they are able to convey their experiences to adults. This demonstrates that research 

involving children is both possible and useful. 

The clinical implications of this mean that children's services need to more 

clearly involve this group of children in training and preparation for living as a foster 

family. Taking a family-based approach to assessment could effectively do this (e.g. 

McCracken & Reilly, 1998). Coupled with the messages from public policies, this 

emphasises the need for services to take on the responsibility of safeguarding the 

emotional and psychological well-being of these children by putting in place 

comprehensive support packages. 

This poses a nwnber of challenges to the way services are set up and to the 

practice of clinicians. It remains to be seen whether they are able to incorporate these 

messages into their practice. 
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6.0 Appendices 

University of 
Leicester 

6.1 Initial letter to Foster Care Associates 

Dear Ms. (Feam Leader), 

School of Psychology 
Clinical Section 

104 Regent Road 
Leicester LEI 7LT . UK 
Tel: +.f.f (0) 116 223 16~{9 
Fax: +.f.f (0) 116 2~3 1650 

9th June 2003 

I recently spoke with (Social Worker) about a research project I am cWTently planning 
and she advised me to put my ideas in writing to you as Team Manager. I understand 
she may have already spoken with you about the proposed project. 

I am a Trainee Clinical Psychologist currently undertaking my Doctorate in Clinical 
Psychology Training in conjunction with tl1e University of Leicester and 
Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust. As part of my training, I am required to plan 
and undertake a research project. Arising from my e:\.'perience of working with 
children as part of my training, I run particularly interested in the different forms of 
family life in which children often live. 

In looking at the research that has been done on t()ster families, there appears to have 
been a lot of emphasis on examining the e:\.'periences of those children placed in foster 
care, and more recently, research into the stresses and strains ex-perienced by carer's 
themselves. There appears however, to have been little emphasis on the ex-perience of 
fostering from the perspective of carer's own (birth) children. 'Ibis is interesting, since 
placements with foster families where carers own children are present appear to be a 
common occurrence. 

I am therefore proposing to Wldertake a study looking specifically at the experience of 
fostering from the perspective of carer's children. Please find enclosed an Information 
Sheet outlining my research proposal in more detail. I have attempted to address some 
of the questions I am sure you will have, and given an outline of the proposed process. 
This is an initial draft and so is not yet set in stone! I would thereil)re very much 
appreciate your comments on this. 

In short however, I am proposing to interview a small sample of children (approx 8-
10 children in total) whose family have a fl)ster child in placement \\ith them. I am 
primarily interested in getting an Wlderstanding of how they e\.-perienn.' ha \ ing. a 
tt)ster child in their family and how this impacts on family relationships. The project 
is aimed at getting an a~Wlt of their experience onl~', and no questions would be 
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asked about the foster child in placement. If possible, I would like to inten "iew 
children aged between 10-18 years old. Although the age gap is wide, I think it would 
be useful to get the perspectives of a wide age range of children, as I wonder whether 
the situation would be experienced differently for children of different ages. 

I am therefore writing to enquire whether it would be possible to access birth children 
through your agency for participation in this pr~iect. When I spoke with (Social 
Worker), I was very encouraged to hear that you currently nm a group for birth 
children. 

I would be most grateful if you could spend some time reading through my proposal 
to see if your agency would be interested in becoming involved. I would be happy to 
meet with you to discuss this project further and address any questions or concerns. If 
necessary, I am able to provide a letter from the University confrrming Iny training 
status and their approval of the project. Prior to commencing the course, and gi\'en 
that I work with children as part of my training, I underwent a police check and am 
also able to provide confirmation of this if necessary. 

I can be contacted at the university address at the top of the letter or alternatively, 
have provided my email address and mobile number. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Helen Young (Miss) 
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6.2 Information Sheet to Foster Care Associates 

THE CHILDREN OF CARERS: 
AN INVESTIGATION INTO THEIR EXPERIENCE OF FOSTERING 

INFORMATION SHEET 

What is the research about? 
This research is interested in finding out about the experience of fostering 
from the perspective of foster carer's own (birth) children. 

Why? 
Placements with foster families where the children of carers are present are a 
common occurrence. In looking at the foster care literature, there has been a 
lot of research examining factors that seem to be associated with a placement 
being successful or not. Indeed, one of the recurrent findings has been that 
foster placements are more likely to break down when fosters carers are looking 
after their own as well as foster children. 

Children who are placed in care are there for a diverse number of reasons. 
These may include experiences of parental deprivation, whether from 
inadequate and/or abusive parenting, or tragic circumstances, such as loss or 
death. For carers, the decision to foster means opening their home to other 
people's children. In doing so, they and their family, must go through a process 
of adjustment to accommodate the foster child and enable him or her to feel 
part of family life. 

Foster children themselves have been the subject of much research and 
attention and there have been many studies examining their experiences of 
being in foster care. Equally, there has been some research looking at the 
experience of carers and the stresses and strains they experience. There is 
however, very little written about the experience of fostering from the 
perspective of carer's own chi Idren. 

Why are these children important? 
Foster carer's own children playa crucial role in the foster placement. For 
instance, the experience of a fostered child will undoubtedly be affected by the 
response of the carer's own children. A positive response from their own 
children will encourage foster carer's to perSist, whereas unhappiness or 
resentment may, at the very least, evoke doubts about whether it is worthwhile. 
In this way, they therefore have the potential to exert a powerful influence 
over the progreSSion of a placement. In addition, they may act as a role model 
and form a 'bridge' between the foster child and carer. They may even become 
the first recipients of a disclosure if children have been abused. Also, they 
often act as a support to their parents, both at an emotional and practical level. 
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What will the research involve? 
The research will involve doing an interview with each child who participates in 
the study. It is enVisaged that 8-10 children will be interviewed in total. In 
order to get a wide range of views, it is hoped that children between the ages of 
10-18 years old will be included. The interview will last for approximately 40 
minutes - 1 hour. 

Each child will be asked about their experience of having a foster child enter 
their family, and how this impacted on them and their relationships with other 
family members. 

What will happen to the research? 
Conf idential ity 
Each interview will be audiotaped and then transcribed. During transcription, all 
identifying information will be changed to ensure anonymity of the participant. 
A II tapes and transcripts wi II be kept in a secure location and all information held 
on computer will be password protected. Access to data will be restricted to the 
principal researcher and supervisors. 

Consent 
For each child who would like to take part in the project, consent will be sought 
from both parents and child. They will have the opportunity to meet with the 
principal researcher to discuss the research and address any questions they may 
have. If they decide to take part, each will then be asked to sign a consent 
form. 

If, at any stage during the research, participants no longer want to be involved, 
they can withdraw from the research project. Any data collected from them at 
that point, wi II be destroyed. 

What will happen once the research is completed? 
Once the research has been completed, a written summary of the findings will 
be sent to each participant who took part. Parents will also be proVided with the 
opportunity to receive a summary of the main findings. An opportunity to discuss 
them with the principal researcher will be offered to all. A report will also be 
proVided to the Fostering Agency from which participants were accessed. It is 
enVisaged that the project will be submitted for publication to a relevant 

journal. 
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6.3 Letter from Foster Care Associates 

Miss Helen Young 
University of Leicester 
School of Psychology 
Clinical Section 
104 Regent Road 
Leicester 

Dear Helen 

Thank you for your letter. 

~FCA 
Foster Care Associates 

ANGLIA 

23rd July 2003 

I have discussed your proposal with The Director of Foster Care Associates, and we feel 
that a Research Project in this area would be beneficial. We would need to speak to the 
carers initially, to see how they felt about participating with the project. 

I would like to meet with you to further discuss your proposal. May I suggest Thursday 
ih August at 2:00 pm. If this time is inconvenient, please contact me on (0116) 2854833 
to arrange a more convenient time. 

Yours sincerely 

TEAM MANAGER 
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I. 

6.4 Information Sheet for Parents 

~NFORMATION SHEET FOR PARENTSj 

The Children of Carers: 
An Investigation into their Experience of Fostering 

~Wl1alLSJ.Jll$~~.iJ)je~t about ~ 
This project is about finding out what it is like for your own children to have a 
foster child come and live in their family. 

Jdren important ~ 
We know that your own children playa very important part in fostering. We 
know that the reaction of your own children to the foster child can affect the 
placement in many ways. A positive response from your own children may 
encourage you to persist, even when things are difficult, whereas unhappiness or 
resentment may, at the very least, evoke doubts about whether it is worthwhi Ie. 
Your own children can sometimes act as a role model for the foster child. They 
may even be the first person a foster child turns to and makes a disclosure if 
they have been abused. We know your own children often also help you out, both 
practically, in looking after the foster child, but also as a source of emotional 
support. Your own children therefore play an important part in fostering! 

,EncouragiogVkOjU~ ~i-~to teJI their storv ... 
It is important to continue improving services for foster families and foster 
children. To do this, it is crucial to understand what influences a placement to 
continue or cease. It is therefore important to understand how fostering 
affects everyone in the family. One of the recurrent findings from previous 
studies involving foster families, is that services have, at times, underestimated 
the stresses placed on the whole family when a foster child comes into the 

home. 

We know about the important part your own children play in fostering, however, 
we still know very little about what it feels like for them on a day-to-day basis 
to have a foster child living with their family. THIS IS IMPORTANT! By 
encouraging your child to tell their story, it can help foster care services to 
understand how to involve your children in planning and know what kinds of 
support they may need. It can also help you as parents gain insight into how 
fostering affects your children and help you to think, as a family, about how 

each of you may react to fostering. 
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What will t iect involve? 
Your child will be asked to take part in 1 individual interview. 

Who can take part;> 
8-10 children will be interviewed altogether. In order to get a wide range of 
views, both boys and girls between the ages of 10-18 years old will be 
interviewed. The interview will last for about 1 hour. Where possible, it would be 
useful to interview children who have had a foster child living in their family for 
about 6 months, so that they have had time to adjust to this change. 

'lJhGt kinds of questions will be asked) 

Your child will be asked to talk about how it feels for them have a foster child 
live with their fami Iy, and how they think this has affected them and their 
relationships with other family members. The interview is interested in their 
experience only, and no questions will be asked about the foster child in 
placement. 

Whilst the experience of each child will be different, the aim is to identify 
ony common themes or issues thot emerge that appear to be important to 
this group of children. 

Where wi II the interview take place.:> 
You and your child can decide where you would like the interview to take place. 
For example, this can be at home, or alternatively, a room can be booked at the 

fostering agency. 

'lJhot will happen to the information) 
Confidentiality 
Each interview will be audiotaped. This is to aid the interviewer in remembering 
everything that your child has said. Each interview will then be transcribed. This 
means it will be typed out word for word. During transcription, all identifying 
information will be changed to ensure anonymity of your child. All tapes and 
transcripts will be kept in a secure location and all information held on computer 
will be password protected. Access to data will be restricted to the interviewer 

and supervisors of the project. 

What your child has said in the interview will remain confidential between your 
child and the interviewer. However, there is an exception to this: If your child 
says something that raises child protection concerns, then this cannot be kept 
confidential. This might occur, for example, if your child said that they were 
being bullied by the foster child or alternatively, if they said they were bullying 
the foster child. Anything that implies a risk to them or someone else cannot 
remain confidential. This will be discussed with your child prior to them 
agreeing to take part in the interview. If something like this does arise, it will 
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be discussed with your child, you, and your supervising Social Worker at the 
fostering agency. 

~(}\ning consen, 
For each child who would like to take part in the project, they will be asked to 
sign a 'consent form'. This is a written agreement recording that they 
understand what the project is about and that they would like to take part. This 
is also signed by the interviewer. For children under the age of 16 years old, you 
will also be asked to sign the form giving your consent for your child to take 
part. Prior to signing the consent form, you and your child will have the 
opportunity to meet with the interviewer and address any questions that you 
may have. 

If, at any stage during the research, you or your child change your mind and 
decide you no longer want to be involved, you can withdraw from the project. 
Any information collected from your child at that point will be removed from the 
study. 

What happens if your child becomes upset after the interview, 
It is important to plan for every eventuality. If, for instance, your child 
becomes upset after taking part in the interview, there is an agreement with 
your fostering agency that your child will have the opportunity to meet with the 
supervising Social Worker for the family. 

What will happen when the project is completed, 
Following the interview, your child will be contacted within a month by the 
interviewer. This meeting is important in checking out with your child that the 
interviewer has understood everything that they have said and not 

misinterpreted any information. 

Once all the children involved in the project have been interviewed, the 
research will be written up and a summary of the findings will be sent to your 
child for them to keep. As parents, it is important that you also receive some 
feedback on the project. Whilst the specific comments of each child will be 
anonymised to ensure confidentiality, you will receive an overall summary of the 
main findings. An opportunity to discuss them with the interviewer will be 
offered, or alternatively, the interviewer can arrange to attend the Carer's 

Support Group to feed back. 

A summary report will also be provided to Foster Care Associates, t~e fostering 

agency involved with your family. This is important because the ~torles your 
children have told about their experiences of fostering will prOVide valuable 
information in helping them to look at ways of improving the service they provide 

to your family! 
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6.5 Information Sheet for Children 

~ Project to look at how you feel about Fostering 
Lots of parents who decide to foster children 

have children of their own to look after, like you. 
We want to find out what it is like for you to have a foster 
child live with you and your family. This is your chance 
to tell us your story! 

your views are im~ortant 

We think you playa really important part in fostering. We want to hear your story 
because we want to understand what it feels like for YOU to have a foster child come 
and live with your family. By telling us what it is like for you, this will help us to find 
ways of improving the way that foster care services involve you in fostering. 

So, if you are: 

Aged between 10 and 18 years old 
and 

Have a foster child living with your family for at least 6 months 

We want to hear your story' 

We want you to take part in one individual interview. This will last for about 1 
hour. You can choose where you want to do the interview. This can be at home or 
we can book a room at the fostering agency. IT IS UP TO YOU. 

My name is HELEN YOUNG and I am from the 
UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER. I will be the person who interviews you. I am coming to 

your next support group so that you can meet me. If you would like to take part, I will 
arrange to come and see you so that you can ask any questions you might have about 
taking part. We will then arrange a time to meet and do the interview. 
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If you are under 16 years old, you will have to tell your parent(s) you would like to take 
part. They have also been given some information about this project. After talking 
about it with them, if you all think it would be a good idea for you to take part, then 
that is great! 

If you are aged between 17-18 years old, you do not need to get your parents consent, but 
you may decide you want to tell them about it anyway. 

'Consent' means agreeing to take part in the project. If you 
agree to take part, then you, your parents (if you are under 16) 
and me (Helen Young) will sign a 'consent form'. 

BUT 
You can change your mind at any time. This means that if, at any 
point, you decide you no longer want to take part that is fine. 

What you say in the interview will be recorded on audiotape. This will help me to remember 
everything that you say. It will then be typed out and saved on a computer disk. When it is 
being typed out, your name will be changed to make sure that everything you have said is 
confidential. 'Confidential' means that nobody will find out exactly what you have said. 

Once it is finished, I will write to you to let you know what I have found. If you think it 
would be a good idea, I can come and talk at your Support Group. Your parents may also 
want to know what has happened. They wi II be given a summary of what people have said. 
Remember, because all of the names will be changed, nobody reading the report will know 
who has said what. I will also write to the foster care agency involved with your family to 
tell them about the findings. Based on what you have said, this will help the agency think 
about ways in which they can improve or change the way they involve you in fostering. 

SO, IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN TAKING PAR'T .. 
1. Show this sheet to your parent(s) (if you are under the age of 16) and talk about It 

with them 
2. Fill in the information on the next page and send it back to me in the envelope 

provided. 
Once you have sent the form back to me, I will call you and arrange to come and 
meet you (and your parents if you are under the age of 16). 
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~ ~roject to look at how you feel about Fostering 

Date: _---------------

1. My Name is: ______________ _ Age: ___ _ 

2. My Address is: ______________________ _ 

Tel. ~: _____________________ _ 

3. Please circle Yes or No: 

I HAVE talked about this with my parents YES / NO 

I HAVE NOT talked about this with my parents YES / NO 

4. Please write down any questions or worries you have about taking part. (This will 

help me to prepare for when I come and meet with you): 
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6.6 Consent Form 

CONSENT FORM 

~ ~roject to look at how you feel about Fostering 
Interviewer: Helen Young 
Based at: School of Psychology - Clinical Section. 

University of Leicester. 104 Regent Road. LEl 7L T 

I have read the Information Sheet about this project. 

I have met with Helen Young, the interviewer. The project has been 
explained to me, I have had the opportunity to ask any questions, and I 
understand what I will be required to do. 

I understand that the interview wi II be audio-taped. I understand that 
the tape will be kept in a safe and secure place and the information I give 
will be used for this project only. 

I understand that the information I give will be treated as confidential. 
However, I also understand that there are certain things that cannot be 
kept confidential and these have been explained to me. 

I understand that I can change my mi nd and pull out of the project at any 
time if I want to. 

I AGREE TO TAKE PARTIN THIS PROJECT. 

(1) Signature of participant ............................................................... Dote ................................... .. 

Name in BLOCK CAPITALS ........................................................ . 

(2) Signature of parent (if participant under age of 16) ............................................................ . 

Name I'n BLOCK CAPITALS Date .................................... . ...................................................... 

I confirm that I have explained the nature of this study, as detailed in the Information 

Sheet, in terms which, in my judgement are suited to the understanding of the 

parti ci pant. 

(3) Signature of researcher: ....................................................... . Date ........................... . 

Name in BLOCK CAPITALS ................................................... .. 
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6.7 Demographic Questions 

• How old I was when my family first fostered a 
child 

• How many years my family has been a foster 
family 

• How many foster children have lived with me and 
my fami Iy altogether 

• The ages of the foster children who have lived 
with me and my family 

• How many foster children are living with me and 
my fami Iy at the moment 

• How old they are 

• How long they have been living with me and my 

family 
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6.8 Example of Open Coding 

155 H: 

156 

157 D: 

158 H: 

159 

160 D: 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 H: 

167 

168 D: 

169 H: 

170 

171 D: 

172 

173 

174 H: 

175 D: 

176 

177 

Intenriew 2: 'Daniel' 

Ok. So if you could think back to ~ three years ago when you 

fITst became a foster family 

Yeah 

can you remember what it was like when a foster child fITst came to 

live with you? 

Well, the fITst one, erm, we didn't know what to expect reallY/We 

didn't know what they were like and we'd never had one beforef1nd 

Sill; ,; '-9f~A:Jj 1 they just, really, blended in, cos' it was about, the fIrst one was about J ~ .. v 

eleven and erm/when he fITst come he liked football so I just let him /YJc.ou..fq.-f'bJ't.J 
st~·e.d'"'/; 

come in my room to play on the play station football or somethingf1nd 
.- ·u J' ,,-J'O {l f,,1 • 

he blended in alright. ftt.iYl';j 

Ok. Alright then. And how did everyone react when, when he fIrst 

came? 

N cd I:: i'. .. -C u.J ,r I 
Erm, a bit different, cos' we didn't know what to do or anything. MW tv J,eJ~ e.. 

Mmm. So what did you notice about everyone that was a bit different? 

Did people behave differently? 

Yeah, they behaved differently because they didn't know what his 

background was like or anything, so you behaved differently around 

them. 

Ok, so \vhat kinds of things did they do differently? 

, 

{)tJ:LJ'j e ,Y\. 

h~1 (; LLJ" .c:I U t 

tu ~;.., cJV" t Q.J r:!] 

Theyerm, like I don't know erm, they didn't like, you know if they'd Pvt./'..t.a.J 
" ~.1 'fe wL 

. . .' . ,1. ,b i~tl()L1J tG 
done something wrong, they didn't hke hft theIr VOIce that high/_os C~\jl ..: h.J d 

sometimes if we do something really bad, shout at us or something, 
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178 

179 H: 

180 D: 

181 

182 H: 

183 D: 

184 H: 

185 D: 

186 H: 

187 

188 D: 

189 H: 

190 D: 

191 H: 

192 D: 

193 H: 

194 D: 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 H: 

but we don't mind. 

So they, they didn't do that? 

N b h d'd' kn I Ccnil de..ra.}10,';' cf 
0, ecause t ey 1 n t ow what the child would have been like fJ .sf e.r cJw d 

cos' they might have been scared a bitl fl cd, c h'::J f e q c I. (I >J 

Right, so was that shouting at the child or shouting at you? 

Shouting at us. 

Right, ok so that was a bit different. 

,. {,tLC L',...'Ied ge Ctf . 
They wouldn t shout at the child really cos' we know his background. c I ~ ; d ", ,'1 1_'- L , I ('J 

Ok, so maybe, it sounds like they were maybe doing something a bit 

different in the way that they dealt with you? 

Yeah. 

To the way they dealt with the foster child? 

Yeah. 

VVhatwasthatlike? 

Erm, erm, really because one, erm, I don't know. 

Did it feel like you were being treated differently? 

't::Q c:I1'Of).J 

rl.. A /'( "-{J nr---f 
Yeah, a little bit but it has to be really/ uecause we got like this child d.J I (eJe. J1 UJ.J 

. 
called Connor who smoked and everything and he swam in brooks 8eJu;L.v~ 'CU-i". 

I 
;-/E::-~:;;::;-:1 

and erm, like, took drugs and he had to be treated differently and then 

another child had like mood swings and he, he had to like, you had 

to just send him up to the room to calm down or sometmn~land like 

that. We'd get like, we'd just have to sit on the chair, but you can't 

exactly send them onto a chair, you have to send them to their room to 

calm down. 

Right, so if you were getting told off you would be told tn sit in a 
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203 

204 D: 

205 

206 

207 

208 H: 

209 D: 

210 

211 

212 H: 

213 D: 

214 

215 

216 H: 

217 

218 D: 

219 

220 H: 

221 D: 

222 

223 

224 H: 

225 D: 

226 H: 

227 D: 

chair? 

Yeah, cos' we wouldn't like be, we had this kid called Philip who used 

to knock his head against wooden things and walls and everything. He 

was naughty as wen/so they had to just get him in his room to just lie 

on the bed and just settle down really. 

Mmm. And how was that to see a child banging his head? ) ... j' ,',"-9 
-----c> ffC~ J /0 · .. fe e.L1' ('~ .r 

It was, erm, it was really horrible to see, I didn't like it. Horrible It's ,V 
If Q....V'l ,-11 , 

the way they're brought up/it's a bit sad that though, brought up like & pla..Y h~.' I fi)fu' 
he...J.....O-. , '-' u...J 

that. Fe e.11·'j U~a..J!j 

Mmm. So, how did that make you feel then? 

J~',......Q dlffe-.re/)(QS 
A bit bad because we've, we've got a good mum and grandma to • JiJl11.-....y1'1 

/1\. I V ' 

bring us up and they didn't 'nd they, they can't see their mum for Ur·.d erstcu---.oL: II, r £.r.N (oi' u- C
hlY 

,.~ ':j (Jr~/t'v-I 
about ten years or more. fO It 

Mmm, so how did, when you felt quite bad about that, were you able 

to tell someone if you were feeling like that? 

No. I told my brother sometimes, it was horrible having to see him like (jJ1"\ n c l
10 

that. Yeah. 

And anybody else you could talk to or not? 

Erm, sometimes my mum, say if I'm just like watching telly, hJ t Q LJ:: 

and I can ten mum on her own/say, "It's horrible having him bang 
.I .... cttl~-f Q..J1 

his head against the wall" and then she just explains why they do it L)/ ~:r let 'i~~;Lh or) 

So she kind of explains to you. 

Yeah, she just explains why they behave like that. 

And is that helpful? 

Yeah, it is. 
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6.9 Example of using 'tlip-flop' technique 

Category 1: 'Making an Effort' 

Not making an effort _________ ,-----___________ Making an effort 

What does not makin2 an effort involve? 

Not being interested 

Not communicating / talking with them 

Keeping self to self 

Not spending time with them 

Not fmding out about them 

Not sharing information about self 

What does making an effort invoh'e? 

Being interested in the other person 

Initiating communication 

Thinking about the other person 

Trying to fmd out about them - so, being open 

Asking questions 

Finding out about interests 

Spending time together 

Finding shared interests / common ground * 

~ Theretore about initiating. trying to engage. 

about being active 
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6.10 Example of Writing a Defmition 

20/3/04 Category: Having Time-Out 

What is 'Having Time-Out' about? It seems to be about having time alone with other 

family members~ time without the foster children when participants can be \\ith their 

own family; doing things as a family without the foster children - so, having a break. 

With the help of their parents, participants seem to set up a time when they can be 

alone with their family. Some of them have an extra half an hour in the evening when 

the foster children have gone to bed. This time can be spent just relaxing with their 

own family or talking about things. Sometimes participants and their families have 

'time-out' when the foster children go into respite care and this provides an 

opportunity for the family to maybe go on holiday. This time alone is clearly 

important to participants and they perceive that it not only benefits them but a Iso other 

family members, for example, others being more relaxed. There do, howc\'cr, scem to 

be limits to being able to put this mechanism in place. In particular, if the foster 

children are older than participants then it is unlikely that participants can have c,1ra 

time in the evenings with their family. 

Having 'time-out' seems then to be linked with an idea of maintaining a sense of 

participants' own family unit. So, in a way, there are two families: one that includes 

the foster children and one that does not. The family is noticeably changed when 

foster children arrive in the family, yet it seems important to have times when, in a 

sense, it reverts back to what it was. So, having time-out could be a way of coping 

with the change, 
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.......... University of 
Leicester 6.11 Summary Sheet of Findings for Participants 

School of Psychology 
Clinical Section 

lO-! Regent Road 
Leicester LEI 7LT . LK 
Tel: +-H(0)116~~.\ 1639 
Elx: +-i-i (0)116 ~~:) 1650 

20th June 2004 

A Project to look at how you feel about Fostering 
Dear (name of participant) 

Thank you for taking part in the above project. You may remember that I 
came out to interview you in (month of interview) about what it was like to 
have foster children come to live with you and your family. I have now 
finished the project and so am writing to let you know the findings. I have 
included a summary sheet with this letter and this goes through in detail 
the information that came out of all the interviews that I did. 

You all showed that you tried really hard to understand the changes that 
occurred in your family when a foster child came to stay and showed that 
you playa really important role in fostering' 

It was really useful to come and talk to you. I have talked to the staff at 
Foster Care Associates and this has helped them to think about training 
and support that they can give you. 

If when you read the summary sheet you have any questions or comments, 
either you or your parents can contact me by email at:HLY3@le.ac.uk and 
I can arrange to come and talk to you. Thank you again for taking part! 

Yours si ncerely , 

ielen Young 
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\ Project to look at how you feel about Fostering 

For all of you who took part in this study, when foster children came to 
live with you, you all tried really hard to understand your 'new' family. 
From all of your interviews, there were 4 stages that you all seemed to go 
through in getting used to living as a foster family: 

Many of you said that your parents were the first people to talk to you 
about the idea of becoming a foster family. 
Following this, you had lots of ideas about what it would be like. Some 
thought it would be like having a new brother or sister. Others thought it 
would be like having a new friend to play with. 
You also had lots of different feelings about the idea. Some of you 
thought it would be exciti ng and fun. Some of you thought it would be 
interesting because you would get to meet new people, but some of you 
were also a bit worried that the foster child might be nasty to your 
parents. 
When the foster child came to live with you, you noticed that lots of 
things changed at home. This included not being allowed to play some of 
the games you used to play and not having as much time together with 
your parents or brothers or sisters. Some of you also felt that you 
changed and had to become more helpful and deal with some of the things 
the foster child did. Some of you said it made you feel closer to your 
parents, because you had to tal k to each other more. 
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When you noticed your family was changing, you all tried really hard to 
understand why it had changed. 
One of the ways you did this was to learn about the foster child. Some of 
you were given information about them before they arrived, and some of 
you learnt about them by just sitting and talking to them. 
It was important for you to understand why they were in foster care, and 
many of you found out about what their families were like. Sometimes 
this made you feel sorry for the foster child and realise that you were 
lucky to have such a nice family. 
Once you got all of this information, it helped you to understand why the 
foster child behaved in certain ways and sometimes had to be treated 
differently to you. 

(3) 
Even though you all noticed that your family changed and understood why 
it had changed, it was really important for you to remember your own 
family. 
With the help of your parents, many of you made sure that you had time 
without the foster child when you could spend time with your parents or 
brothers or sisters. Sometimes this happened at night, where you would 
stay up for a bit longer when the foster child had gone to bed, but this 
only happened if the foster child was younger than you. 
For some of you, you could have time alone with your family when the 

foster child went into respite care. 
Other things that helped you remember your own family included noticing 
that other members of your family also had to change when a foster child 
was living with you. Therefore, you learned that you all had to change 

together in some way. 
Lastly, you also knew that you were different to the foster child and that 
sometimes when new rules had to be made at home, you knew they were 
usually for the foster child, and that you did not have to stick to them all 

of the time. 
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\ (4) FitldJng. G, ~ ~role Jor. myself 
You all found a new role for yourselves in your family when you began to 
live as a foster family. 
Some of you took on a really responsible role and tried to help your 
parents by dealing with difficult behaviour that the foster child 
displayed. Many of you also helped out a lot more at home. 
You all made a real effort to help the foster child to feel welcome in your 
family. You were nice and friendly when they first arrived because you 
knew they might feel a bit shy when they first came. You also wanted to 
make sure they had a nice time whilst they were staying with you. 
Sometimes, it was easier to get to know them if they were the same age 
as you. For some, it helped if they were the same sex. It also helped if 
they were interested in the same things as you. 
You also enjoyed doing activities with the foster child, and sometimes you 
let them come out with you and your friends. 

SO, YOU HAVE SHOWN THAi: 

You make a real effort to understand the changes that occur in 
your family when you become a foster family. 

You play an important role in fostering and often take on 
responsibilities for dealing with difficult behaviour and helping 
the foster child to settle into your family. 

Even though you welcome the foster child into your family, it is 
important for you to sti II have the opportunity to spend time 

with your own family. 

THIS IS IMPORTANTI You have helped your parents and the 
fosteri ng agency to understand what it is Ii ke for you to have 
foster children come and live with your family. This helps them 

understand that you need training and support. 

THANKYOU FOR TAKING PAR~ 
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............ University of 
Leicester 6.12 Summary Sheet of Findings for Parents 

School of Psychology 
Clinical Section 

104 Regent Road 
Leicester LE 1 iTT . l'K 
Tel: +-!-! (0)116 22:) 16:)9 

Fax: +-!-! (0)116 223 1650 

20th June 2004 

The Children of Carers: 
An Investigation 1"1'0 'theIr Experience of Fostering 

Dear (name of parents) 

You may recall that I came and interviewed your (name of son/daughter) in 
(month) about their experience of living as a foster family. I have now 
completed the project and so am writing to you to let you know the findings of 
the project. I have enclosed a summary sheet outlining the findings in detail for 
you to read. I have also sent a letter and summary sheet to (name of 
son/daughter). I hope you find it of interest. 

I interviewed five children in total and have tried to highlight the main 
processes that these children go through in managing the transition to living as a 
foster family. Overall, they have shown what an important role they play in 
fostering. I have been in touch with the staff at Foster Care Associates and 
met with them to talk about the findings. Importantly, it has helped them to 
think about the training needs and support that birth children require when 

living with foster children. 

If after you have read the summary sheet you have any questions or comments, 
you can email meat:HLY3@le.ac.uk and I will be happy to arrange a time to 
come and meet with you. Thank you again for allowing (name of sonldaughter) to 

take part in the project. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Helen Young 
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
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The Children of Carers: 

An Investigation into their Experience of Fostering 

FClmi1y 
For all children in this study, the transition to living as a foster family changed 
the nature of their existing 'family' and led them into a process of trying to 
'redefine' their family. There were four key components to this process: 

eswilhin the familv 
'. ---

All children said that it was mainly parents who talked to them about the idea of 
fostering. There were many different ideas about what fostering would be like. 
Some thought they would gain a new brother or sister; others thought it would 
be like having another playmate; and some thought it would be interesting 
because it meant they wou Id get to meet new people. 
There were lots of different feelings about fostering. Some were excited and 
thought it would be fun, whilst others were worried that the foster child might 
be nasty to their parents. 
When the foster child arrived, the children noticed lots of things that changed 
at home. This included not being able to play some of the games they used to 
play, and doing things differently, e.g. having new rules. Many noticed changes in 
other people and also within themselves. Some said they had to become more 
tolerant and help more around the home. Many also said that it actually made 
them feel closer to their parents, because they had to communicate and be more 
open with each other. 

(2) Seekij,Understand 
. ..... '- ~-..:::"'" _." - -

When noticing all of these changes, the children attempted to make sense of 
why these changes had occurred. This was crucially done through learning about 
the foster child. This included finding out why they were in care and also finding 
out about their family backgrounds. This was achieved in a number of ways. 
Some were given information about the foster child from the fostering agency 
prior to their arrival, others found out by just talking with the foster child. 
Others were helped to learn by their parents sharing information with them. In 
addition, children learned about the foster child by living with them on a day-to-

day basis. 
Learning about the foster child was really important because it helped the 
children understand why the foster child behaved in certain ways and also 
helped them to understand why the foster child sometimes had to be treated 
differently to them. HAVING THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN ABOUT THE 
FOSTER CHILD IS THEREFORE REALLY IMPORTANT FOR YOUR CHILDREN. 



One of the really important things for your own children was that, in the face of 
change, they were able to hold onto a sense of their own family. This involved, 
for example, carrying on some of the activities you did as a family before 
fostering. For some children, having time alone with their own family without the 
foster child was really important. This often took place in the evenings once the 
foster child had gone to bed. For others involved in long-term fostering, respite 
care prOVided an opportunity for the family to spend some time together. Having 
a 'shared' experience, for example, noticing that other family members were 
having similar experiences to themselves, also helped the children to see that 
this was a 'family' experience. 
One of the really important findings here was that parents played a really 
important part in helping children to hold onto a sense of their own family. 
Therefore as parents, helping your child set up times when they could have a bit 
of 'time out' with you or their siblings was really important to them. 

, (4JJiJu g a role 
In this 'new' family structure, all the children found different 'roles' for 
themselves. Often, these were quite responsible roles and children seemed to 
take these roles on willingly. 
Firstly, some children took on roles as responsible family members. This involved 
helping out more around the home, and some talked about trying to support their 
parents. Others actively tried to intervene to manage difficult behaviour 
displayed by the foster child. 
Secondly, all of the children made a real effort to try and make the foster child 
feel welcome in their family. This involved being friendly towards them when 
they first arrived and making an effort to get to know them. Some of the 
factors that facilitated this included being of the same age, the same sex, 
and/or having similar interests. Many of them also did activities with the foster 
child. 

~o. WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THrs~ 

(1) Your children do play an important part in fostering. 
(2) They actively try to understand the changes that occur within their 

family and parents have a really important role in helping them to do this. 
(3) Whilst the family inevitably changes with the entry of a foster child, it is 

important for these children to hold onto a sense of their own family and 
again, parents have an important role in helping children to do this. 

(4) Children do take on responsible roles within the family. Whilst this can be 
helpful and also beneficial to the foster child, children need to be 
protected and supported. This needs to come from both parents and 

fostering services. 
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~\"T'II~TAM University of 
Summary Sheet ofFindings for Fostering Age "',"~~' Lei c es t er 

-------------------------
School of Psychology 
Clinical Section 

104 Regent Road 
Leicester LEI iiT . l"K 
Tel: +44 (O)l16 ~~3 16:{9 

Fax: +·H (O)l16 ~~3 1t),-)(l 

20th June 2004 

Managing the transition to foster family statuS: 
The experience of carers I own children 

Dear (Team Leader) 

I have now completed the above project and am sending you a summary sheet 
outlining the main findings. I interviewed five children in total and have tried to 
highlight the main processes that these children go through in managing the 
transition to living as a foster family. I hope you find it of interest to read. 

Yours sincerely, 

Helen Young 
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
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Managing the 'trans''t'on 'to foster family status: 
The experience of carers' own children 

(2) Seeking to understand! 

• -. - - '- - t 

-, . " -

~ Finding Q. role 

(3) ~intQining Q ... of own fQmjl~ 
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Managing the transi"tion "to fos"ter family statuS: 
The experience of carers' own children 

For all children in this study, the transition to living as a foster family changed 
the nature of their existing 'family' and led them into a process of trying to 
'redefine' their family. There were four key components to this process: 

All children said that it was mainly parents who talked to them about the idea of 
fostering. There were many different ideas about what fostering would be like. 
Some thought they would gain a new brother or sister; others thought it would 
be like having another playmate; and some thought it would be interesting 
because it meant they would get to meet new people. 
There were lots of different feelings about fostering. Some were excited and 
thought it would be fun, whilst others were worried that the foster child might 
be nasty to their parents. 
When the foster child arrived, the children noticed lots of things that changed 
at home. This included not being able to play some of the games they used to 
play, and doing things differently, e.g. having new rules. Many noticed changes in 
other people and also within themselves. Some said they had to become more 
tolerant and help more around the home. Many also said that it actually made 
them feel closerto their parents, because they had to communicate and be more 
open with each other. 

(2) SeeMllil~JJnderstalld 
When noticing a" of these changes, the children attempted to make sense of 
why these changes had occurred. This was crucially done through learning about 
the foster child. This included finding out why they were in care and also finding 
out about their family backgrounds. This was achieved in a number of ways. 
Some were given information about the foster child from the fostering agency 
prior to their arrival, others found out by just talking with the foster child. 
Others were helped to learn by their parents sharing information with them. In 
addition, children learned about the foster child by living with them on a day-to

day basis. 
Learning about the foster child was really important because it helped the 
children to understand why the foster child behaved in certain ways and also 
helped them to understand why the foster child sometimes had to be treated 
differently to them. HA VING THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN ABOUT THE 
FOSTER CHILD IS THEREFORE REALLY IMPORTANT FOR THESE CHILDREN. 
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13] Maintaini~!D~.~~ Jls_e of own fanlilv 
One of the really important things for carers' own children was that, in the face 
of change, they were able to hold onto a sense of their own family. This involved, 
for example, carrying on some of the activities they did as a family before 
fostering. For some children, having time alone with their own family without the 
foster child was really important. This often took place in the evenings once the 
foster child had gone to bed. For others involved in long-term fostering, respite 
care provided an opportunity for the family to spend some time together. Having 
a 'shared' experience, for example, noticing that other family members were 
having similar experiences to themselves, also helped the children to see that 
this was a 'fami Iy' experience. 

One of the really important findings here was that parents played a really 
important part in helping children to hold onto a sense of their own family. 
Therefore as parents, helping their child set up times when they could have a bit 
of 'time out' with them or their siblings was really important to them. 

141Fill, , ','" 

g a role 
In this 'new' family structure, all the children found different 'roles' for 
themselves. Often, these were quite responsible roles and children seemed to 
take these roles on willingly. 
Firstly, some children took on roles as responsible family members. This involved 
helping out more around the home, and some talked about trying to support their 
parents. Others actively tried to intervene to manage difficult behaviour 
displayed by the foster child. 
Secondly, all of the children made a real effort to try and make the foster child 
feel welcome in their family. This involved being friendly towards them when 
they first arrived and making an effort to get to know them. Some of the 
factors that facilitated this included being of the same age, the same sex, 
and/or having similar interests. Many of them also did activities with the foster 
child. 

~o, WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THIs~ 

(1) Carers' own children do play an important part in fostering. 
(2) They actively try to understand the changes that occur within their family. Both 

parents and fostering services can help them to do this. 
(3) Whilst the family inevitably changes with the entry of a foster child, it is 

important for these children to hold onto a sense of their own family. Fostering 
services could playa vital role in helping families to put mechanisms in place to 
facilitate this. 

(4) Children do take on responsible roles within the family. Whilst this can be 
helpful and also beneficial to the foster child, children need to be protected and 
supported. This needs to come from both parents and fostering services. 
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